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Arthur P. Sleeper of Stockton Springs has
announced his candidacy for County Attorney
on the Democratic ticket in
the June primaries and already has a large number of signers
on his primary papers.
Rufus E. Stone of Troy, who has been talked
of for State Senator for some weeks, has finaily concluded not to become a candidate, and
has written Frank I. Wilson of this city to
that effect. Dr. A. D. Ramsey of Montville
will now enter the field and make an active
campaign for the nomination. It is thought
he will have no opposition.

J From Montana comes these words of cheer:
; jstrated Lecture Course,
j “I feel like writing and congratulating you
If fora and the city of Belfast on having awakened at
or ok The Journal.
last and shaken off the vampire that has been
and
time
of
you ;
mint
money
all that was good and upright out of
:
light to your own door the sce- taking
the city and degrading politics to the fullest
,.ur own country, and by a disthe majority is 6mall it is sufde with wonderfully beautiful i extend. Though
and once the spell i3 broken it is not so
elides be shown the Grand Can- i ficient,
easy to again regain a hold on the people.
the Petrified Forest, the Old
luins, the Yellowstone, Giacier
When former Mayor Hanson forms his IndeI.iner and all the hundred little |
pendent Wilson Democratic club it is a safe
corners of our country, wouldn't
bet that former Mayor Pattangall will not be a
member thereof.—Portland Press.
worthwhile?
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exactly the opportunity the
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High School

is

presenting

of illustrated lectures to
Memorial Hall by Nat. M. Brigi.
;
a ton, 111., a Harvard clsssmate of
Bowdoin. The lectures are for
rel. Hy.iAssociation.
itniiGii of B. H. S. Athletic
:un> in which Mr. Brigham will tell
Itf
; YS twenty-seven years of travel
,,
West are as follows:
ti„..
of AriTj ,,!M. A.Til 7, The Grand Canyon
curse

Ex-Mayor Hanson of Belfast is bound to

keep in the limelight. He, too, is to have
little party all his own.— Biddeford Journal.
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PERSONAL.

the led nearly all the time, hot ahe ton
her suffering patiently and with great fortitude.
She waa a good neighbor, a faithfu
friend and a'.woman of strong personality
She is survived by one sister, Mrs. Mary A
Livermore of Wilton,|N. H., one son David L.
and one grar ddaughter, Elisabeth Craig ol
Searamont, and by several niecee and nephewi
—one, Mr. George Hanley of Thomaaton, anc
his aon, were present at the funeral, whicl
took place Friday afternoon, March 20th, Rev
f^. P. Taylor, officiating. The interment wai
in 0«k Grove Cemetery.
to

Gettysburg.
unty Correspondence.. .Transfers city.”
of Brooks
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Notes.

The Belfast correspondent of the Waterville
Sentinel says: “A strong sentiment is developing in Waldo county in favor of the nomination of Joseph Williamson of Augusta for Congress from thiB district. Mr. Williamson was
born and brought up in Belfast and began the
practice of law here. He won many friends
throughout the county who have watched with
much pride his successful career in the capital

~
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Political

a

Under the caption “Political Cave of Abdul‘Citizen’ Hanson Organizing a New
lum.
Party of Soreheads and Kickers”, the R ickland
Opinion publishes a Boston Globe special from
Belfast announcing that ex-mayor Hanson
was “to head a new party to be started in
Waldo county and to embrace the State,” and

**
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SCENE
That sensational divorce play, “A Butterfly
on the Wheel,” is an
important booking at the
Colonial Theater next Tuesday, and
judgirg
from the success of the attraction
elsewhere,
admirers of good acting may well
anticipate
something worth while.
This play ”A Butterfly on the Wheel” created an instantaneous hit both in England and
America and ran for an entire season, and now
visits the various cities of the country fresh

“A

Metropolitan triumphs.

i:a

ON

THE

WHEEL.”
The trial scene holds the auditors spellbound
and has been pronounced unanimously a masterpiece in stage craft, especially the climsx
where the Butterfly wife, who vainly endeavors
to avoid the shafts of satire and the thrusts of
keen suggestion at bei conduct by a pitiless
prosecutor until overwhelmed she breaks down
in despair at being so misunderstood.
The
sale of seat will start at 9 o’clock Saturday
morning at the box office. Price $100, 75, 50
and 35 cents.

of modern life and
amaze one with their direct and plain treatment. In Act first is shown the temptations
| of the young wife in Paris and her thoughi! less behavior in a hotel with an admirer—the
! discovery of her compromising actions by her
husband in act second, the great divorce trial
in act tr.ird and the clearing up of the in! criminating evidence in act fourth.
Its

scenes

FIRE IN BROOKS.

High School Building and Contents
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Mrs.

Amanda J. Small of 733 Main street,

Malden, Mass., passed to her heavenly home
! Saturday, March 7,1914, after less than a day’s

[Special to The Journal.]
Brooks, Me., March 25, 1914. The High
illness of hemorrhage of the stomach. She
adds thereto:
school building was burned to the ground this |
v.. nc>.
April 8, From Coronado to Kit
those who
born in Searsport, Maine, Dec. 22, 1842,
was
Definitions—“Political
bosses”,
with
the new school library, State |
morning,
Jj.uian and Mexican Songs.)
|ygofl
will not at all times obey Mr. Hanson’s orders;
two typewriters and the apparatus for i the second daughter of Jeremiah C. and Bathlibrary,
not
their
who
do
set
F.-idfiv. April 10, Our National Parks.
“ring politicians”, persons
school work. Loss about $1,000. No insurance. sher*a J. (Smart) Merrithew. The early fampolitical watches by the Herald office clock.
i'.:jr?o tickets for the three lectures, 60
years
chil25
cents;
admission,
?L•# a»iuh single
j ily ancestry very proudly passed on traditions had been an
invalid, and for the past 15 years
To the Voters of Brooks.
Now that Hon. William R. Pattangall of
rei '*'• cents.
a id descent through the celeof
relations
with
to
the
practically helpless; but
very last, even
declined to enter the lists,there
The following proposition is to be submitted
f ihe Senior Class I sincerely rec- Waterville has
n,
is some speculation in the circles of the Third to the voters of Brooks, March 31, 1914, as to brated presidents, John and John Quincy in the midst of extreme bodily weakness, she
:;u se lectures to men, women and
Kr
district Democracy as to who will lead the the manner of financing a new schoolhouse:
Adams. On the maternal side she came of maintained her interest in the Master’s cause,
1 el fast—it is Belfast’s opportunity. party as a candidate for Congress in the comFirst— Issue town bonds to the extent of six
t
old Methodist stock. Her grandfather, j and kept in close touch with all that was going
ing campaign. The name most prominently thousand dollars ($6,000) payable in 1927 and good
Very truly yours,
mentioned is that of Hon. Robert F. Dunton, 1932, being the amount which the town can the Kev. Ephraim K. Smart, was the first ! on relative to the work of the kingdom. Some
a pence W. Proctor, Principal.
who was recently elected Mayor of Belfast legally issue;
Methodist preacher in the vicinity of Sears- | member of the family read to her the reports
and the State bank commissioner under the
Second—Issue a town note for the balance,
port. He rode down from New Hampshire on | from the held at large as reported in her
but it is said
Democratic
last
administration,
in
of
to
be
endorsed
citizens
payable
1917,
by
\bat tin ^on-in-Law of the "New Party” that Mr. Dunton will not be a candidate and the
Cass ! church
paper and thus her interest continued
town, to be taken up in 1917 by a bond horseback with his wife, Mrs. Mary
Says of it.
that he does not care for the nomination. The issue.
Smart, behind him on a pillion. He conducted ! to the last. Then, as you would expect such a
name of Hon. Joseph Williamson of Augusta
a clothing mill week days and preached Sunone, she passed out of this life in a triumphant
has been frequently mentioned in connection i
mnd Opinion March 20th.]
WEDDING BELLS.
days wherever there was an opportunity. manner and went to be with her Lord, whom
with this nomination, but he is saying nothing j
other
the
of
a
V.
call,
day, about it at present.—Lewiston correspondence ;
pleasure
These were the days of controversy between
she had loved and served so long. This article
mend, Mr. R. Herman Cassens of
r
Bangor Commercial.
Wessell-Durgain. There was a pretty 6 the denominations, and he often found that would be incomplete did I not mention more
Mr. Caswas here on business.
(.
March Dr.
-law of former-Mayor Hanson,
Stephen Thurston of early Congregational fully the devotion and faithfulness of the i
i o'clock wedding Tuesday afternoon,
€.
at the residence of Curtis Durgain. 199
f .1 “Citizen" of Belfast, who
fame would appoint a meeting for the same
Among those who filed their primary nomi- j 17th,
members of the family, who gave every attenwhen
his
Miss
street.
Cedar
Bangor,
daughter,
a lew votes of a 10th election the
^
nation papers at the office of the secretary of i Phebe M., became the bride of Fred W. Wes
time and place as the Methodists and come tion possible to her wants to the very last.
s able to give inside information
Daniel
B.
were
the
week
imlast
Brook
The
was
State
following:
5ville.
ceremony
j sell of
prepared to speak. After Mr. Smart’s death Her funeral was held at her late home, Feb.
a end of Waldo politics. Some of
ij
astonish us not a little. It ap- Plummer of Montville, Democratic candidate pressively performed by Rev. George A. his widow an her daughter, Mrs. Merrithew, 19th, conducted by her pastor, Rev. A. B. Mcii
of Grace M. E. church with the single
Martih
the
Dembetween
differences
K_;.
for register of deeds of Waldo county, petition
threw open their home many times for the enAlister, assisted by a former pastor, R;lv. H.
ring service, in the presence of a party of rel<r
Messrs, Dunton. Kilgore and of
Volney Thompson of Montville and 74 ! atives and intimate friends. The couple was tertainment of travelling clergyman and for W. Norton, who knew her in the days of her
one side and Mr. Hanson on the
others; James H. Cilley of Waldo, Republican ! attended by Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wessell, a the holding of preaching services and Sunday activity. It can with truth be said of this
.ve split both the Democratic and
itur
of the groom and sister of the bride.
:-.rtn s, had their origin in business
candidate for clerk of courts of Waldo county, j brother
school.
The late Rev. Dr. James Shirley good woman “She hath done what she could,”
The wedding music wa^ played by Mrs. Ira
that occurred many years ago,
ra;
and
of
Belfast
ICO
Doak
of
Carleton
[ Durgain.
Refreshments were served and
Smart, a noted Methodist divine of Dchigan, ! and it is not' too much to say in the language
petition
a
land
deal
and
medicine
Ur...
patent
The couple left on't who was well and favorably known through- of another
an informal rception held.
There is
nothing remarkable others.
ptc..
a wedding trip, that night for parts unkn -wn :
a here we got astonished is to
C,
out the denomination, was Mrs. Small's uncle;
“Thou art gone to the grave, but we will not
their home in North Brooksville.
se
et
people, who seem to have j The report that when Mayor John R. Dun- and will makehas
Mr. Wessell
deplore thee.
long been connected with the as was also the late Hon. E. K. Smart, the j
tt.
respect for each other so long
went out of office he left the city in debt Castine and Belfast steamboat line as clerk. well known Democratic
of Camden, ; Though sorrow and darkness encompass the j
lawyer
rought the entire community in* ton
Normal
have been intimately associated is utterly unfounded. On the contary he left His bride is a graduate of the Castine
who was famous in debate wiui Hon. James G.
of 1901, and lor some years been
Thy Saviour has passed through its portals ber
politics up to a short time ago. m cash in the treasury $12,077.59, nearly $1,- school, class
fore thee,
Both Blaine. On July 27,1861, she married Capt. Geo. j
a very successful teacher in Sedgwick.
-n.s strange that they should
more than the cash on hand when he ashim
trav100.00
C, Small, also of Searsport, and with
are well known in Castine and vicinity and
, And the lamp of His love is thy guide through
Fti
a Tip van Winkle sleep and suqthe gloom.”
News.
have
friends.—Bangor
Daily
office.
many
ersed all the great seas of the world in the days
the alleged rascalities of so sumed the
itr
r
is rtii excuse for locally wreckwhfr-n our merchant marine was something more
which they all profess to give
Neal-Clary Frank Ray Neal, game warden, than a dream
rp
Via Camden comes a well defined report that
of the past.
Capt. Small comiki.r
and support, and this after
and son of Game Commissioner Walter I. Neal,
ex-Senator Staples will not be a candidate for
Mr. Freeman W. Shephard died at 6 p. m.,
i
time,
'.
a
for
so
:!.*■!:
long
xrpoh
quarrels
j the senatorial nomination, but that he will seek and Miss Mildred Clary, both of Waldo, were manded the Odessa, the brig A. J. Ross and
winder if there are not enough |
married March 17th in this city at the Univer- ship S. F. Hersey, but their last voyages were March 18th, in Quincy, Mass., after an illness
the representative nomination from the class- |
Jen.
W aldo county who never had
salist parsonage. Rev. A. A. Biair, officiat- made in the
with pneumonia, aged 87
ed towns of Washington, Hope and Camden
clipper ship State of Maine, which ; of only five days
with Dana’s Sarsaparilla or
and using the single ring service.The couple
xyih" i:
He was born in JefferMembership in the lower house would give him ing
was built especially for him at Newcastle, Me. ! years and 6 months.
V:;
to rescue the party from their ;
were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Albra Clary of
as good an opportunity to wage the batand carry it to victory. Mr. Cas- just
Mr. Clary being a brother of the bride. She taught her children, who were much at j son, Maine, one of ten children of the late
►ear
Belfast,
Courierhe
in
tles which
has
view.—Rockland
h
v Mr. Hanson received the votes
Mr. and Mrs. Neal are to live in one of the a- sea in those
days, not only the rudiments of David and Mary Shephard. When a young
Gazette.
live Democrats, and so has a
partments of the new Ludwick house, on knowledge but also the great traditions of the man he lived in Freedom for a time and marj
lifepis faction as “the party." He
Primrose street.
1
American merchant marine and especially love j ried there Miss Mercy Dodge. About 35 years ,
There was .a small attendance at the Prok
Democratic candidate, Mr. Dunmoved to Belfast, and his farm at
Ion.,
c i hy Republican votes, and that
gressive caucus held at the Court House last j Gurney-Gordon. The marriage of Charles for the Star* and Stripes. After Capt. Small's ago they
j
!
of Waldo and Miss Eibertie May
death, Feb. 15, 1884, his widow with her chil- Poors Mills, now a part of Pearl Brook farm, ;
Saturday evening. A. P. Goodhue was chair- B. Gurney
home
of
v.- v
the
at
took
Belfast
:-i ana, the Hanson men propose to
Llordon of
place
one
of
known
as
the
best
in
this
was
!
had
and
the
where
she
j
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber E. Macomber, No. 6 Bay- dren moved to Malden, Mass.,
ttp'-i’
L>eniocratic organization and put man, Stephen S. L. Shute secretary,
the:.
Bince resided at the corner of Main and Orient vicinity. His wife died early in life, leaving
view street, last evening at 8 o'clock.
unt-nts fairly outside the breastworks. following delegates were elected to attend the
^‘-'T r i-i seem to quite comprehend why they State convention: R. W.
now
N.
Cross
Russell
Mrs,
streets. She transferred her church member- their two daughters,
Rogers, A. P. Goodc
this before and cinch their control if ;
TOWN ELECTIONS.
S. L. Shute, Rev. D. B. Phelan, George
ship to the Centre M. E. Church, where fhe of Morrill and Mrs. Edwin C. Getchell of Au*'
aimed they have a majority of five to one. hue, S.
A present, the
worked modestly and faithfully in all the gusta. Later he married Martha Dodge of
Dunton-Kilgore crowd have the Snow. The iollowing city committee was
Burnham. G. J. Mudgett, Moderator; Dawho d ed several years ago leaving
wgan.zat; !i and the city government, and if elected: Ward 1—S. S. L. Shute and Ira T.
vid A. Dyer, clerk; F. A. McAllister, B. A. church societies, contributing to the Home and Boothbay,
^c> have succeeded in holding this advantage Clough; ward 2—M. L. Slugg and Lee Robin- Reynolds, E. L. Varney, selectmen, assessors Foreign Missionary Society, the May Social one son, Dr. Hovey L. Shephard of LosAngeles,
M; a
be
almust
hopeless minority, they
and overseers; H. E. Kinney, treasurer; T. B. Committee, the Deaconess Aid Society and the Calif, and Mias Freemetta Shephard of Quincy,
son; ward 3—J. B. Waterman and W. L. Hall;
he smart as Mr. Hanson is represented to
McAllister, school committee; H. E Kinney,
** Our
Mass, who cared tenderly for her father in his
she was at one
dvice to our neighbors, the Waldo ward 4—W. G. Hatch and Geo. F. Mayhew;
collector. Money appropriated: Schools, $975; Ladies’ Aid Society, of which
wraocrai.-, is to squeeze the sarsaparilla, etc., ward 6—Allen Howard and Rev. Wm. Vaughan. roads and
of poor, $563; time
was also a member of
declining
years and watched over him with filial
She
support
$700;
bridges,
president.
0li',j; me:r politics and
get together for Demfor State roads, $325; other purposes, $1,640; the Pine Tree State Association.
In these love and devotion in his last illness. One sister,
ocrat
j
victory in 1914, regardless of who was
The Democratic caucus called for Friday total, $4,203.
r what happened away back in the
later years because of failing health her min- ! also survives, Mrs. Augusta Harlow of Quincy,
evening, March 20th, at the court house, was
Liberty. Moderator, O. B. Keene; clerk, G. istrations were of necessity to a smaller circle, Mass. Mr. Shepherd was a man of the strictest
captured by the Hansen party, who out-voted H. Cargill; selectmen, J. P. Sanford, B. E. Cun- but her interest in the church and its activities integrity, honorable in all his dealings, bad deP. S.
i rouble In Thorndike.
the Democrats two to one. E. F. Hanson was ningham, G. C. Cox; school committee,
She loved the church hymns, cided convictions and ever stood steadfast to
collector and constable, Millard never lessened.
he was a Republimade chairman and M. W. Lord secretary. Boynton;
treasurer, A. J. Skidmore; truant kept up the practice of family prayers and his principles. In politics
Whittaker;
[•Special to Boston Globle.J
Delegates and alternates to the State conven- officer, W. W. Whittaker. Appropriations: grace at meals, and gave sweet, trustful testi- can, and in religious views a CongregationaIfi'.'hNDiKE. Me, March 20. Bitter feeling tion in Portland March 26th, were elected as fol- Town purposes and support of poor, $600; roads monies.
Many tearfully declare “She moth- lism affiliating with-the North church in Beltown schools, $600; free
developed among the townspeople here
F. W. Brown, Alvin M. Clark, and bridges, $1800;
®*-r their Town Hall.
fast and later with the Congregational church
one a baby daughter
Lifelong friends have lows: delegates,
school, $450; repair of school houses, $150; ered me.” Two children,
high
estranged, there have been several fist E. F. Hanson, Guy Gray, I. V. Miller, R. H. school books, $75; special for road in South the other a brilliant young sea captain, have in Quincy. During his residence at Poor's
and tven the women have taken sides.
Cassens, Charles Collins, E. B. Lunt, Ralph L. Liberty, $200; destroying brown tail moths, gone on before her and she is survived by one Mills he was a promoter and active worker in
A new Town
Hall was a big issue at the anof the union meetings held there in the
alternates, Elmer S Whitehead, A. $160; Memorial day, $20.
U6
o wn
son, Rev. Edward E. Small, pastor of the Lau- behalf
meeting. Some were much in Cooper;
Thorndike. Howard Harmon, A. R. Murch rel street M. E. Church in Worcester, Maas- schoolhouae, and the suppers held at his home
and worked hard for it. They said the Scott Gray, M. R. Know!ton, AbnerG. Gilmore,
j*Vor
O. J. Farwell,
wwn needed
a new hall badly; that the present
S. A. Lord, F. W. Pote, Elisha Sherman, M. W. and Charles Ware, selectmen;
M. Louise Small, clerk for the benefit of these meetings were always
*T: house
Harmon, treasurer; L. H Ward, and by a daughter, Miss
was a disgrace.
A city committee clerk; Asbury
church
Amos A. Colcord.
Hu
member of school board for one year; Robert at the State House in Boston. Her grand- well patronized by the down-town
the opponents said that it would cost Lord,
®uch and make the taxes too high. So was elected as follows: Ward 1—F. W. Brown, Cates, member of school board for three years. children are Misses Esther L., Minnie C. and people. When unable because of advancing
moderator.
as
served
Money
>t came to a
he sold it and
vote, the proposed Town E. F. Hanson, Warren A. Nichols, Frank H. Peter Harmon
Anna Hays Small of Worcester. The funeral years to carry on his large farm
™lw«» voted down.
raised: Common schools, $400; Thorndike doMayo; Ward 2—C. B. Eaton, I. V. Miller, M. R. nation, $30; highways and bridges, $1,200; services were conducted by her pastor. Dr. L. about eight years ago went to Quincy to live
WaB somewhat of a
for
disappointment
ttlb“Wn
with his daughter. Every summer since he
Knowlton, F. W. Pote; Ward 3—Chester A. State aid road money, $633; for maintenance of H.
Bugbee, and a former pastor, Dr, Willis P.
supporters, but they would have
8» HiII
owed it and bided their time in patience, Pooler, A. Scott Gray, E. A. Wadsworth, L. F. old State road, $30 per mile; town charges,
residence on Tuesday, had visited his daughters in Augusta and Morher
late
from
Odell,
lK
text books, $25; repairs and supplies,
•j( Sa*(1. had not the antis added what the Marden; Ward 4—no nominations made; Ward $500;
flowers from other cities rill and friends in Belfast and a warm welcome
$50; superintendent of schools, $50; brown March 10th. Beautiful
advocates consider insult to injury, 5—Alvin M.
ll*'
Everett A. Nickerson, Leon tail moth cutting, $100; new road machine, and an abundance of such tributes from Mal- always awaited him here. His remains were
Clark,
k vol£d the hall down and killed the
pror," ,l
$200; repairs and changing doors on town den friends and various societiesdndicated the brought to Morrill, accompanied by Miss
this year, at least, the antis put
Shute, T. S. Thompson.
f‘
to make the
ji;r
and the funeral was held there at
1 house, $60, in order to be ableroad
_v.-te to raise $£0 to enlarge the
c.
machine, far-reaching love for a consecrated Christian Freemetta,
the Town House so that it may be
building suitable for storing
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Cross, at 2 p.
ormet
for
Democratic
committee
The
as
well
as for town
City
and hearse
as a
woman.
plows
road
scrapers,
the
storehouse
for
hearse,
3,.
Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant of the
off by George Cilley,
road scrapers and other ganization in the Court House Monday even- meetings. Taxes were bid
| m., Sunday,
to*' r s,mw plows,
a new
church officiating and paying a
This means that whenever :_C'Jo.o, IT ufln.nn nkoiiman ansi $5. The article in regard to building
ly
Gibbs Belfast Baptist
of
Daniel
wife
Martha
E.
Mrs.
ttcT,i n ''‘.use
Gibbs,
down.
town hall was voted
is to be used for a town meetdeserved tribute to the memory of one who had
Leon T. Shute secretary. Amos A. Colcord,
ijjp
Oct.
5,
in
was
born
Me.,
Waldo,
of
Me.,
Orland,
_•__i_it_*
,iier public gathering, it must be
c :>.•
‘J aV
Frank H. Mayo and Charles B. Eaton were
the hearse, road machines and such.
The Camaen Post Office.
1840, and died in Orland, Me. Feb. 16, 1914.
life. There was a large attendance of hie old
mad made a special committee to ascertain where
of
Chas,
second
was
the
daughter
cl* V1' ht‘ Town Hal1 contingent is rural
Mrs. GibbB
the Poor’s MillB
‘lol;Kh, and this usually peaceful
Word has been received from Congressman
ton
When a mere child friends and neighbors from
large rooms could be obtained, also the cost of
B. and Nancy F. Piper.
'-unity is rent with discord.
McGillicuddy that there is no chance for the
furnishing the same suitably for the occubill asking for the extra ap- her parents moved to Brooks, Me., where her j district.
the
of
passage
pancy of the Woodrow Wilson Independent propriation of *10,000 for the Camden post* girlhood days were passed, and where she was j
'KAjNSFEKS in real estate.
Elizabeth, daughter of the late William and
League, and report at an adjourned meeting office and that the department will go along converted at the age of 13 years and joined j
with the building as planned.using bricks with
Roxana (Bartlett) Keating, was born in Sears*
was about 22 years of
she
When
the
church.
we
loilo*,nK transfer, in re,l estate were Saturday evening.
are
disapgranite trimmings. Naturally
and died Wed.,
ln '■> aldo
not getting an all granite building, age the family moved to the city of Belfast, moot, Maine, April 19, 1836,
County Registry of Deeds
j March
The call is issued for a State Socialist con- pointed in
as planned will be a great
She was united in marriage
the
building
E.
Church
letbut
18,1914.
M.
the
•*
where
she
by
Me.,
joined
ending March 25,1214:
vention to be held in Bath April 7th.
ornament to the town.—Camden Herald.
Horace T. Craig in 1868 and of this
orle8 W
ter, and at once became a worker for her Mas- to Mr.
Wood, Burnham, to Grover U
Two daughwere born.
of
Stockton
will
Ames
M.
*>■ ho land and
Albert
Springs
ter. July 4th, 1864, she was married to Daniel union three children
1400 Automobiles Registered.
buildinga in Burnham.
in early
Gibbs of Brooks, and they made their home in ters, Emma and Maud, passed away
G. Carter, Montville, to the inhabi- enter the primaries as a Republican candidate
ut
State Autombile Clerk W. J. Lawlias reports
town of Montville; land in Mont* for the office of Representative to the Legisto reside there until the life, and one son, David L Craig, survives.
Belfast,
continuing
<ilis
is
that the buaineas.of registering automobiles
death of her husband she and her
lature in the class comprising the towns
time 80 per cent, better than a year autumn of 1867, when they moved to Ells- After the
*•
Thompson, Knox, to Fred W. El- of Frankfort, Islesboro, Prospect, Stockton at this
of about 12 years of age, went
ago. Automobile registrations up to dote this worth, Me., living in that city until 1878, when young son, a lad
land in Knoi.
to Montana and remained in the West until
more
his
attention
year number about 1400.
turn
and
decided
to
Gibbs
Mr.
L.
ThompWinterport.
to
Ervin
Springs
Sylvester,
Knox,
i*
land in Knox.
about two years and a half
lira. Mary B. Pettengill died March 20th at fully to farming and bought a farm in Orland 1903, excepting
The Progressive State convention,held March
Emerson and Harriet E. Sylvester,
In 1903
its,J anna
home in Bangor aged 89 years, 4 months ynH moved his family to the place that has spent in Maine and Massachusetts.
“T'10 c. O.
Sawyer, do.; land in Sears- 24th in Bangor, nominated H. P. Gardner for her
form of rheuand 19 days. She leaves to mourn her death ever since been their home and where they she was taken with an incurable
down
national
turned
Governor,
prohibition,
five of matism which baffled the skill of the best phyBelfast, to Jamea F. Brown, declared for enforcement in the State and besides her husband, one daughter, Maud B. reared their family of six children,
in Seanmont.
with the husband, survive- her. On sicians, and feeling she wsnted to be laid at
of
one sister, Charlotte
buildings
whom,
Bangor,
Pettengill
taar transfers see 8d
adopted a platform. Waldo county was reprepage.
of Stockton Springs, two brothers, moving to Orland Mrs. Gibbs united at once reet beside her kindred her son brought her
sented on the committees as follows: A. P Stickney
“Uli Ur“B.
Blake and David H. Blake, both of with the M. E. Church in that village, by letter home and bought a place and in his own home
Bertram
George C. Clarke of 100 Esat Goodhue, Belfast, State committee; F. M.
to the end,
their L,*venue> announce the engagement of Webber, Searsport, vice president; W. V.Nieh- Bangor. Mrs. Pettengill was bom in Bangor from Belfast, and entered heartily into it* lovingly and tenderly cared for her
Mrs.
wife.
and bad lived them all her life.
activities. She was particularly active in the his labors shared by his faithful
ola, Searsport, onlresolutions.
Ouc
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Miss Ruth Kimball is at home from Castine
for the E. S. N. S. vacation.
Dr. Albert D. Ramsay of Montville
Belfast Friday on business.

was

Miss Alta Huff has returned home from
visit with relatives in Beverly, Mass.
Mrs. Martha C. Keating is 'confined
home, 37 Congress street, by illness.

Mias Melissa A. Herrick died March l?th a
Saturday Cove, Northport, aged 74 years, 1
months and 8 days. She was born on the ole
Herrick hemestead near Little River, in Soutl
Belfast, ‘the daughter of the late Joab anc
Susan Gray|Herrick, where her early life wai
spent. Of late she had lived with lelatives ii
Northport and IStockton Springs. In her ac
tive years she taught school, most of the time
at Saturday Cove. She was a highly respect
ed weman and for years was identified witl
the Baptist church ir» Northport. One sister
Mrs. Sarah*Bennett of Stockton Springs, survives; also the following nephews and nieces
Fred W. and Percy W. Herrick of Belfast
George Herrick of Northport, Job and Charles
Montgomery of Camden, Leslie Bennett ol
Boston, Howard and Charles Be nnett of Sandypomt, Henry Herrick of Providence, R. I., Mrs,
Helen Shannon and Mrs. Essie Crosby ol
Stockton Springs, Mrs. Lila Crockett of Sandy*
point, Mrs. Mary J. Black of East Belfast,
Mrs. Laura Moody and Mrs. Emma Alden ol
Camden. Her death was caused by Bright’e
disease, although she had been in frail healtk
many years with tuberculosis. The funeral
took place in the Baptist church at Saturday
Cove March 19th at 10 a. m., Rev. Walter F.
Sturtevant of the Belfast Baptist church of*
ficiating. Interment was in the Herrick lot in
the South Belfast cemetery.

to

in

a

her

Everett J. Felker of Brooks, civil engineer,
in Belfast Friday on business.

was

Miss Frances A. Sargent returned Saturday
from a week’s visit with relatives in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis returned last
week from a visit to their former home in
Calais.
Miss Lucy E. Keating has returned home
from visits in Portland and Boston and vi-

cinity.
Mrs. William F. Schoppe left Monday for
short visit with Mrs. William N. Todd in
Portland.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Greer, who ha\e been in
Brockton, Mass., the past winter, have returnBelfast.
Miss Lena Nye of Searsport spent several
days reaently with Mrs. Elijah Ritchie, Upper
High street.
ed to

Rev. William Vaughan, who has been in New
Yora for several weeks, will arrive home today, Th ursday.
xj.

u.

riiemii

Monday to visit her
Lucy Pendleton.

new

went

10

isiesDoro

granddaughter, Ada

Dr. O. S. Vickery returned Friday from New
York, where he accompanied F. G. Mixer for

treatment for his eyes.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith of Newburg
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Stevens.
Mrs. Smith is Mr. Stevens’ sister.
Mrs. E. E. Wentworth leaves today for her
semi-annual visit in Boston, and will resume
her dressmaking business on her return.
Miss Louise W. Richards is at home from
her spring visit
with her mother, Mrs. Annie Richards.
Miss Edith C. Wilson arrived from Gardiner
last Saturday to spend a week's vacation with
her father, M. O. Wilson of Poor’s Mills.

Farmington Normal school for

she married the late Zenas L. Downs of SwanMrs. Amos Clement, and daughter Louise*
ville, She was ill only five weeks and although
81 years of age had been, up to this winter, in were in Portland for several days recently
remarkable health. Besides a number of j visiting Dr. and Mrs. James D. Clement.
nephews and nieces she leaves to mourn
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Pierce will leave
their loss one daughter, Mrs. Martha E. Harts- April 8th for a business
;
trip to Chicago and
horn, and two grandchildren, Z. D. Hartshorn ! will also viBit their former home in Cincinnati.
and
Mrs.
A.P.Moore
of Searsport
of Swanville;
Miss Inez L. Barker of Center Montville
and one great granddaughter, Martha Esther called on
friends in Belfast last Saturday on
Hartshorn, whom she idolized. The funeral her
way to Islesboro, where she was called
was held at the church in Swanville, Rev. C.
j professionally.
H. McElhiney pastor of the Congregational
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Terry of Waterville and
Church of Searsport officiating. Interment was
Mrs. Guy Norton of Unity came to Belfast last
in the family lot in Green Lawn cemetery.
week to attend the funeral of Mrs. Charles F.
A dear one from us has gone
1
Shaw.
A voice we loved is stilled

j

A

place is

Which

vacant in

never can

our

home

Frank L. Whitten of the Swan-WhiitenBickford Co. was in Boston last week on business and was joined
there Friday by Mrs
Whitten and daughter Alice I.

be filled.
—Communicated.

Abner K. Gray of Prospect, died March 16th
Mrs. Essie P. Carle and Mrs. J. S. Harriman
3f pneumonia at the home of his daughter,
returned Friday, the former from a business
Union
179
C.
Mrs. Fred
street,
Cunningham,
trip to New York and the latter from a visit,
Bangor, at the age of 72 years, 8 months and with
Mrs. F. A. Schubert in Boston.
11 days. He leaves a widow; one son, Frank
Capt. Ralph A. PattershalJ, who has been at
L Gray of Prospect; two daughters, Mrs. F. C.
Junningham, with whom he lived, and Mrs. T. j his home in East Belfast for the winter, has
E. Cuddy of 93 Sanford street, Bangor. Mr. gone to New York to get his schooner, the
Harold C. Beecher, ready for business.
3ray was a veteran of the Civil War, having
Mr. Gportrp R_ RaUpn nf Palcrmn
jerved three years in the First Maine Cavalry,
Eo. D.; re-enlisted and was transferred to the Belfast last Friday and Saturday visiting
He was a member of McGilvery Post Walter C. Townsend. He was returning from
lavy.
it Searsport. He leaves many friends who ex- a visit with his son Russell in Prentiss.
;end sympathy to the bereaved family. There
Mrs. Aeeila Wadsworth Packard, who revere no public service owing to the serious illcently came home ill from Barg, r, where she
less of Mrs. Cunningham.
was
was taken last
to the
«xroc

employed,

■

.<•

was

Ralph A. Bramhall is at home from Colby
College for the Easter vacation.

It seems eminently fitting that more than s
Sunday school, and work of the Ladies’ Aid,
passing mention should be made of the departand notwithstanding all the home duties found
ure of one of the oldest and moat respected
time to assist in many enterprises of the
citiiens of Swanville, Mrs. Mary J. Downs,
church of her choice. Her deep interest in
who died in Searsport Feb. 3rd at the home of
the cause is shown in that after her health beher grandson, Z. D. Hartshorn; and this simple
came so impaired that she could not stand the
tribute is paid to one whose exceptionally
strain of a public service she would have one
character and long life won for hei
of the family drive her team near the church exemplary
the highest esteem of many friends. She was
.during the preaching service and sitting in her
born in Monroe, July 28, 1833; the daughter of
carriage she would hear the gospel message
Jeremiah and Mary Mitchell, and in early life
she loved so well. For more than 20
she

OBITUARY.

No Insurance.

Hon. Albert Peirce of Frankfort
faat Friday on business.

Plummer

PERSONAL.

Friday

Sanitarium in Union for treatment.

Dr. George B. Phelan of
Monday for a short visit

Lewiston Wednes-

Montreal

arrived

with

nis p rents.
and with his sis-

Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Phelan,
| ter, Mrs. Bowdoin N. Pendleton, in Islesboro.
Chester Shaw of Winthrop spent the weekMr. CharleB K. Coombs was in Portland
end with his daughter, Mrs. Thomas Edwin
ruesday on business.
Bowker, High street. Mrs. Shaw had been here
Miss Phyllis Clark is spending a week with
for a week and returned home with her husrelatives in Plymouth.
band Monday.
Mayor Robert F. Dunton was in Portland last
Miss Florence Dinsmore, who had been the
business.
on
ruesday
guest of Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Dinsmore on ConDana B. Eouthworth is at home from Hebron
gress street, has returned to her home in WaAcademy for the Easter vacation.
terville, where she is first reader in the First
Mrs. W. L. West was called to Monroe last Church of
Christ, Scientist.
ruesday by the illness of her mother.
Harry Rollins of Bangor has been chosen as
a
is
M.
Chamberlain
Elizabeth
taking
Miss
representative of the University of Maine as
two-weeks vacation from the Hattie M. Black Peace contest
speaker, to compete with speakitore.
ers from other Maine colleges lor the prizes
Miss Grace A. Lord returned last Saturday offered by the National Peace Society.
from a visit with MrB. Arline S. Cooper of
Robert, the little son of Mr. ana Mrs. Lewis
Newport.
Poor, who was killed in an accident in New
Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman arrived home last Bedford, Mass., was buried March 16th, his 7tb
Saturday evening from visits in Boston and birthday. He was a bright little fellow and
Mansfield, Mass.
his death was a great blow to his parents.
Mrs. Mary P. Colcord returned Tuesday to
Mrs. Agnes Plummer, housekeeper or Mr,
her work in Miss Hattie M. Black’s store after and Mrs. Charles
for
left last
O. Norton
business,

Bernes

lay

on

was

in

Bradbury,

s

two

weeks’ vacation.

Miss Florence I. Cross returned Friday from
visits to the schools of Augusta and Gardiner
and with friends in Pittsfield.
Sheriff F. A. Cushman is out and about after
several weeks confinement to the house with a

cold, followed by pleurisy.
D. C. Davis of Rockland, formerly of Belfast, was in town Monday, Tuesday and

wnere
mey win
next two months.

on

old friends.

lane

an

apanuicui

iui

iut

Miss Louise J. Read has returned home from
Gloucester, Mass., where she went to visit her
aunt, Mrs. Edward R. Burnham, and to accompany Charlotte and Mildred, the little daughters of Willis H. Read, who will have a home

severe

Wednesday, calling

Friday

visit at her home in Wiscasset, and this week
will join Mr. and Mrs. Bradbury in New York,

a

j

in the Burnham

family.

Mrs. Gerry Harriman and son Clyde recently joined her husband, Percy Harriman. in this
city, where he has employment in the cooper| ing department of the Coe-Mortimer Co. They
Carl Johnson of Eaat Hampton, Mass., will I are at present stopping with Mr. and Mrs. S. R.
be the gueBt of Dona’d S. Clark during the Stevens on Bridge street.
Easter vacation from the University of Maine.
Miss Melvina Parker, a former teacher it.’
Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie and little sons, David F. ! the Augusta schools, but who is now located in
was in Augusta Thursday calling on
and Thos. D., of Augusta, will arrive Saturday j Belfast,
! friends, having come from Bowdoinham, wnere
to spend a week with her parents, Capt. and
J she is the guest of Mrs. S. W. Carr who hasMrs. T. D. Barr.
just returned to her home in that town after
having passed the winter in Massachusetts.—
Monwent
to
Bangor
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl
Kennebec Journal.
day to see his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
Mrs. Evie Carter Burke and Miss Zauie P
Pearl, before their departure for Southern Carter of
Redlands, Calif., are planning a fivePines, He returned to Belfast Tuesday evenmonths’ trip abroad with California friends,
ing.
and will spend most of the time in Italy, but
Miss Freemetta Shephard of Quincy, Mass., will visit Switzerland.
This will prevent
wiled on Belfast friends Tuesday on her re- their anticipated trip to Belfast next summer,
had
she
where
accompanied to the regret of their many friends here.
turn from Morrill,
the remains of her father. Freeman W. ShepMr. and Mrs. Virgil L. Hall returned last
aard, for burial there.
week from visits in Boston and Lynn, Mass.,
ThursMrs. Mary Haugh will leave today,
accompanied by Mrs. Hall’s mother, Mrs. John
lay, for a visit of several weeks with her Thompson, who had been the guest of Mrs.
laughter, Mrs. Fred Biather in Dorchester, Grace Thompson in Lynn for several weeks.
Hass, and her Bon, Henry Haugh, in Nahant, The many friends of Miss Geneva
Thompson,
Maas.
who is a frequent visitor here, will be sorry to
Rev, E. G. Mason, pastor of the Universalist learn that she recently met with a severe accichurch of Muncie,Ind.,visited his cousins, Wil- dent in the school gymnasium. She has reliam A. and Loula A.Mason,in this city recent- covered sufficiently to resume her studies and
ly on his return from a visit to his old home in it is hoped that she will suffer no permanent
ill effects.
Montville.
Mrs. June Howes Taylor, who recently moved to Boston, is in Belfast with her grandparents, Mr. and Mis. George G. Wells.

j

Stomach Health
Or No Cost to You
Very likely other* have advised yon to use
Dyspepsia Tablets, because scores of
people in this community believe them to be
the beBt remedy ever made for Dyspepsia and
Indigestion. That is what we think, too, because we know what they have done for others
and what they are made of. We have so much
Rexall

faith in them that we urge you to try them at
If they don’t help you, they won't
our risk.
coat you a cent. If they don't do all you want
them to do—if they don’t restore you stomach
to health and make your digestion easy—just
tell us and we will give back your money without

a

word

question.

or

Containing Pepsin and Bismuth, two of the
greatest digestive aids known to medical
science, they soothe the inflamed stomach
lining, help in the secretion of gastric juice,
check heartburn snd distress, promote regular
bowel action, and make it possible for you to
eat whatever you like, whenever you like, with
the comforting assurance that there will be no
bad after-effects. We believe them to be the
best remedy made for dyspepsia and indigestion. Sold only at the'more than 7,000 Rexall
Stores, and in this town only at our store.
Three sizes, 26c, 60c and 81.00.—City Drug
Store. Edmund Wilson, Proprietor, 98 Main

the famous artist, with whose wonderful pictures we are familiar in the magazines. She came across the lobby one
evening and stood beside me. A small
woman, wearing glasses, and slightly
deaf, with a dark, earnest face, and a
charm of manner that cannot be described. "I wanted to know you” she said
"because you are doing something, and I
And then for a
like women who work.
while she talked,and I listened with husbed breath, fearing to lose one word of her
vivid descriptions. She took me with her
all through the States, always touching
seen it
upon the beautiful as she has
with those artist eyes of hers. Another
day she gave me the delight of looking
through her portfolio, and the pictures
there were an education. One study of
an aged man’s face in many different
characters was especially beautiful. The
flowing white hair and beard, 1 was told,
had been allowed to grow for three years
to give the effect she needed for her pictures, which among other thingB illustrated the 23d Psalm: “He leadeth me
beside the still waters," etc. I think

at once.

Among our celebrities I must
get to mention Mr. and Mrs. J.

VIII

suddenly

it

warm,

certainly

blew that

a

wind

climbing

had been

your big snow drifts not long before. 1 got a cold, and so did many other
people "Graveyard colds they calls em,

over

the colored waiter. Bowser,
consolingly told me when I first arrived
and was a victim. The weather is doing
better now, and so am I, but there is
As
room for improvement in both of us.
nearly everyone remarked, however,
during that strenuous week, “It is better
to be here than at home.” The news of
your blizzards and cold weather was all

ma’am”

as

us cheerful, and my desk was
for news of the “weather up

kept
besieged
north”—Misery does like plenty of comHaving been in doors all this
pany.
time, my letter must be of the people
that

around me, rather than of the beautiful
world outside, for it is and has been
beautiful in spite of the weather. The
flowers still bloom, the young leaves on
the live oakB shine as though newly varnished, the little wild violets are grow-
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an
an
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account

.1

nkn..4-

of

an

nn-j-w

automobile ride

orange grove

having ninety

TT7

♦

k

through
rows

of

trees, each row a mile long. She said
the fragrance from the blossoms was alwhile the oranges
and grape fruit made a glory of gold all
through the place. She was allowed to

overpowering,

most

pick

some

of the

fruit, only being

cau-

tioned not to break the limbs. She told
me that from this orchard the best fruit
is

carefully packed

and

shipped north,

while the inferior grade is sold in the
south.
The same woman gave me a
wonderful description of the Tennessee
mountains, where it is never too hot and
never too cold, where the air is the elixir
of life, the water the purest in the world,
and the coloring of earth and sky beautiful beyond description; and when she
finished I just told her a few things

a

jubilee

Tennessee coloring may be superb,
but that shore ride from Belfast to Camden on a summer’s day shows coloring
that’s good enough for me; and the air
we breathe and the water we drink up
among the hills of the Pine Tree State
are as pure as the purest and as good as
the best.
the way I have met one woman
who hates the very name of Maine.
Guess why 1 Because at Peaks Island

By

they fed her lobsters and nothing but
lobsters—lobsters when she came off the
where she had been sick enough to
boat,

die. 'The expression of her face when
she talked of Maine and lobsters nearly
her to ungave me convulsions. I gave
stand that Belfast people had not been

really forced

to eat lobsters for

a

long

time now.
Since my last letter crowds of people
have come and gone, and it has been interesting to know some of the celebrities.
Dr. Cook, the explorer,for instance, who

making a lecturing tour with,
as one might say, “a chip on his shoulder”—and telling things about Lieut.
Peary that are not to the latter’s credit.
has been

In anifo

rtf

tmr

r^ecirp tn hp

lnval to

a

son

Qjrot. Cook
of Maine, my feeling
brought his chip right straight from the
pole, or believes that he did. There is
an honesty about the man, and a power
that comes only from great deeds accomplished, or from the feeling that they
In any case,
have been accomplished.
the thought that here was a man who
had actually returned from that land of
frozen mystery, where the bones of so
many brave men are lying, made Capt.
Cook a hero in my eyes. Wm« J. Burns,
the great New York detective was here
at the same time. A man with a stern
face and a piercing eye, with a way of
looking at one that causes one to feel
is that

guilty

and wish to own up to

anything

His greatness did not
appeal to me, nor does that of any man
so bent upon ferreting out crime that he
i s suspicious of even the golden rule and
Mr. Burns says.

the ten commandments.
Another celebrity, and one who won
my heart for all time, was Jane Reece,

concert.

chestra, at which there was
singing. And now, as usual, I

some

Divine love vindicated.

1911-.

210 Sm 9

^

VINE ARTS.

Anderson, William James.
The architecture of Greece and
Rome. 1907..
Saint-Gaudens, Augustus,
The reminiscences of Augustus

722 An

»

786 S-2

724 W 7

Cain, Georges.
Le long oes rues.—
Mun, Albert de.
Pour la patrie. 1912.—

Daytona, Fla., March 13, 1914.
AMAZING !

long

more

time than the attacks on the

in

date:

One of the great objects in cutting
that great ditch across the Isthmus of
Panama is to allow farmers who are
near the Atlantic to ship to the Pacific
by way of the Atlantic ports. Now at
present there are no ships to do that, and
ot

one

grade—the highest.

ft

1913.

B 4 F 11

HISTORY.

JUVENILE

BOOKS.

Bates, Katharine Lee.
In sunny Spain with Pilarica and
Rafael..
Burks, Frances Williston.
Barbara’s Philippine journey. 1913.

children.
Crane, Laura Dent.
The automobile girls at Washington. 1913.
Daulton, Agnes McClelland.
The gentle interference of Bab.

Our

j
j

little Bulgarian cousin.

J-B 31
J-B 911

821

C-8

J-C 85-6

1913.

J-W 12-4

POMONA GRANGE.

WALDO

j

j

j A large and interesting meeting of
| Waldo County Grange was held March
5th with
Dirigo Grange, Freedom.
: This
meeting was postponed from
March 3d on account of the storm.
The officers present were Master, LecSecretary, Pomona
turer, Treasurer,
and Flora. The pro tem officers were
B. F. Foster, Overseer; H. C. McCorrinnn

flhnnlain:

Dr.

Ramsev.

Steward:

Frank Clement, A. Steward; Frank Johnson, Gate Keeper; Mrs. Harvey Shibles,
L. A. Steward. After the opening exercises a class of seven were instructed
in the 5th degree. The noon recess was
then taken and the wants of the inner
man were well looked after by the host
The afternoon session was
Grange.
i
opened with music by the choir. The
i. address of welcome was
given by B. F.
Foster and the response by C. M. Howes.
The question, Resolved, That dairying iB

profitable than any other branch
of farming, was discussed by James Libby, B. F. Foster, R. S. Ward, George
Bryant, Henry McCorrison, the Secretary, J. H. Cilley, Frank Clement, Bert
more

THE

COE~MORTIMER

\

STANTIAL, Belfast, is general represent a-

tive for Western Maine.
THE
Me., is one
factories in
agement of

COE-MORTIMER WORKS

at

j

Belfast,

of the largest and best equipped fertilizer
New England. It is under the able manMr. M. L. Slugg, one of the most expert
in the industry.
makers
fertilizer

Superior facilities, superior management, superior
superior

materials in the goods, all combine to furnish
fertilizers and superior service.

Court

was

held

and

the

in

the

National

night

John Ward, late of Belfast.

July

Estate.

in estate

^Spring tSlJMMER
Styles
FDR SALE BY

^/Dwight P. Palmer
Temple,

r

ACT

QUICKLY

Delay Has Been Dangerous In Belfast.
Do the right thing at the right time.
Act quickly in time of danger.
In time of danger Doan's Kidney Pills are
most effective.
Plenty of evidence of their worth.
Joseph R. Walker, 708 Main Street, Rockland,
Me., Bays: “About three years ago I began to
have a great deal of trouble from pain across
the small of my back. I believe it was brought
on
heavy work. I steadily grew worse and

by
finally I

bad that I often had to press
that
my hands on my back fur the slight relief
this had. Bearing good reports about Doan’s
Kidney Pills, I got a supply and began using
them. By the time I had taken one box, I felt
much better. I used three boxes and am now
rid of the trouble. I still use Doan's Kidney
Pills whenever I feel that my kidneys are in
need of a tonic, and the best of results follow.
I willingly verify my former endorsement of
was so

this remedy.’’
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, Mew York, sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
otber.

non non no

Surplus

over

all liabilities. 2,531,429 51

Total liabilities and surplus.$6,384,741 87
B. F. COLCORD, Agent, Searsport, Maine
3wl2

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE

CO.,

December 31, 1913

Real estate..$ 2,240,050 00
Mortgage loans. 27,651,330 85
344,623 40
Collateral loans.
43,109,440 88
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank. 2,281,017 26
58,60133
Agents' balances.
46,629 19
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents. 1,175,491 81
All other assets. 13,306,735 09
Gross assets.$90.21? ,919 81
Deduct items not admitted. 2,446,632 68
Admitted assets.$87,767,387 13
Liabilities December 13, 1913
Net unpaid losses..$

Unearned premiums.

I

CASTINfl
-v.-M

ar.fl

pared to fill
able prices.

all

orders promptly and

at

30cf

939.547 98

69,402

14

All other liabilities. 76,036,208 28
Cash capital. 6,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities.. 5,722,228 78
Total liabilities and surplus.$87,767,387 13
HARLES H. SARGENT, Agent, Belfast, Me
8wl2
C

I

BtLFAST FOUNDRY & MACHINE

Dioiiii

Announces that he has hmited his
to diseases of the

pracisfl

ihnj

Eye. Ear, Nose and
AND RtfRACTION.
I

Office hours —f)
7 to 8

d.

is
a.

m..

m.

to 12 m., 1

r.» :

I

and bv appointment.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE

SIREM
^

Telephone connection

-■

THE TRAVELERS IN DEM Ail:

■

C

700 Main St., Hartford, Conn
Assets December 31, 191

Mortgage Loans.$

Collateral loans
Stocks and bonds,.
Cash in Office and Bank.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets,.
!

I
1,
if

I

Gross Assets.
Deduct items not admitted,.
Admitted Assets.
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1913
^
Net Unpaid Losses, ..$ 26". 7®
Unearned Premiums,.
■
■
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital. 1," < ®
over
all
432,3'.’.®
Liabilities,.
Surplus
1

Total Liabilities and Surplus,- $12.344. ’■
FRED C. CUNNINGHAM. After.:.
3wl2
Prospect. Main*

GERMAN AMERICAN INSURANCE
i

Assets December 31, 1913
Real estate.. .$ 12,(
Mortgage loans
Stocks and bonds. Yl,£7$.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.

v'

All other assets.
Gross assets .$23,14.
Deduct items not admitted.

1,422.-^

Admitted assets.$21,'24.s?l‘j
Liabilities December 31,1913
Net unpaid losses.$ ?
Unearned premiums.. 9,4-'
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.

Surplus

over

all liabilities.

j,2i

Total liabilities and surplus.$21
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents, 1
3wll
THE PALATINE INSURANCE O
OF LONDON, ENGLAND

I

Assets December 31, 191
Stocks and bonds.$-•
Cash in Office and Bank.

Agents’
Interest

Balances
and Rents.

Gross Assets...

Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted Assets...
Liabilities December 31, 1913
Net Unpaid Losses.$ ,r
Unearned Premiums. 1.
All other Liabilities.

Deposit Capital..
I Surplus over all liabilities.

Hartford, Connecticut.
Assets

I

have reopened the foundry on
street, under the superintendence of MLEADBETTER, an experienced iron
have a large stock of patterns, and

j

169,425 76

jg

We

of

All other liabilities.

"y

—

DO YOUR

837,546

301,177 46
2nd. when part of Johnson’s troops slept Cash in banks and on hand
within the Union lines, the Boys in Blue Premium notes and premiums in
Petition for guardian granted
60
of
collection
386,633
process
(net).
their
filled
and Gray freely commingled,
Wallace W. Grant of Stockton Springs.
Accrued Interest.
83,524 62
and chatted around Spangler’s
Petition for assessment of collateral inherit- canteens
where
in estate grant- Spring. Next we visited the house
$9,215,575 86
ance tax and persons interested
a stray bullate of Jennie Wade was killed by
J.
Sarah
Murray,
of
estate
ed in the
let. A monument has been erected to
LIABILITIES
Burnham.
her memory in the Citizen Cemetery. On
Policy Reserve. $7,552,693 87
Petition of Chester A. and Edith B. Robin- our return to camp on Hancock avenue, All other
Liabilities, including
son of
Sickles
we passed where Gen’l Daniel
Claims in process of adjustson, both of Bangor, to adopt Henry,
was stopping and had the pleasure of
ment; Premiums and interest
Ruth Reynolds of Burnham, was granted.
The bovs think lots of
paid in advance; Bills awaiting
Petition for appointment of trustees granted shakin? his hand.
He
presentation for payment; Reof him for his fighting qualities.
in estate of Joseph H. Damon, late of Unity.
erve for Accrued Premium
commanded the 3rd Corps at Gettysburg
Taxes.
176,088 50
Accounts were allowed in estate of oarah
and lost a leg there.
Rr.ifnat
criinrdian's fourth; !
ouipius reserveu jur luiure uiviWe visited the spot where the 16th
denda to Policyholders.
25,000 00
Melinda F. Goodwin, late of Burnham, final; Me. were taken prisoners and carried to
Surplus as regards Policyholders
Curtis E. Mitchell, late of Unity, final; John Anderson ville, many of them never to re1,461,793 49
[including Capital Stock].
J. turn. On the afternoon of July 1st, to |
Ward, late of Belfast, first and final; Sarah
j
$9,215,575 86
H. ! save part of the 1st Corps, to which the
Clements, late of Swanville, first and final;
their general ordered them
H. LamBon, late of Freedom, final; Lucy Ann j 16th belonged,
! to hold a position at all hazards. They For the best Life, Accident and Health
Knowlton, late of Northport, trustee’s final; were surrounded
by a rebel division, and
and
first
Montville,
Insurance communicate with
Benjamin W. Knowlton,
must lose their flag the boys
they
finding
of
Unity, guard- tore it into
into
it
and
carried
final; Josie M. Vickery, late
prisstrips
ian's first; Sarah A. Edwards, late of Brooks, | on. Some of the boys hold those strips to- E. C. MORAN & COMPANY,
first and final; Edward B. EdwardB, late of day.
Sergt G. H. Fisher of Winterport
General Agents, 425 Main Street,
BrookB, first and final; Oscar J. Farwell, Thorn- has one,which weTiave seen. Col. Tilden,
3tll
Rockland, Maine
it
drove
trus- rather than
his
of
late
Belfast,
sword,
William
Holt,
up
give
dike, first;
the hilt.
at
it
broke
and
Frankof
into
the
late
ground
Clarence
tee’s third;
Trundy,
Far- ! That is the stuff our Maine boys were
fort, guardian’s second and final; Oscar J.
NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
made of.
well, partner, Thorndike, first and final; Patthe John Burns monuvisited
25 Liberty Street, Ne^ York.
also
We
and
rick O. Sweeney, late of Winterport, first
John
ment situated on Stone avenue.
Mortgage loans.$ 563,000 00
final; Arthur M. Clark, late of Belfast, guard- Burns, the citizen-soldier, on the first Stocks and bonds. 5,477,195 39
405,204 96
ian’s first and final; David E. Bird, late of day of the battle as the 1st Corps moved Cash in office and bank.—
580,906 96
balances.
Belfast, first and final; Edwin Rand, late of by asked permission to join the 7th Wis- Agents’ and
31,828 49
rents..
small and wore a Interest
Unity, first and final; John C. Sprague, late of consin. He was rather
buttons.
brass
coat
with
swallow-tail
Gross assets.-.$7 058,135 80
Prospect, first and final.
He had a powder horn and plenty of am- Deduct items not admitted. 141,213 99
Warrants and inventories were returned in
to
munition in his pockets. He refused
Fowler, et als, minors of
estates of Mary
Admitted assets.$6,916,921 81
leave the field until three times wounded.
of
late
Searsport;
A.
Sargent,
Margaret
Liabilities December 31, 1913]
Unity;
He recovered from these wounds and
Andrew S. Pendleton, late of Searsport; Min- died in 1872. A fine monument has been Net unpaid losses.$ 256,371 54
3,096,428 44
Unearned premiums.
nie R. Larrabee, late of Unity; Mary E. Lovett, erected to his memory.
60,7 0 00
This ended my second day’s tramp All other liabilities.
late of Lincolnville; Angeline N. Carver, late
00
After a good wash the Cash capital. 1,000,000 83
over the field.
of Searsport; Lewis H. Murch, late of Freeliabilities.
over
all
2,503,411
call and when Surplus
the
sounded
supper
bugle
dom; James H. LenfeBt, late of Swanville; that
appetite had been satisfied the boys
Total liabilities and surplus.$6,916,921 81
Eliza C. Dyer, late of Troy; Mary A. Lenfest,
gathered in front of the tent to talk over
It was a JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast, Me.
late of Swanville: Ida M. Jones, late of Sears- the many scenes of the day.
3wl2
F. beautiful
Our tent had seven
mont; Clara E. York, late of Brooks; Alonzo
evening.
members of Co. E, 19th Me., with ComBatchelder, late of Monroe.
BOSTON INSURANCE COMPANY,
Hon. A. E.
Petitions for license to sell real estate ware rade Vinal of Vinalhaven,
Nickerson and Hon. A. H. Nickerson of
Milk Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
137
presented in estateB of Elisha J. Tower, late
Isle, formerly of Swanville,
of Lincolnville; Elias C. Fowler, late of Unity. Presque
Assets December 31, 1913
Charles Campbell of Winterport, H. H.
Accounts were presented In estates of Thomas Grant of
formerly of Prospect, Real estate.$
??
Augusta,
442,500 00
Atwood, late of Winterport, first and final; Andrew D. Black, Sergt. Major of the Mortgage loans.
20,600 00
loans.
Collateral
and
first
of
Calof
now
late
Islesboro,
19th, formerly of Stockton,
Pyam D. Hatch,
4 487,700 43
It Stocks and bonds.
448,675 91
final; Emma P. Thompson, late of Freedom, ifornia, and your humble servant.
Cash in office and in bank.
was imposIt
crowd.
a
of
Isleswas
late
quite jolly
balances.
first and final; Myra E. Hatch,
There Agents’
before
62,723 65
sible
to
midnight.
late
of
Bills receivable.
sleep
boro, first and final; Emily J. Skidmore,
19,820 97
was music of all kinds, bands, drum corps
Interest and rents.
Liberty, first and final.
I
1,343 36
All other assets.
and singing the good old darky songs.
Petitions for appointment of administration can almost hear them now. Never shall
Gross assets.$6,430,329 52
were presented in estates of Patrick H. Kane,
1 forget the fine evenings and fine Deduct items not admitted.
45,587 65
B.
Chester
mStephenson,
turned
we
of
Frankfort;
o’clock
late
weather. Near 12
Monthe
of
and
late
P.
Bevan,
of
home
Helen
dream
our bunks to
late of Belfast;
Admitted assets.$6,384,741 87
A. S.
Liabilities December 31, 1913
day’s
tramp.
value
of
market
of
rUpetition for assessment
Net unpaid losses.$ 446,249 49
in estate of Ellen
property and tax presented
Unearned premiums. 2,237,637 11
in estate of

I

LET US

Columbian National

Cemetery,
sleeping
The regular term of Probate
James Libby, marked E. C. Dow, Co. E, 19th Me.
Tuesday, March 10th, Judge
In 1913 Wrote More Accident
Prospect was his home.
Unity, presiding:
The National Park and Cemetery are
were granted
will
of
for
Petitions
probate
both very beautiful spots. Just beyond and Health Insurance in Maine
of Monroe;
in estates of Samuel Larrabee, late
the cemetery to the right lies Culp’sHill.
Lillie L.
of
Winterport;
late
This was a position of the highest importSusie C. Haskell,
THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY
F. Ran- ance as it
guarded the extreme right of
Fisher, late of Chelsea, Mass.; George
York
five
New
Cunni-.gham,
Here
W.
Mead’s army.
regdall, late of Montville; Albert
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
late of iments made a most heroic attack on
late of Freedom; Jonah W. Vaughan,
studded
hill
is
This
forces.
Johnson’s
of Prospect.
The
Columbian
National Life
Belfast; James A. Haley, late
with markers and monuments and there
were
Petitions for license to sell real estate
Insurance Company
a statue of Gen’! Green, who comis
late of
manded the New York troops. The Congranted in estates of Elisha G. Norton,
For Year Ending December 31, 1913
Lincolnville.
of
late
federates after a tearful loss were drivLiberty; Elisha J. Tower,
in
en from the hill and into the despair of
Petitions for administration were granted
ADMITTED ASSETS
Searsof
late
hopeless defeat.
estates of Charles H. Monroe,
We visited Spangler’s Spring, situated Bonds and Stocks, amortized
late of Belfast.
Simmons,
M.
John
values..
port;
$4,399 575 68
on the southeast slope of Culp’s Hill, re
1,961,862 95
Petition for allowance was granted in estate
Mortgages on Real Estate.
it
and
in
1863
as
it
was
it
viewing
calling
Loans to Policyholders (Policies
of Patrick O. Sweeney, late of Winterport.
as it now is after fifty years.
Many vetheld
as collateral).
1,245,254 68
Petition for confirmation of trustee granted erans relate that on the
of
87
Real

LAMSON ©HUBBARD I

^

&

COMPANY, 51 Chambers St., NEW YORK CITY

scooped out a shallow grave, rolled him
in his blanket, covered him up and left
His remains are
him alone in his glory.

Probate Court.

_

IB

the best to

locally by Messrs JACKSON

-—-——————

Lecturer.
The host
Grange program was as follows: music
by the choir; recitation by Mary Hall;
trio by Olive Stewart, Eunice Plummer
and Hattie Wiggin; reading by Gertrude
late of Winterport.
Libby; song by I. P. Griffies; piano duet F. lx>w, for allowance presented in estate of
Petition
and
Olive
Plummer
Eunice
Stewart;
by
Leonard A. Burdeen, late of Prospect.
character recitation by Nellie McGray;
Petitions for probate of will were presented
late of Jackson;
by the choir; reading by Betsey in estates of Miles S. Damon,

Aborn

means

are

sold

BIOGRAPHY.

Legros, G. V.
Fabre, poet of science.

J-D 3-2

;

only

Fertilizers with many imitations
buy. Imitation is recommendation.

Younghusband, Francis Edward.
Kashmir. Illustrated by 70 colored plates. 1909. T 64*6 Y

syllable.
Winlow, Clara Vostrovsky.

platform

We sell

t_a_iri„»a nf Rolfunt’ Jnmpfl M. Heckbusiness. It means song
reading by Annie Clement.
ett, late of iBlesboro.
what it says. It is the utterance of j Ingraham;
Seabe
with
will
next
The
meeting
Petition for distribution was presented in
earnest and honest men, who intend to
side Grange, Belfast, April 7th, with the estate of Emily F. Skidmore, late of Liberty.
do business along those lines and who
following program: opening exercises;
are not waiting to see whether they can j
fifth degree; noon recess;
catch votes with those promises before conferring
Gettysburg.
going | music by choir; address of welcome,by
they determine whether they areCandiMrs. Herby
response
■ L. A.
Cochran;
or
not.—From
them
to act upon
Over the Field.
bert Paul. The topic for discussion and Our Second Day’s Tramp
date Wilson’s speech August 5, 1912, j
the literary entertainment wilt be premorning, after a good night’B
before 26,000 farmers at Washington
Tuesday
sented by Seaside Grange.
rest in camp and a square meal, we startPark, N. J.
It was one of
ed for our day’s tramp.
the days made to order for the old Vets.
First we visited the National Park and
National Cemetery, situated on Hancock
of nearly
avenue, where rest the bones
four thousand boys in blue and who are
sleep. The
sleeping there their lastAND
National Cemetery joins the old cemethe guns, and
tery where stand many of
it was fought over and over again on the
1st and 2nd days of July, 1863, The National Soldiers’ Monument, near the unknown graves, is one of the best in our
land. Standing there by this beautiful
monument what a time for reflection^
Yes, and standing there, by the resting
place of our schoolmate, cousin and tentmate, our thoughts drifted back to that
Belfast
Masonic
dark midnight 60 years ago when we
__

dies,

as

We have occasional calls for low grade or cheap
orders.
fertilizers, ourselves. We always refuse the

of the famous chateaux of
France. 2 vols. 1900.T44-6 C 7-1
Hichens, Robert Smythe.
The near East; ^Dalmatia, Greece
and Constantinople. 1913. T 4 H 52

one

tne Dllis

uepending—passeu,
live, yesterday by the senate as it had
toils
passed the house—provides for freecanal
for American ships through that
from
passing
and prohibits any ship
through which is owned by any American railroad company.
You see the object of that, don’t you?
We don’t want the railroads to compete
with themselves, because we understand
We want
that kind of competition.
water carriage to compete with land
carriage, so as to be perfectly sure that
rates around
you are going to get better
the canal than you would across the continent.
is not moiasses to catch
Our

one

imitations and “nearly

Cook, Theodore Andrea.
Old Touraine; the life and hiBtory

J-D 263

presi-

dent’s repeal policy of the canal toils,
made by some senators in whose judgment we were accustomed to have the
greatest confidence,” says Norman Hapgood. In this connection it is interesting
to read just what the president said himself on thiB subject when he was a candi-

surprised therefore that
goods” are being offered

riot

probably

F-T 8

1912...
|
Defoe, Daniel.
Robinson Crusoe told in words of

a

are

are

HALL, Belfast, Me., THE A. F. CHASE COMPANY,
Brooks, Me. E. A. CARPENTER, Brooks, Me., (general representative for Central Maine and Aroostook
County.
A. B.

you.

Tharaud, Jerome et Jean.
La fete Arabe. 1912.

Stories from Chaucer told to the

|
us

You

F-M 9

Squire Fox and his little family. J-B 99-2
Chaucer, Geoffrey.

■

They

past fifty-seven years.

F-C 12

1

;

the

French Books.

J-B 99-1

j

United
Every progressive farmer in the Eastern
record that E.
States is familiar with the wonderful
themselves
lor
made
during
Frank Coe Brands have

F. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS are always
found in the hands of first-class reliable people.

LITERATURE.

j
Byron, May.
) Robin’s rambles.
1

Probably the most remarkable tribute ever paid
of any one line of
to the uniformly superior quality
fertilizers is the present offering oi numerous fertilizers
Brands.
said to be “just as good” as E. Frank Coe

280 So 8

j

using

am

than

“Nothing has amazed

|
j

I-

878 H-l

1913

I

A TRIBUTE TO QUALITY

SOCIOLOGY.

Pier, Arthur Stanwood.
The story of Harvard.

BUSINESS

1

11914

FARMERS’ STANDARD FOR OVER FIFTY-FIVE YEARS

201 P 8

ISouthwortb, H. W.

I

fine

my share or me journal
space, with my story half told. I would
like to tell of the good times Georgia
Ford and I have had for the past week,
comparing our colds—and of how May
Archibald, my nice chamber maid, who
has worked for David H. Smith at Dark
Harbor has had to undergo an operation
for appendicitis at the hospital here.
Last week I had a most interesting
letter from one of the Drexel party,
describing their trip through Corsica and
Sardinia, and saying that they were just
starting for Bulgaria, all in good health
and enjoying themselves.
By the calendar I see that this is Friday, the 13th, and feel a little shiver of
dislike for the date, butl also see that in
less than three weeks I shall be on my
homeward way, glad to return to dear
old Maine with the first peep of the
frogs. Until then my best regards to ail
R. T. Newell.
my friends.
more

about the State of Maine and Penobscot

Bay.

...

18571 THE

284 J 7

Eggleston, Edward.
took her place at the piano after the : The history of the United States
and its people. 1914. 973 Eg-3
orchestra finished playing, and sang with
a voice that I never heard equalled for
Webster, Henry Sewall.
volume and sweetness.
Among other \ Vital records of West Gardiner,
things she sang, "Thy Will Be Done,” )
Maine, to the year 1892. 1913...974.16 W 5
and the pathos of it touched every heart.
FICTION.
some
colored
She sang in the interest of
school, and the colored gentleman with Comfort, Will Levington.
C 731
Down among men. 1613...
her made a very good speech. To be j
sure he carefully said “childring,” which j Dix, Beulah Marie.
marred the effect, but I have heard ;
D 63-4
The gate of horn. 1912.
worse breaks than that from good selfEdginton, May.
respecting white citizens in my day. A
Ed 3
A modern Eve. 1913.
brass band of boys from the Jenkins |
Colored School for boys in (I think) j Fedden, Katharine D. H.
F 312
The spare room. 1913.
North Carolina gave us an evening’s snThe leader was a very ! Grey, Jane.
tertainment.
small boy, who was perfection—and the |
G 86-6
The light of western stars. 1914..
music was fine. When at the end they
London, Jack.
Banner’’
the
“Star
Spangled
played
L 84-14
and [ The Valley of the Moon. 1913.....
every guest in the lobby stood up,
Edwin Bateman.
the scene was impressive. The mana- j Morris,
M 833
The millionaire. 1918.
ger with the boys thanked Mr. Waite j
very nicely in his speech, saying that j Porter, Eleanor H.
they were never turned away from the j Miss Billy—Married. 1914. P 832-4
Despland Hotel, which is a typical, illus- | Williamson, C. N. a^d A. M.
tration of both Mr. and Mrs. Waite’s big- i It
happened in Egypt. 1914. W 68-16
heartedness. The greatest treat of all
Young, Rida Johnson.
when the colored girls
was last week
Y 861
Brown of Harvard. 1908.
from Miss Bethune’s school here gave us |

Perfectly trained,
with fine voices, their performance was
worth going miles to hear, and the speech
ing in the grass on the lawns, and spring which Miss Bethune (herself a colored
“not a
is coming as sweetly and shyly here as it woman with, as she proudly said,
of white blood in her veins”) made
drop
does in the north. It is a wonderful at the end was well worth listening to. A
sight to see the orange blossoms grow- society vaudeville, given by the guests,
night
ing harmoniously on the same tree with was a very brilliant affair; and lastthe
orwas given for
the ripe oranges. A lady from Tennes- a benefit concert
J ,11

RELIGION.

Colonial architecture for
about to build.

not forA. Bud-

o

being delightfully

PHILOSOPHY.

Walton, George Lincoln.
Calm yourself. 1918..181W17-8
Jones, Rnfna Matthew.
Studies in mystical religion. 1909.
1 Phillips, Samuel L.
The testimony of reason. 1908....
Smyth, Newman.
Constructive natural theology.

|

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS

New Booh*, February 1914.

pictures are the keynote to the
Saint-Gaudens......charming personality of Jane Reece. It
is the religion in her soul, that you feel Wise, Herbert Clifton.
those
those

long of Rhode Island. Soon you will be
eating the famous Budlong dandelion
them
Street, Belfast.
greens—perhaps you are eating
already—and will be rejoicing in this luscious harbinger of spring. Mr. and Mrs.
Doings at Daytona, Florida. Budlong are delightful people toinmeet,
Beland informed me that they were
My Dear Journal: It has been some fast with their automobile last summer,
weeks since my last letter was written, Mrs. Budlong having several relatives
there. I have also met Mr. and Mrs.
but you probably have not noticed the
Wilbur M. Shea of Eastport, Maine,
reof
for
food
lapse, having had plenty
friends of Lou Littlefield Haycock and
flection during those weeks. Some of her mother; and Chas. W. Frederick,
Miss Mary Owen
the food reached me, down here in Flori- Mrs. Frederick and
coming straight
have
eyes,
my
gladdened
hard
that
I
j?_i__J
Lnnmn/v
nrlimnap of
da, and I reflected upon it so
T
of
bottom
the
it
drove
through
nearly
good “home faces.” Owing to my cold I
at
their
home,
these
call
all
to
But
been
things
have not yet
my waste basket.
forward to that pleasure.
are over and done with, and no doubt, as but am looking
In the meantime they will occasionally
some great writer has said "Peace again
dine at the Despland, where like everybroods over Belfast—like a hen.”
body else they enjoy the splendid dining
Here in Florida for over a week the room and fine service.
We have had many entertainments in
principal topic was the weather. It be- the
lobby since my last letter. One
have
haved like a bad child that should
a colored woman in snow-white I
evening
From
been spanked and put to bed.
dress,and wearing a big snow-white hat,
turned cool, cooler, coolest—and

Belfast Free Library

\

$2.69-.
Total Liabilities and Surplus
JAMES H. KNEEL AND, Agent, Sear>r'
Swll
....

__________*

Weber

Wagons

Just received a new car oi weoet W.
Light, easy running general purpoii
I. A. MU"
For sale by

WE OFFER

SPECIAL PRICES
r?OR THE NEXT 30 DAYS on po* > ►
r saw outfits, cut off saws, gasolene
and spraying outfits. Send for catalog
G. D. THORNDIKE MACHINE
Portland, M»'
2wll

l

The News of Brooks.

and

Quantity

j

Quality Characterize Crops Raised With

1857

:rHE

BUSINESS FARMERS* STANDARD FOR OVER

FIFTY-FIVE YEARS

Mr. Dow is making low prices on goods
for this month. He plans to put in a
stock later.

new

FERTILIZERS

E. FRANK COE

Both Mabel Rose and her mother have
been confined to the house by sickness.

who for the past year
has been in Belfast, is visiting her mothAnna
Mrs.
er,
Thompson.

Mary Thompson,

Alfred Huxford, who has been seriously ill, is said to be recovering, but is

1914

still confined to bis

for Infants and
Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor OH, Pareit is pleasant.
Drops and Soothing Syrups,
goric,
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms end allays Feverishness.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, ail
It regulates the
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

room.

_

—

■

_

_

Miss Mary Davis has been in Brooks,
edited here by the illness of her cousin
Mr. Mansur of Monroe.
The services at the Congregational
Church will now be'held in the afternoon
instead of in the morning.
The ladies of the Pythian Sisterhood
had work Thursday evening, March 12th,
followed by a banquet and sociability.

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The Kind You Have

Hon. James H. Ames of Bowdoinham,
a former candidate for Governor on the
Prohibition ticket, was in Brooks last
week on business.
Stephen Roberts, who was thrown
from a load onto the ice recently and
quite seriously injured, has practically
recovered, it is said.
Riley Prime will move his family to
the Frank Foss place in a few weeks.
His brother George is to live in the homestead of their father, the lste Eben L.

y^

Always Bought

Bears the Signature of

In Use For Over 30 Years.
«-NTAUS

COM.PAMY,

NKW

YOSK

CiTY

If

Prime.

Brown,

Harry M.

Brown, Esq.,
as a

The Charles

Mr. L. S. Bean, of Aroostook County, Maine, specializes in Potatoes of Quality. His entire crop is purchased for
seed purposes by Messrs. Peter Henderson & Co., of New York, whose standard for seed potatoes is the highest.

j

The photograph shows Mr. Bean’s
On another field Mr. Bean’s yield

men
was

rlnHoH in hi«t

a field of Irish Cobblers that yielded 418 bushels per acre.
566 1-2 bushels per acre, all raised with E. Frank Coe Fertilizers.
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THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, 51 Chambers St., NEW YORK CITY
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Thursday

night.

were
rleeO Pie.-.ey and Martin G. Black
tc. attend the State conventL„
ieli
and C. E. Drink water
|gri„ l a:. Pitcher
v town committee consists
i
rLa;.,
A.:.'.' t> Dickey, Martin G. Black, L. E.
Brown, C. E. Drink water. M. B.
her, H.
O.
tj.g •_ :-;2! !i. Thompson, M. P. Sellers,
rock-, tt arid Bert J. Bird.

[TH iSLESBORO.
r.Curtis Thomas,

a

recent

graduate

from

urse at the Rockland Coromer
College, spent the week-end at home....
WiGan. Farrow is visiting relatives in
M -e' N’ellie
Rose, teacher of the
rsv
i.
spending her vacation in MonYeaton has gone to Dark
M
R
rk n the telephone office-Mr.
jort
i*rt iia>>
visiting his mother, Mrs.
iu?-::,

-•

>

Bite
LETON

Gushee, who has made a nir.eher son, Ralph Gushee, at the

■-

v

Riverside Drive, New York,
March 9th.... Mrs V. O. Keller
n,
visit of several weeks with
Mrs C. R. Sin.rr.ons, in Se?.rsN CR Smith has m-->ved her

red h
r.occ

Pur

is
?

\

ist.

by
s:
<

daughter’s, Mrs. J. T.
Appleton Ridge, where she
present_A dug owned by
arns bit Miss Gladys Griffin on
her

u
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run •:

was

called to

dog was killed ...A
much stave stuff has
ti.e Willard Sherman mill to be
n t
long lumber, staves, head.t
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His friends

.Mrs. Lucy
again
Ann Thompson had the misfortune to fall and
break her hip last week. She is very aged and
her recovery is doubtful
Miss Angie Millett
has taken the J. T. Paine tenement and will go
to housekeeping there... Miss Thelma Wentworth visited friends in Lincolnville recently.
-Mrs. John Colburn and children of Linare

to

see

him home

..

ed in Frankfort Sunday at the home oi Charlt-s
Grant.... Mrs. Rodney Hazwell of Monroe is
quite ill....The Indu-trial Club hoid their
The night was ideal
annual sale M^rch 10th.
and a goodly crowd attended. There was a

TRANSFERS

in

real estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
iideri in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the two weeks ending March 21, 1914:
James R. Downs, Frankfort, to Raymond
grab bag for young and old, a candy counter
and an apron sale. A fine supper was served. Clark, do.; la; d and buildings in Frankfort.
Frank E. Croxford, Dixmont, to Jennie G
The men had great sport pitching bean bags
for a sofa pillow, Alfred Maddocks winning. Croxford, do.; land in Jac son.
Nathan B. Hopkins, Lincolnville, to Herbert
colnville were guests of Mrs. A. B Ripley last Four comfortables were on sale and one was
week_Mrs. Mary Bartlett is very low.... sold by guessing the number of kernels of F. Richards, do.; land and buildings in Lincoln*
About 30 members of Victor Grange visited corn on a large ear and Walter Beals won. ville.
the
Albert V. Spearin, Monroe, to Ezra H. HanTranquility Grange last Thursday evening and Another was won by Ed. Warden guessing
in a pound, and two were son, do.; land in Monroe.
report a fine time-Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mil- number of raisins
Fred S. Emmerson, Burnham, to Rosie N.
ler of Boston are taking a vacation trip abroad. sold at auction. Tom Curtis and Ben Webb
was
Emmersor., do.; land and buildings in Burnham*
They sailed on the Lusitania with the best were the highest bidders. A fine cake
Ernest E.
Sharp, Borgor, to Flora LB
also sold at auction. The club members are
wishes of their old home friends.
truly grateful for the public’s patronage and Spencer, Monroe; land ar.d buildings in Mon- (
roe.
KNOX.
the sale was a financial success.
H. H. Boulter, Knox, to George R. Boulter,
The first harbinger of spring—Jim Crow—
MONTVILLE.
do.; land in Knox.
made his first appearance in this vicinity the CENTER
Mr. and Mrs, Edwin Downer of Unity were
Paiker E. Dean, Lincolnville, lo Orris F.
past week.. ..Prescott Shibles, a life long and
at E. B. Bean’s Sunday.E. E. Tasker is
Young, do ; land ai.d buildings in Lincolnville.
highly respected resident of our town, passed
with
his
outfit...
John
wood
gasoline
sawing
Wealthy P. and Alfred P. Gilkey, Islesboro,
away at his home March 13th after an illness
Boynton and family have moved from Sears- to Wiiiiam E. Hatch, do.; land in Islesboro.
of only a few days of pneumonia ..Mr. Parks
mont to the Timothy O’Neal house... F A.
Lucinda Morriii, NY interport, to Carrie A.
of Bang-.r and Charles Hart of Brooks we e
Luc was at Walter Webb's in Augur,ta from
Morrill, do ; land and buildings in Winterport.
in town the past week taking care of Prescott
Friday to Sunday... Mrs. Ida Briggs was at
Cura E. Dow, Searsport, to Penobscot Bay
Shibles
Frank Quimby end daughter Ruth
Elden Vose*: in Knox, Thursday. ..DR McElectric Company, Bath; land in Searsport.
were callers at B. L. Aborn’? last SaturdayGray of Unity was the guest of Mr and Mrs.
Samuel E. Rendeii, Stockton Springs, to
Mrs. Jennie Richardson visited Mrs. John
J. J, Clement. Friday.... Miss Edna Downer of
Florence E Rendeli, do ; land and buildings in
Marnuceia March 12lh....Miss Mildred Webb
C.
B.
for
a
is
with
Mrs.
Cushman
Freedom
Belfast.
returned to the M. C. 1., Pittsfield, Monday,
time_Horace Blaik and Mrs Eliza Howes
E. F. Bridges, Mcntville, to A. P. McFarland,
.C. F. Bessey
after a vacation cf two weeks
of Palermo were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
do.; land in Liberty.
remains about the same....Dr’s Tapley and
Allen Goodwin_Mr. and Mrs. Bert Briggs of
Ida M. Hadley, et als., Jackson, to Leland G.
Small of Belfast and Pearson of Morrill perFreedom were at Mrs. Ida Briggs, Saturday
Boyd, do.; land in Jackson.
formed an operation upon J. K. McGray last
and Sunday_Miss Cassie Cushman was the
Lila E. Shaw, Brooks, to H- nry H. Webb,
week for an abscess on the liver. He is very
subject of a very critical operation for appenland and buildings in Brooks.
critically sick and under the care of Miss Inez dicitis Saturday at Dr. Tapley's hospital in do.;
Mabel Celeste Arey, Belfast, to George R.
Barker, a trained nurse_Mr. Oakley Giles Belfast. Her mother, and brother, Mrs. Emma
Stover, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
and Mrs. Julia Curtis were guests ol Mr. and and Harold
Cushman, visited her Sunday. Her
Robert G. Wertworth, Natick, Mass., et als.,
Mrs. Bert Aborn March 12th ...Mrs. Stella
J J.
friends hope for a speedy recovery
to Luther F. Ames, Prospect; land in Prospect.
Bailey is with her parents in Liberty for a few Clement has been chosen superintendent of
!
Mary j. McKinley, Jackson, to Rufus E.
weeks....Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Patterson, Mr.
schools
Mrs, D. C. Cain is confined to the
Page, do ; land and buddings in Jackson.
and Mrs. W. P. Wentworth, Mr. and Mrs E
on
a
sore
her
which
resulted
with
house
foot,
Horace J. Moise, New York, N. Y., to Ora
H. Wentworth, and daughter Ura, and Mr. and from a
Mr. and Mrs C. A. Boynslight burn
Pendleton, Islesboro; land in Islesboro.
Mrs. B. L. Aborn,spent a very enjoyable even- ton have moved to their home on.
Ayer's ridge,
Heirs of Oscar J. Farwell, Thorndike, to
ing with Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Shibles in their after passing the winter with their son, J, L.
William and Oscar J. Farwell, Jr, do.; land in
12th....Mrs.
Mattie
home
March
new
pleasant
Boynton ...G. L Edmunds is having a serious Thornkike.
Abbott spent Sunday with Mrs. Jennie Richardtime with blood poisoning ...C. M. Plummer,
Eugene A. and Charles N. Jones, Searsmont,
son.
who has had a general store at Halldale for
to George T. Kelso, do.; land and buildings in
manv years, is to dispose of his stock in trade
WINTERPORT.
Searsmont.
Mr. Plummer is 83
at auction March 26th.
Miss Fiances Lougee, U. of M., spent Sunhealth....
Miss
is
in
and
of
poor
age
years
R.
day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Stubborn, Annoying oughs Cured.
Gracia u. Luce has recovered sufficiently from
Lougee... .Mrs. Graves has returned from an
husband had a cough for fifteen years
“My
to
Waldo
at
the
an
County hospital
operation
extended visit in Bluehill and Bangor-Mrs.
and my eon for eight years. Dr. King’s New
her brother, F. B. Luce,
William Fogg of Boston and Miss Marie French become the guest of
Discovery completely cured them, for which I
of New York are spending a few days at the at his home in Belfast. She sincerely thanks am most
thankful," writes Mrs. David Moor
remembered her with
who
the
friends
many
Miss
French....
L.
G.
Mrs.
of
their
home
aunt,
of Saginaw, Ala. What Dr. King’s New Disher illness-Horace
cards,
et^.,
during
post
with
Bernice Cornish of Bangor spent Sunday
did for these men, it will do for you.
has been visiting the past covery
her sister, Mrs. Walter Arey....Miss Doris Black of Palermo
Dr. King’s New Discovery should be in every
Montville
and
in
friends
week
with
Liberty,
Arey is spending part of her vacation in BanStops hacking coughs, relieves la
and Mrs. Eliza Howes has been visiting friends home.
gor the guest of Mrs. Arthur W. Archergrippe and all throat and lung ailments.
Her: Sprowl
Mrs. Wm. H. Kelley very pleasantly enter- in Montville and Searsmont-...
Money back if it fails. All druggists. Price
tained a few friends at her home Thursday and wife of McFarland’s Corner passed last
60c. and $1.00.
Mrs.
A«!ams....
and
with
Mr.
Eugene
of
Mrs.
William
Sunday
in
honor
evening, March 12th,
their lumber to the H. E. Bucklen& Co. Philadelphia or St. Louis
Fogg of Boston and Miss Marie French of New Farmers are busy getting
York. The time was passed with social con- saw mill before the sleding breaks up... Mr.
The High Cost of Living.
versation and music &nd delicious refresh- Volney Thompson went to Thorndike Inst Sun*
ments of ice cream, cake and coffee were day to see his sister, Mrs. Gowen, who has
The old-fashioned woman who used to
served. Those present were Mrs. William been ill all winter but is somewhat improved
carry a peck of spinach home in her gingMiss
and
Nancie
ia
health....Mrs
Ramsay
ham apron now has a daughter who
Fogg, Miss Marie French, Mr. and lira. W. B.
Belches, Miss Belches, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Sprowl went to Belfast March 18th and the phones for a two-cent stamp.—CincinMoody, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crockett, Mr. next day Miss Sprowl was taken sick with the nati Enquirer.
Yes! We are knowing of a case where
and Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Jas. measles. She is getting along very comfortably.
and son, John M., visited a woman ordered a fine tooth comb and
Brown
.Mrs.
Leila
Mrs.
Albertie
and
Barbara,
daughter
Foley
wanted it delivered. Next!—Old Town
last Sunday....Mrs.
George, Mrs. Ellery Bowden, Mrs. Oscar Cole, Mrs. Volney Thompson
Enterprise.
and
of
Morriil
Mrs.
Annie
M.
Simmons
Volney
Miss Marian Philbrook and Miss Harriet
Yes! We know one who had a yeast
to U&ve the last of
cake delivered, and she was on her way
Moody....The town meeting, held Monday, Thompson are expecting
visit
with
month’s
friends
in
for
a
this
week
March 16th, passed very quietly, with no spehome, too.—Kennebec Journal.
cial excitement, and the following officers were Massachusetts_The Center Montville TeleYes, and this is one of the many things
elected for the year: First selectman, Edward phone Co. held a business meeting at the Town that contribute to the
high cost of living.
B. Neal ley; second, Leroy Cole; third, Sears hall, Saturday evening. The Liberty and Bela business meeting at Central
held
fast
line
Littlefield; collector, Ira G. White; treasurer,
Chas. C. Moody. Frank Downes was re-elect- office, North Searsmont, Monday afternoon....
Erskine is much better and hopes
ed a member of the school committee. Dinner Mr. Harding
He has had quite a
soon to be able to be out.
room
in the Odd Fellows
..

of Fred W.

*-ee

While the North is being milked and
soaked for the benefit and profit of the
Sunny South, soaked by taxation and
milked to pay for building roads and
buildings and dredging brooks and gutters in Dixie, it is in order to remember
that this process of plunder is made possible only by the weakness and stupidity
of the fellows the Northern and Western
Democracy sends to Washington. There
are 299 Democrats in the lower house; of
this number 167 are from the West and
North and only 182 from the South, yet
the statesmen from the cotton fields and
canebrakes are running the show. It is
possible, but difficult, to speak of these
Northern Democrats without scorn and
contempt; but the people of these latitudes whose industry has been crippled
and whose thrift has been robbed to
finance the retrograde, and inefficient
and with the consent of
South, by
Northern Democrats, ought to know
do
to
them when they get a
what to
chance at them next fall. If men scorn
their fellows when they foul their own
nests and betray their own interests
when they have the r. isfortune to be in
what will they say to the
a minority,

political creatures who, being in a majority, lie down like whipped curs and
left their States and homes be plundered?

resident of this town, was
ic
:
Bangor hospital last week by
Friagle and Cook and has undergone an
»iion. It is hoped by his many friends
;be iaa;. nave a speedy recovery. Much
Bier- -ur, h
•-

expressed
Mansur, who has

sister, Miss
»
lived with him for
». “Sii cared for him and his home. They
tlived together on the home place, neither
rbeing p arried_Everyone is pleased to
r‘bat Mi-. Frank Littlefield is recovering
Sa severe illness... .The
Primary school
cosed for two weeks_Isaac Cook has
Massachusetts for an indefinite stay
^ bis children....
Mrs. Fred L. Palmer is
^but not able to walk out yet.
pai'

ia

v

for

his

pSj*EtT FERRY.

[^•and

Mrs. Burr Goodsoe of Bangor were
ren° visitors of Mrs. G’s parents, Capt.
^ W. H. Harriman....Miss Anzelia
ritan has been at home from her school in
rtP°rt for a week’s vacation-Capt. W.
harriman visited his daughters, Mrs. M. B.
ct and
Mrs. J. A. Pierce, in Sandypoint
^day.
Master Harold Grant after
Wing a week with bis grandparents, Mr.
MrB. \V d. Harriman, returned to his

Sandypoint last Sunday_Mrs.

W. D.
Mrs. G. W. Silver visited Mrs.
Gfant in Sandypoint last Friday.Mias
IGnndle, who has been confined to the
the measles, is improving fastBovdoin called on friends in Sandypoint
end

’Sunday,

AKVU.LJ
Unity visited his daughter,
Nickerson, several days last week,
burned home Friday... McKinley Dau.m
'''• home
from Hebron last Thursday
of

|

•'’

ForColds,SoreThroat,

I

Croup. For Aches,
Pains and Wounds,

■

Strickland

^•SOsm,

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have

^Mont

praters

;k«Ujat

Ifarti‘er

....

?uires

Always Bought

that has Lead for 60 Years
must be very, very good. Otherwise, it
couldn’t stand this test of time.

Since 1850 ‘‘L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
has been a leading household remedy.
For 63 years it has proven its worth as a
remedy for all stomach, liver and bowel
troubles—and as a tonic of exceptional
effect.
Mrs. Cutler’s letter simply adds to the
overwhelming evidence:

Farmington, Me.:
”1 have had quite

CITY OF BELFAST.
The Belfast Public Building Company, a Maine Corporation organized for the purpose, has acquired a parcel of lard, located in the center of the business and residence
districts of the City of Belfast, and proposes to erect thereon a building suitable for
A contract has been entered into between the City of Belfast
public school purposes.
and the Company, whereby the City pays to the Company tor a period of twenty-five years
an

annual rental sufficient to pay the interest and retire the
subject to call on any interest paying period.

principal

of the bonds. These

bonds are

The City agrees to pay all taxes and other charges, and to maintain the property in
the same condition as when delivered to it, ordinary wear and tear excepted,—leaving
the entire income available for payment of interest and

principal of

these bonds.

RENTAL.
The rents have been assigned to the Waldo Trust Company, as Trustee for the
bondholders, thus providing funds for the retirement of the bonds and payment of the interest, without regard for the solvency of the Company.
SECURITY.
The security behind the bonds consists of *hc building, erected at a cost of $75,000,
an j (he real estate, valued by competent appraisers at $10,000, and the lease to the city.
OFFERING.

■

Belfast Savings Banks.
$61,500 worth of bonds have been already subscribed for, and the remainder is
offered at par and accrued interest.

or

~

PRESTON’S

Stable I
Livery, Boarding & Transient
and
street. I have

LINIMENT!||
is the never-failing
remedy. Keep it in your
home and be ready for
both internal and external ills.

|f
|g
||

IN USE 103 YEARS

||

|

I.S. JOHNSON & CO.,

H

Inc.

Boston, Mass.

1

Parsons' Pills
relieve constipation
and headache

ft |

RESISTANCE TO DISEASE
Why ia it that one person can work all
day standing in cold water, slush and
snow with no harmful ellect, while another with less exposure contracts colds,
pneumonia, rheumatism, sciatica or
something equally distressing and dangerous?
Because in the first case the body was
in such perfect balance that there wag

In the second
“resistance” to disease.
there was lack of tone that invited ill
health.
Keep your system toned up with Dr.
Williams’ l’ink Pills and foods that once
distressed you will be harmless, exposure
will bring no fears of rheumatism and
neuralgia and even germ diseases need
hardly to be dreaded.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills assist digestion, correct the lassitude, the palpitation
of the heart, shaky nerves and the pallor
of face and lips that are the results of
thin, impure blood.
Try Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for ame-

mia, rheumatism, neuralgia, nervousness.
Take them

as a

tonic if you

are

not in

physical condition and cultivate
a resistance that will keep you well and
strong. Get a box from the nearest drug
store and begin this treatment now.
the best

Williams Medicine
X. Y., for a free book-

Send to the Dr.

Co., Schenectady,
let, “Building l‘j> the Blood.”

FOR SALE
The large lot at the corner of High and
Pearl streets. This lot is fully graded, has a
completed and cemented cellar and with foundation ready to place timber upon. The cellar
contains the piping and plumbing connections
for a two family house and all is connected
with the sewer. No better location for residence or apartment house now available in
For information
Belfast. Price reasonable.
E. R. PIERCE#,
apply to
Tel. 110.
Street.
Church
No.
8
8tf
h

h

Eral B H

U9
B
B
■

|

hh

Bi BTI
L mT
J^B

single
Is situated on Washington street just off Main
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patron235 2, house 61-13.
Iy28
age issolicited. Telephones-stable
VV. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

j
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25c and 50c everywhere

...

MSS

Mortgage Real Estate Gold Bonds.

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST GUARANTEED BY LEASE TO THE

ANODYNE

..

..

5 °h First

JOHNSON’S Ii

..

with the mumps.... Mr. and Mrs,
banquet
of Bangor visited MrB, was served
'“d’8 parents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery by Mizpah Rebekah Lodge and a large number serious illness.
‘asi week. They returned home did justice to the fine dinner provided.
L. Cunningham and Bert Mad.
*
'brooks were in town Sunday... .The SWANVILLE CENTER.
A partial report of the town meeting is giv'•'Mutniltee met last Saturday and electFor infanta and Children.
•iekerson superintendent of schools, ,n on page 7. A. E. Cunningham was mod•'turner schools will begin April 27th with erator, W. E. Damm was elected clerk; A. P.
allowing teachers: No. 1 and 2, MisB Nickerson, superintendent of schools; P. Ford,
No. 3( Mrs. Mabel Averill; No. 7, Miss truant officer; auditor and town agent, H. P.
1:!
Nickerson; No. 8, MrB. John Seekins White. More money was raised for expenses
than last ydar.... Mrs. Dow is in Belfast at the
home of her son,Mr. Enoch C. Dow....Mrs.
Institute March 18th was well Lizzie Webber of Monroe spent the past week
Liquor Shipments Must Be Marked.
The meeting was opened at 11 a. m. at the home of Wm. Clements....Mrs. Brown
6!for Mitchell
of Freedom Academy, of Searsport spent the week-end with Mrs. E.
Lewiston, March 12. “From now
e
ve'y interestingly on fertilisers H. Littlefield, dressmaking.... Mrs. Wm. Webb on,” declared Sheriff Stevens officially
e
”P
rota«on. At 1.30 Lester Mclntire went to Portland Monday to have an eye on Wednesday, “all liquors coming in
,
* 'r^
packages not plainly marked with decounty spoke on dairying and treated... .The many friends of Miss Eva Cook scripton of contents will be seized. Now
,
snrj was followed
and
Mr.
extend
and
congratulations
Nealley
Mr.
Adams
o
by
1 want the public to fully understand
“
county, who spoke of the Grange wish them all joy through their married life. this,” added the sheriff. “The law re^
The
L.
of
Monroe
A.
8.
Center
held
a
sothat alliquors shipped in packages
goo<i '*• h*<* eccompliahed. He
a'ne can become a
rom one State to another have the congreat dairying cial March 11th at Wm. Small's and 66 were
, t
tents plainly and descriptively indicated
south, where stock can be present. It was a delightful time, much enPaature a. longer time, is
old and young. The next social will on the outside of the package in plain
by
joyed
to
adapted
B,
view.
f'
Victor Grange furnished the be March 26th at the home of John Bailey....
trto
cal|ed it one of the moet profitable Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements and daughter
ti,
oj
For regular action of tas Dowds; easy, nat
B.. *. y Nave had....J. G. Packard and Searsport were guests of his sister, Mrs. H. P. oral movements, relief of eonetiaation, try
visitMarch 14th after spending a White, Sunday....Mrs. Flora Littlefield
Doan’s RcguieU. 26e. at all stores.
f'

Belfast Public Buildings Company,

nds are offeied locally, and not only provide a safe investment, but in addiThese
Boston has its share of these valorous tion appeal strongly to the public spirit of the citizens of Belfast. The City is already up
nonentities and regardless of politics or
to its debt limit and cannot provide funds for the building of a central schoolhouse out
anything eise they ought to be driven
Smith in of new borrowings. The condition of the present schoolhouse is unsanitary and wholly
out of public life.—Joseph
Truth, the bright Boston weekly.
inadequate to the educational needs of the children.
n order that all who may desire may participate in the issue, the bonds are made in
the denominations of $100.00.
Subscriptions will be received at the City National Bank. The Waldo Trust Company,

..

MOL.

EIGHTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS

THE SOUTH IN THE SADDLE.

digging

Mr. Bean’s record with E. Frank Coe Fertilizers is as follows: In 1911, 10 tons; in 1912, 90 tons; in
150 tons. He expects to use more in 1914. Is there a thought here for you? If so, write us.

[

farmer.

place, which

I'

son

to be
making good
He lives on the Benj.Rowe
he baa greatly improved.
Scribner place is also innrpflpnt. farm.
seems

are curable. All kinds
mean suffering and

danger. The CAUSE
is always internal.
Dr. Leonhardt s

■™™wHEM-ROip

tablets produce amazing results by attacking the
INTERNAL CAUSE. The piles are dried up and
permanently cured. 24 days’ treatment, 11-00.
DR. LEONHARDT CO., Buffalo, N. Y. (free book)

j! DISCOUNT SALE j
I
I
Il

-AT-

1

BROOKS, MAINE.

j

We Have

Sale now at 20 %
Discount

on

50 Dozen Winter Hosiery

|

I

25 Dozen Winter Underwear

|

many other goods.
business.
We want the cash and mean

Large Discounts

t

I

on

MARCELLUS J. DOW.

Blended
Rheumatic
-5?OIL^original of the compound Rheumatic
Oil. The original formula has been purchased and the oil is being prepared by the
The

Blended Rheumatic Oii Company.
WM. 0. POOR & SON, AfitNTS,
BELFAST.

Try it.

Prices:

MAISE.

15, 25 and 50 Cents
t23

H. C. Hoflses
CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

!|
::

jj
::

jj

jj

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
At
it is “worth its weight in gold.”
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass.

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chirorody, Manlcurng and Shampooing. Alee ;Facial Work.

Fall line of all kinds of Hair Work ai my
Tel. 216-1S
a long experience
At 52High Street.
over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
parlors
F.”
I
Atwood’s Medicine.
with “L.
have Sold
by Wm. O. Poor ft Bon and all druggist».
used it for yeara as a family medicine, a
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
32|)
laxative, and for the stomach. I use
Belfast
Bank
savings
I
else
for
the
children.
know
of
nothing
Second-hand
no medicine that could take the place of
goods of every deTha annual meeting of the corporators of
scription. Furni“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine as a house- the above bank will bo bold at their banking
I am prepared to do all kinds of tracking
ture. bedding, carroom on
hold remedy.”
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
pets, stoves, etc.
(Signed) Mrs. F. J. Cutler.
Antique furniture
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Ctosa
Wedaesday, April 8,1914, at 10 A. M„
a specialty. If you
for the election of truateea and to tranaact streets, and they will receive prompt attenhave anything to
The Big Bottle—At Dealers—35 cents.
connection
sell drop me a
any other business that may laaally come be- tion. Telephone
fore said mooting.
W. W. BLAZO,
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
Trial Bottle—By Mail—FREE.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
WILHER J. DORMAN. Clerk.
14
128 Waldo Avenuo, Beelfaat
Corner Cross and Federal 8tr ts, Belfast,
Belfast, March IT, 1H4.—8wl2
”L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
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SCROFULA AND ALL
HUMORS GIVE WAY

Repuoucan journal

The

BELFAST. THURSDAY, MARCH 26,1914
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

The

Republican Jour.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

BY

Hood’3 Sarsaparilla, the Great
Purifier, Cleanses the Blood.

Pub. Co.

f Bu“ Manager

There are many things learned
from experience arid observation
that the older generation should imAmong
press upon the younger.
them is the fact that scrofula and
other humors, which may be either
inherited or acquired, and which
produce eczema, boils, pimples and
other eruptions, can be most successfully treated with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
This great medicine is a peculiar
combination of remarkably effective
blood-pnrifying and health-giving
roots, barks and herbs, which are
gathered especially for it.
Just remember that this pure, safe
and effective remedy has been tested
for forty years.
Get a bottle today—now—from
Always
your nearest drug store.
keep it on hand.

\dvertising Terms. For one square, one
jnc length in column, 26 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

In advance, $2.00 a
ou; SCRIPTION 1ERMS.
60 cents for three
ye .t; $1.00 for sis months:
mo iths.
The sugar beet factories in California
going oQL of business because of the

are

Democratic tariff.

Bath pleased with Mayor Dunton’s
inaugural.—Bath Independent.
Belfast is pleased with Mayor Dunton’s

inaugural._
The Boston Journal has changed hands

again

and has ceased to b’ a

Under the

organ.

promises

to be

a

new

Progressive

management it

strictly non-partisan

newspaper.

“The Hand on the Hilt in Belfast’’is
a head-line in a daily paper—but it is
Belfast, Ireland, not Belfast, Maine.
Still, it would not be inappropriate as
applied to the warring Democratic fac-

etitutionalists, and will be glad to conproposal that will tend to draw
the various factions together into a plan
sider any

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.
We have received a very fall and interesting
obituary of Thomaa Jefferson Driokwater of
Northport, which we are unable to print this
week.

It will appear in

our

next

iasue.

Caucus None*. The Republicans of North*
port will hold a caucus Saturday, March 28th,
at 8 p. m, at the Brainard schoolhouse to
choose delegates to the State convention in Augusta, April 9, 1914, and elect

a

town

commit-

A wireless telegraph station has been established cn the roof the Opera House and will
be in operation when the machines ordered
arrive. It is expected to receive by it the
official time from the station at Washington
and it may be used to secure other news in
which the public is interested.
The North Church Guild met last Monday
in the Arts and Crafts shop with Misses
Emeroy Ginn and Margaret L. Keene as hostesses. There were 23 members present and
two new members were added to the roll call,
Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl and Mrs. William A.

night

regular meeting.
The Sick. Reports from the sick were very
encouraging Wednesday. Mr. A. D. Hayes,
principal of Grades 8th and 9th, who is having
full run of double pneumonia, was very
much better, one lung clearing entirely and
the heart action was much stronger ...Mrs.
Wilson Randell is able to sit up several hours
daily after a full run of pneumonia... Carolyn, the little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Hall, is ill with pneumonia, but her
temperature was a degree less than Tuesday.
....Mrs. Jennie M. Mudgett, who has had a
a

------

not be

a

your paper that I shall
candidate in the primaries for

the Democratic nomination for representative from this congressional district.” This merely confirms statements

published
tangall’s

some

time ago, and Mr. Patfor this decision are

reasons

to govern their party representatives in office in the big conventhe

platform

$2 per dozen. Less than a dozen 15 and 25 cents
each. If ordered by mail, 15 cents per dozen
for postage. Sale closes April 5th-B. O.
Norton, Belfast, is agent for the well known
Get catalogue and
and popular Ford car.
from him. See prices quot d in

Augusta April 9th. It will be
only platform of a political party so
drafted this year. The people will meet, particulars
tion at
the

discuss

the

various

issu:s,

draft the

his

advt_Man wanted for farm work by A.

Belfast_Carle A Jones have the
planks and finally adopt the platform. B. Stantial,
of wallpaper they have ever had
Lewiston correspond- It will be their platform, and it will be a biggest stock
wall
for two of the

thus stated by the
ent of the Bangor Commercial: “He has
repeatedly said that he has arrived at a
of life where he wants to make

solemn
Maine.
that of
leaders

contract

with

the

voters

of

and

biggest

agents
houses in

are

the world. Call and see
samples or have them sent to your home to
look over... Charles F. Shaw publishes a card
of thanks_City Clerk, E. F. Littlefield calls
for Bealed bids for printing the city reports.
_See appointments of Dr. E. H. Boyingpaper

Contrast this procedure with
the Democratic party.
The
of this organization in solemn
some money for U3e in his declining
years and thinks that the opportunity conclave assembled decided that certain
has come at this time in the practice of things like free rum, free trade and free
the law.”
expenditure of the people’s cash for the ton of Winterport, eye specialist.Carle
Jones sell the O-Cedar polish mop.
support of politicians should go into the &
State’s rights, long one of the fundaRubbers will be in demand for weeks to come,
Then
a
subthey appointed
platform.
and if you want to save money in buying these
mental principles of the Democratic committee to draft the
platform. It will
go to TheDinsnot
been
has
abandoned
only
by be submitted to the convention, ready- indispensible articles you should
party,
more Store and. buy the Diamond rubbers at
the W’i'son Administration but individual
Ground
each
one-third
off,
pair
guaranteed
made, nicely typewritten and labelled
a pair,
shoes for men and women,
and property rights are threatened under
“handle with care.” Woe betide the Gripper
Store...
are to be had only at The Dinsmore
the New Freedom. Republicans at the
foolish Democrat who tries to amend a Carle & Jones are showing a nice line of Easter
National capitol are expressing their
They sell Ireland's
The gloves and neckwear.
single dot, word or sentiment.
gloves, with “beauty in every line, wear in
amazement at the acquiescence of the npmnpro
nrill Ko nrViot fnn
stitch”... Maria
in
every
inch,
every
strength
Democrats in Administration measures
V.
or five men think it is good for—catching S. Groves, Etta E. Simmons, Edna E. Ring,
Alice
E. Simmons
B.
and
Ring
threatening the abolition of the State’s votes. The delegates will not be ex- A. Simmons, C.
of
statement
.See
of
thanks...
a
card
publish
rights principle. Commenting on these pected to do any thinking. All the men the Employers Liability Assurance CorporaR.
W.
of London, England.
Rogers,
measures Representative Frederick
in Maine who are opposed to free trade tion, Ltd.,
agent, Belfast.Chase & Varney Co of
Clement Stevens of Minnesota, ranking and the other declared
of the Brooks, announce an Easter sale of ladies’
policies
coats, suits, skirts and dresses, in addition to
Republican member of the House Com- Democratic
party have an opportunity their regular stock. The sale will begin April
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Comto participate in the drafting of the Re- 2nd and continue to April 7th.The
merce.said: “The doctrine is that wherestore will have a spring
New York
publican
platform by helping to select showing of Bargain
coats, suits, dresses, Bkirts, waists
ever in
the domain of interstate comdelegates who will truly represent their and millinery Saturday,March 28th„at 10 a. m.,
mcrno
f ho TTnitorJ
Qf uftio o oon
t
on Main
sentiments. The Republican convention at the opening of their new store
certain
unless
it
exstreet, just below the Waldo Trust Co. A
legislate along
lines,
will be a people’s convention.
souvenir will be given to the first 200 ladies
pressly allows the States the power to
who attend. The store will be closed all day
also regulate in interstate commerce, the
EAST BELFAST.
Friday... .Try a box of the Green Seal chocolates sold at the Old Corner Drug Store
power of the United States is supreme
H. Howes, Odd FelCouncilman Alvin Clark left Monday for a Easter Gloves at James
and conclusive, and the States cannot
lows block, the store that sells Wooltex....
b usiness trip to Portland.
James H. Howes announces a spring sale of
legislate along the same lines as ConGeo. Orchid of Searaport avenue lost one of suits, coats and waists.
gress has done.”
his truck hotBes last week.
H. E. Bucklen & Co. Philadelphia or St. Louis
Mrs. E. W. Curtis of Camden spent the
The Portland Evening Express says of
Kickapoo Worm Killer Expels Worms.
week-end with Mrs. E. S. Achorn.
ex-Mayor Hanson’s proposed new party
The cause of your child’s ills—The foul,
Edward
left
last
week
for
Brassey-Brierly
that “if it could eliminate the boss the
fetid, offensive breath—The starting up with
Our B oston, where he will find employment.
new party would be justified.”
terror and grinding of teeth while asleep—

period

..

rvt oc

...

Portland contemporary must be very
obtuse if it fails to see that this would
simply be an exchange of bosses—and
an

exchange for

the worse.

There are

bosses who work for the success of their
party, but the ex-mayor has worked for

himself alone, regardless of the party
professes allegiance, and

to which he

Mr. Robert Thomas of Bucksport was a week
end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Pendleton.
Mrs. Anne Patterson of Searaport avenue is
convalescing after a severe attack of tonsilitis.

Selwyn Bowen ot Swan Lake avenue has
bought a fine driving horse of Walter Achorn.
The Ladies’ Aid of Trinity Church will meet
with Mrs. A. K. Fletcher this, Thursday,
afternoon.

which he bolted last September and again
Raphnel Leavett won the silver cup which
this spring. In fact he claims the credit
was put up by Hiramdale Gun club. The shoot
Conthe
of electing
present Republican
was held last Saturday afternoon at Hiramto
gressman from this district and is said
dale Falls.
^
be pledged to the support of certain ReCapt. Ralph W. Pattersball returned March
offices
for
county
publican candidates
He
20th from a business trip to New York.
this fall.
Every one familiar with his
soid his interest in the schooner Harold C.
h

record will

see

at once

that the new

use
party is to be solely for his personal
and benefit. It is either a bluff to force
the Democrats to accept him as a leader,
or will be used to support a demand upon
the Wilson Administration for an office.

The Progressives of Oxford county
have at last come to a realization of the
self-evident fact that half a dozen men
in Portland are dominating their party
and apportioning the nominations for
A prominent
office among themselves.
Piogressive of that county said, March
21st:
The new party is formed as a protest
against bossism and political leadership.
This promises to be the banner Progressive county of the State. We are unwilling that Irving Vernon, Walter Emerson
Franklin D. Cummings, Percy Ackerman and L. A. Goudy shall constitute
themselves our political party and choose
for us candidates, leaving us only the
privilege of endorsing them when we
reach the convention hall.
It might be further said that these
men are not Progressives, but soreheads.
They do not expect to be elected to the
offices for which they nominate themselves, but are simply after revenge on
the Republican party for failing to recognize their demands upon it.
to the
verge of a war with Mexico and given
all possible aid to the insurgents, it was
announced from Washington last week
that the Wilson Administration “will
welcome a reopening of negotiations
with the Huerta Government or the Con-

Having brought this country

B

as

eecher to Rockland parties.

Mrs. F. A. Flanders of Searsport avenue
left last Monday for Boston and New York to
select a line of spring and winter millinery.
Her opening wil! be announced later.
E. W. Gray has' moved from the Commonwealth Hotel to his home on the Patterson
road, and Mrs. Ella Evans has moved from

Mayo
road.

street

to

ner

uume

uu

me

inweinuu

Mr. John Crosby is recovering from a severe
accident with which he met last week. While
trying to turn a sled it struck a rock in the
ice, and the pole hit him on the head, cutting
a n ugly gash and rendering him unconscious
for two hours. Dr. Foster C. Small was called

Practically

ability

our

natural and

a

manner

depends

this part

of

our

to

ensy

on

The sallow complexion—The dark circles under the eyes—Are all indications cf worms.
Kickapoo Worm Killer is what your child
needs; it expels the worms, the cause of the
child’s unhealthy condition. For the removal
of seat, stomach and pin worms, Kickapoo
Worm Killer gives sure relief. Its laxative
effect adds tone to the general system. Supplied as a candy confection—children like it.
Safe and sure relief. Guaranteed. Buy a box
today. Price 25c. All Druggists or by mail.

Kickapoo Indian Mod. Co. Phil

or

St. Louis

FALLING HAIR AND
ITCHING SCALP
Entirely Needless—Use Parisian Sage.
Quickly Removes Dandruff—Your

It

Head Feels Fine.
that Parisian Sage can be had at any
drug or toilet counter, it is certainly needless
to have thin, brittle, matted, stringy or faded
hair. No matter how unsightly the hair, how
badly it is falling, or how much dandruff, use
Parisian Sage—it is all that is needed. One
application removes dandruff, the hair roots
are nourished and
stimulated to grow new
hair, itching scalp and falling hair cease,—
your head feels fine. Best of all, the hair becomes soft, fluffy, abundant and radiant with
life and beauty.
You will be surprised and delighted with
Parisian Sage. Try at least one fifty cent
bottle. A. A. Howes & Co. will refund the
purchase price if you are not satisfied.
Look for the trade-mark—“The Girl with
the Auburn Hair”—accept no other.

„

_r._

how

anatomy is

supported.
Before the famous

I

COATS and Waists

1
|

We are prepared to give better styles, better materials,
and better values, than any other store in Belfast.

Chas. Knowlton lot and is making repairs to
have it ready for occupancy. If he fails to
“make good” in Better, Bigger, Belfast, he
will take his house and beat it back to Swanville.
Mr. Horace Nickerson of Swan Inks avenue
was given a birthday party March 17th by
several of his friends and neighbors. Although
it was a complete surprise to the host he
collected himself after being disturbed and
awakened from his T. D. pipe dreams and
The evening
gave the party a royal welcome.
was spent socially and music was also enjoyed.
Mrs. Wm.
violin
a
solo,
Mr. Leslie Bean gave
Bartlett vocal and piano solos, and with other
music and loadings a very happy evening was
passed. Delicious refreshments were served
and all wished their host many happy returns
of the avant.

I
1

I
JAMES H. HOWES,
|—~_~THE STORE THAT SELLS WOOLTEX--1

|

Ground Gripper

lecture which was to have been given last Sun*
Notice of Sheriff’s sale oi
day night on Immigration, illustrated by sterewill be given. The viewa are colored
Estate.
opticon,
The Men’s Forum wil! meet as usual next and are exceptionally fine. Other services:
shoes were invented—the
STATE OF MAINE.
noon.
at
church
Sunday at the Universalist
Knights of King Arthur, Friday night at 7; COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
only remedy were cumberThe pastor of the Univeraalist church will Sunday, morning worship at 10.46, with serTaken thig fifth day of March, A. [■ ;
children mon
arch
by the pastor; subject. The Cost of on execution dated February 12, lSjj ,
some
preach a sermon especially to tho
supports.
Chrison a judgment rendered by the Supri-^
who attend next Sunday.
Civilization; Sunday school following.
These give temporary relief
For the evening serv- I dicial Court for the County of Corner,
tian Endeavor at 6.30.
The Seaside Spiritualist Society holds regular
State of Maine, at a term thereof be^
on
ice union will be had with the other churches held on the fourth
Tuesday of January^
Sunday services at their place of meeting
—but'they do not corhis
of
F.
tell
hear
Dr.
Wilbur
to
Berry
experi1914, to wit: on the eleventh day of Fp’or*
7
m.
and
p.
High street at 2
rect.
1914, in favor of J. W. Manson and li [
ences during his recent trial.
The morning service at the First Parish
idge, each of Pittsfield, in said Cour .y 0fj
: erset, copartners doing business in s. ::
Ground Gripper shoes are
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.45 a. m.f SunSECRET SOCIETIES.
11 45.
; field, under the name of Manson &
day. The Sunday school meets at
constructed in such a managainst J. G. Small of Troy, in the < uj
for $72.08.
The regular services at the UntVersalist
Order of Protection held Waldo and State of Maine,
New
The
England
ner as to not only give supj damage, and $11.15, costs.of suit, am K
church next Sunday wiil be as follows: an
interesting meeting Monday evening, in- sold at public auction at the
preaching service at 10.45 o’clock; Sunday j itlating four candidates. Refreshments were Burnham Junction in Burnham, in .^a c 3
port to the arch (without
school at noon.
read several selec- ! of Waldo, to the highest bidder, on the J
: served, Mrs. S. A. Parker
third day of May, A. D. 1914, at
plates) but they also hold
The Christian Scientists hold services in ! tions and Mr. Charles R. Coombs rendered i in the forenoon, the following de.->: ««
at
morning
the
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday
right, title ai ;
j selections on the Victrola.
every other muscle of
| estate and all the
which the said J. G. Small has and
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
| Fredrick S. Jones, the son of Hon. and Mrs. unto the same on the twenty-seco
foot in proper alignment.
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
! Charles W. Jones of Augusta, a senior at the September, A. D. 1913, at eleven
Made for both Men and
Rev. William Vaughan has returned from a University of Maine, bears the distinction of fifteen minutes in the forenoon, the iir:rT
attached on the origi
r
vacation speni in New York and will hold ser- being the youngest Knight Templar in the the same was
the same suit, to wit: a certain piec. ,r :i!
Women at $5.00 the pair,
vices next Sunday at Masons Mills at 10 30 a. State. Mr. Jones was 21 on July 6th last and of land situate in said Troy, bound i
for men-*
to be had only
scribed as follows: on the south aul **
on that day he Bigned an application
m. and at Trinity Reformed church at 2-30 p.m.
so-crd
of the Masons.
j the Clark and Morrill roads,said
The service's for the week at the Meth- bership in the blue lodge
Tr«
I north by the north line of
F
| odist church will
R.
Stever.s
of
James
held
its
be as follows: This,
land
west
O.
regular
E.
S.,
by
Primrose Chapter,
acre>
however, five
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sun- meeting on Friday evening.There was balloting : and reserving,
-:
occupied by Willis S. Stevens out m
day, at 10.80, morning Worship; Sunday school and the degrees were impressively con- west corner of said premises; coni ■
a
m.
was
7.
at
p.
at 12m.; evening service
.<
I ty-five acres, more or less; being
ferred on three candidates. There
described in a deed fro-'
The services at the Baptist church will be as good attendance of members and several vis- premises
dated October
Small
said
Estes
to
After the close of the
fullows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even- itors were present.
r
s.
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
h———
W. L GRAY
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; meeting a delicious fish stew, crackers, pickles Page 118.
effian
served
not
do
were
who
All
bpf
o’clock.
12
coffee and doughnuts
Sunday school at
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
3wl3_Deputy
The "old fashioned grab
attend Sunday school at any other church are cient committee.
created
cordially invited. Christian Endeavor at 6.30. bag,” which followed the refreshments,
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, met in
D. Southworth presided
regular session March 21st, with visitors pres- 1 Revs. C. E. Owen and W. F. Berry and Mr. no end of fun. Ralph
And Salary
and there was something doing
ent from Pittsfield and from Victor Grange, E F. Emery of the State Civic League will be over the bags,
h
next meeting, April 3rd, to look after our business in your
Fairfield. After the usual business meeting in Belfast over Sunday. March 29th. Mr. Owen all the time. At the
Pi
and the past worthy Interesting, dignified, healthful w.>rk
the question, “Should we sell the wood from : will speak at the Baptist, Mr. Berry at the there will be degree work,
S. Ritchie, will be pre(
Methodist and Mr. Emery at the Universalist matron, Mrs. Hattie
ftl
our farms?” was taken up and well discussed.
MAGAZINE
There will also be a INTERNATIONAL
The general opinion was that we should use churches at the morning services. There will sented with a jewel.
119 W. 41st street, New York.
2wl2
Sieter Crosby then be a union meeting in the evening at the Meth- supper and entertainment.
more care in our woodlots
favored the Grange with a solo, “Silver Threads odist church, when Mr. Berry will speak on
For regular aclion of the bowels
Among the Gold.” The accompanist was “Excluded Evidence.”
consi
W
ural movements, relief of
Sister Myra Taylor of Victor Grange, Fairfield.
FOR FLETCHER’S
stores.
In place of the usual prayer meeting at the
Doan’s Regulets. 25c. at all
The Grange then closed with the usual form,
North church at 7.30 this,Thursday, evening the
to meet again Saturday afternoon, March 28th

|j

The Churches.

Commissicl

Liberal

Children Cry

CASTORIA

Great Real Estate and Summer Home Issue.
On Saturday, April 4, the Boston Evening
Transcript will print a generous amount of
reading matter which will be of much interest
to real estate owners in New England, investors 8nd those who lease or have summer homes
at the seashore, mountains or country.
Anyone having a house, farm, cottage or desirably located land for sale or exchange, or a
summer place to rent for the season,will do well
to secure advertising space in this issue, for it
will have a wide circulation among interested
people all over the United States.

WE

11
If you are not able to digest your food; if
you lack an appetite; if your stomach is sour,
if your
gassy, upset; your tongue coated];
head aches and you are dizzy; if you have
or
in
colon
bowels,
heartburn and pains
your
why suffer needlessly?
Buy now—today—from A. A. Howes & Co
a fifty cent box of Mi-o-na Stomach. Tablets.
Take them regularly and see how quickly you
for
get relief. There is no more effective remedy
stomach ills than Mi-o-na. It strengthens and
I builds up surely and safely the digestive orand ingans, Boothes the irritated membrane
Your
creases the flow of the digestive juices.
whole system ia benefited and you become well
and strong.
Mi-o-na is different from other digestive
remedies. Money back if not satisfied.

FARM.
““tSefIrCTSON POULTRY
Avenue, Belfast.
2wl2p

Northport

CARD OF THANKS.
I wish to thank all my friends for their symin the loss of
pathy in my sad bereavement in
kindly sermy beloved wife, as expressed
my
vices snd floral offerings, and especially and
branch
brother employees on the Belfast
the * °f L

E-^"^CHARLESF.SHAW.

Now

BBS gBB——

Beauty in every line.

28, 10 A. M, I

March

f
SPRING SHOWING
Coats, Saits, Dresses, Skirts, Waists
-

I*"

MILLINERY, ETC.

models of
the latest and most attractive
This display represents
for the
at SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTIONS
Everything
season.
the
Garments
Plan to attend and get your Spring
Opening Day only.
at

a

The store

to the first

BARGAIN STORE,
NEW YORK
COMPANY
JUST BELOW WALDO TRUST

MAIN STREET,

Tj
Location_£

REMEMBER

r

Our New

g

--

E. H. BOYINGTON, MANAGER.
and skill ie

I (

Strength in every stitch.

R

Twenty-five years experience
to fit any eye tna
fitting glasses enables me
Free.
glasses will help. Consultation
MAINE
44 South Main St., WINTERPORT.
Office Days, Mondavs and Tuesday*.

I

GLOVES

On sale at

|

200 Ladies who attend.
Friday.
wiil be closed all day

souvenir will be given

I

Wear in every inch.

IRELANDS

j

great saving.

^v 1

We have for Bale eleven Cypher’e large aise
390 egg incubators. They have been used but
in every way to a
a short time and are equal
A chance to get a first-class
new machine.

ANNOUNCE THE

OF OUR NEW STORE

A

Incubators

1

—OPENING=— 4
Saturday,

Use Mi-o-na—Sure, Safe and Effective Indigestion Relief

NEW YORK BARGAIN STORE

NEW YORK BARGAIN STORE.

I WILL BE AT THE
m. April 1
House, Monroe, Wednesday p.
2
York’s Hotel, Brooks. Thursday, April
d
a.
m..
April
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday
d
Central House, Unity, Friday p. m„ April
m..
a.
j Bellows’ House, Freedom, Saturday

!

I

CARLE & JONES’

Forest

April

4.

NOTICE

and attended to the wound after the patient
be about.
was resuscitated and he is able now to
East Belfast has already begun to boom
under the new administration. A man who
Swanville to find
came to this vicinity from
work wished to move his family here, but
could find no rent. Not allowing this to be an
obstacle he moved his house here from Swan*
villa last week and located at Bridge Hill on the

SuitsTlI

»f

is the

arch (commonly known as
the instep) of the foot.

Weahe. An invitation was received from Mrs.
Elon B. Gilchrist to hold a picnic supper at her
home on Church atreet on April 6th, the next

_

possible
through

Keystone of the body

walk in

tee.

for the restoration of peace in Mexico.”
Advices from Mexico are that the Huerta
government is firmly established; that
tions in this city.
the Americans in that country are in
favor of it, and that had this governThe Hanson delegates and a delegation
ment followed the example of Great
of Democrats went to Portland yesterBritain and other foreign countries in severe illness, is gradually improving.
day. The Democratic State convention
it the loss of many lives and
Mrs. Walter J. Clifford entertained the Inmeets in that city today, and it is said recognizing
of millions of dollars of property would ternational Bible class last Monday night at
made
to
be
prevent
that an effort will
“War with Mexico Low iirtmaa nn Mnrfhnr»rt avenue. entertaining
have been averted.
Hanson from participating in it, on the
of which O. E. Frost
of
a
war
means
exhaustion; the moment 30 guests. This class,
is teacher and Mrs. Frost president, has during
ground that he is no longer a member of
4.__
the party, having by his own admission
the past few months enjoyed a number of
cans will drop their quarrel and make
very pleaBant social evenings. Last Monday
supported Mr. Peters, the Republican common cause
Grinthe
hated
against
candidate for Congress, last September,
night was Gentlemen’s night and among other
declared Representative Hulings
diversions was a musical program which inand opposed the Democratic candidate goes,
of Pennsylvania, Progressive, March 19th, cluded clarinet solos by William Lower, vocal
for mayor of Belfast at the recent elecHe added it was the duty solos by Mrs. Lower, and. some delightful
in the House.
tion. Some of his delegates are also
of Congressmen to stand shoulder to selections on the Victrola. Refreshments were
said to he enrolled as Republicans and
shoulder in the Mexican situation, and served by Mrs. Robert P. Coombs, Mrs. J. G.
t herefore have no right to participate in
Clifford.
that he believed order would never be Aborn and Miss Doris
a Democratic convention.
New Advertisements. Carle & Jones will
restored in Mexico save by a strong man
In a letter to the editor of th^ Water- supported by a force superior to the fac- have a Style Show of "Style Craft” garments
vine Sentinel Hon. W. R. Pattangall tions now harrying the country and there Saturday, March 28th, and a cordial invitation
is extended to all....See notice of a ten days’
“In order to set at rest any ques- was no such force in Mexico.”
a ays:
sale
by Carle A Jones of Edison Wax Records.
tion in regard to the matter and to avoid
Two-minute records at $1 and four-minute at
The Republicans of Maine will draft
misunderstandings, I desire to
state

THE—-

Sealed bids for printing the annual report
1
for the City of Belfast for 1914, will be rein
j ceived by the City Clerk up to seven o’clock
! the afternoon of Monday, April 6,1914.
EBEN F. LITTLEFIELD,
City Clerk.
2wl3

Millinery Opening

Wanted

Mrs. B. F. Wells

Man wanted tor the season to
do farm work.
A. B. STANTIAL,
Belfast.
tfl3

wishes to announce her Spring
and Summer Millinery Opening

For Saturday, March 28

!

j

TO WHICH ALL ARE CORDIALLY
INVITED TO ATTEND.

Mrs. F. G. Spinney, Milliner.
t
*

Paper
We have the Biggest
of wall paper on hand
we ever had and the

1

right.
Also, we are agents
the two Biggest Wall I’1' I

are

per houses in the work
We would be very please■)

to show you the sampleso
send them to your house
for you to look over at u|l#r
convenience.

Telephone

and

we

will!i

the rest.
Yours very truly.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all those who so kindly
helped us in our recent bereavement.
MARIA L. GROVES.
ETTA E. SIMMONS,
EDNA E. RING,
V. A. SIMMONS.
C. B. RING,
AUCE E. SIMMONS.
Belfast, March 24.1U4.

ll:'“

CARLE &

JONEjj

When baby suffers with croup. *H''
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil at one;
A little goes a loop
or children
ind 50c. At ail drug stores.

I ive

>

".

-—aagway:

■u

The News of Belfast
oehfucan Caucus!

r-

are

requested

to

Home and School association haa the
of an address by President Aley of
M;varsity of Maine April 24th in Memo,,

rial Hall.

[
i

!

.ssumed the duties of the office last
tie lias served on the police, as coastals a deputy under Sheriff Jenkins.

h

A

■

-i.ruial meeting of the W. C. T. U. will
; tomorrow, Friday, at 2.30 p, m. with
.Wright, Pearl street The members
jested to bring candy and fruit for

v

n

L. H.

ornal is indebted to Lieut. F. F. Black,
f0r a file of the Honolulu Star-Bulletaming among other interesting matillustrated account of the Mid-Pacific

Vf ,|

.-nments.

Mowing

new

telephones have been in-

Waldo Telephone Company: Rev.
Pearl, Congregational parsonage,
Hall. East Belfast, 306; John Me-

the
:

13; E. W. Gray, 142-12.
Lambert will give a children’s
Memorial hall Saturday afternoon,
'h, for the dancing class and others
The children will wear
to attend.
umes,sheets and pillow cases,or domirian

and wafers will be served.

Va

of the postoffice department the
of the country are to keep strict
i! parcels received and sent from
April 15 in order to determine the
_:e of gain or loss as the case may be
rk of the parcel post division.

:er

-ers

schools began last Monday morning
week’s

recess.

Augustus

D.

Hayes

of illness and Miss
1 ord was assisted in the 9th Grade by
rlotte Staples of East Belfast. Mrs.
iements of Waldo is teaching in the

•iit

■

on

account

school.

t

■sday, March 18th, we experienced a
ioty of weather—everything in fact
.isant weather. It rained, it snowed

The steamer Golden Rod
resumed her route
I
between Belfast. North
Ielesboro, Castine and
Brooksville last Monday in command
of Capt
L. W. Coombs, taking the
place of the Castine,
which will now undergo an
overhauling before
resuming her route between Bangor and the
down-river porta.

The

Ferguson.

public

|

is cordial-

W. Kogers, Minnie Higgins, Arthur Whitney,
Harry McKinnon, Bert J. Benner, Frank Smith,
Henry Clements and F. W. Thomas; auditor,

ly invited.
:

:

Walter Juan.

-—;

Will Wear Each Other’s Eyes.
Under
date of Chicago, March 22th, the New York
Sun publishes the following:
Ira M. Cobe, the traction line owner, and his
wife recently employed Alyn Williams, the
English miniature painter, to make paintings
of their eyes paying him $1,000 each for them
The painting of Mr. Cobe’s eye will adorn a
ring on the little finger of Mrs. Cobe, while the
painting of Mrs. Cobe’s eye will be worn in a
scarfpin by Mr. Cobe. The eye of Mrs. Cobe’s
ring was done on ivory in water colors and is
set in platinum with twenty diamonds clustered about it.

A “baked owl” supper will be served to the
public in the Universalist vestry this, Thursday, evening at 6 o’clock. Tickets 25 cents.
The rehearsal^ for the Operetta, The Enchanted Apple, to be given by the children of
the Universalist church, were begun in the
Colonial Theater yesterday afternoon.
The Universalist Society will hold its annual
Easter sale in Memorial hall on April 9th.
There will be a sale of aprcas and fancy articles in the afternoon and a supper at night.

Millinery Openings. H. H. Coombs & Co
Masonic Temple, High street, will have an
The F. A. Griffin place on the Hay ford road,
of spring millinery Saturday, March
recently bought by Mrs. June H. Taylor, has opening
when they will show the latest and most
been sold to Charles White, who has been em- 28th,
up-to-date assortment of ladies’, misses and
ployed as a guide in the Northern Maine
children's millinery they have yet been able
woods.
to assemble. They will also have a fine disThe Waldo County Veteran Association will
play of new spring merchandise in all their
meet Thursday, April 2nd, in Northern Light
usual lines ...Mrs. B. F. Wells, Mrs. F. G.
Grange hall, White’s Corner, Winterport. If
Spinney, milliner, announces her spring and
stormy, the meeting will b postponed to the summer millinery opening for Saturday, March
firet fair day.
28th, to which all are cordially invited.... E. K.
Chas. F. Swift, Masonic Temple, had straw- Brier & Co., The Journal building, Miss Edythe
berries last Saturday, and although it seemed Atkins, milliner, invite you to inspect their
a little out of season, with the mercury below
models for spring and summer, Saturday,
the freezing point and snow banks visible, March 28th, and following days.. .Miss Louisa

they made
prunes

a

very

and apple

agreeable change

from

H

a

L-.

«

poured at a daintily appointed
dining-room by Miss Amy E.
who was assisted in serving by Miss

a

was

n

the
..

Pitcher.
W. Parker, whose handsome rowboat
so much attention at the Food Fair,
er b at nearly completed at his home
Mr. Parker builds one or two
for “knitting work,” workwhen he feels lifce it, in aconvenient:anged little room off the kitchen in
t- has a
moveable electric light. The
P'ii street.

-ach winter

w-

nothing better

.?

in

that line than

a

built rowboat.
board of Trustees of the Belfast
Library organized March 19th in the

new

Morse. Rev. Arthur A.
was elected chairman and Mr. Charles S.
<: secretary. Miss Annie L. Barr, libra.and Miss Grace H. Hall, assist ant librarian,
were re-elected.
Henry D. Clark was reel
janitor. The following were elected a
mr
tee on books:
Mrs. George R. WilliamMrs. Giles G. Abbott, Mrs. James C. Duran
Mrs. John R. Dunton, Miss Grace A.
Mr. Ben Hazeltine and Rev. Arthur A.
Siair.
Dunton &

Maud and Mabel Mathews gave
■i-i:ghtful tea at their home on High street
Friday atternoon for Miss Avis M. Moriin.who is spending a two weeks* vacation at
‘rom Springfield,Mass. The hostesses and
•f honor received in the
parlor, and the
guests also enjoyed
greeting Mrs. Mathews
was present
during the afternoon. In the
L i: in groom Mrs. John
R. Dunton poured coffee
prettily appointed table, and Misses
^
P. and Cora S. Morison and Mrs.
" ,;am F
Sehoppe served. The guests spent
a
:ghtfully informal afternoon, and the
vas one of the
pleasantest of the season,
••’i B.
Gilchrest, Miss Elizabeth
Misses

Kelley

•••iSs

,,u
M

Margaret Craig

also

assisted

the

erjjoy Havana Cigars try a Pearl
tde from Cuban Tobacco
grown in
or sale at all dealers.

North Belfast. If ex-Mayor Hanson had
gathered his information from a reliable source
we do not believe that he would have made
the scurrilous attack upon the voters of Ward
4 that was made in last week’s issue of the
Waldo County Herald. There was absolutely
no ground for his statement that the ward
was carried for Dunton by rum and money, and
it is a base slander upon the integrity and

Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson will retire
from the City Drug iitore next Saturday evening and the new proprietors, Norman A. Read
and Maine Hills, will tawe charge. They will
begin stock taking Monday and the store will
be closed until the work is finished.

honesty of the staid citizens of Ward 4, irreof party. A more quiet election

spective

never was

man

who

...

Mrs. M. F. Hurd arrived home Saturday night
from a ten days’ visit with their daughter....
Mrs. Fred A. Holmes is visiting in Waterville.
....A fine supper and entertainment were
given in the vestry, Wednesday evening, March
18th, under the auspices of Chemical Co. No 1.
The mock trial, “The Scroggin's Divorce
Case” was acted in a pleasing manner. F. L.

The Ladies of the Universalist church will
a
Baked Owl supper in their vestry
to-night, Thursday, at six o’clock. If you
think you will not like the baked owl there
will be baked beans, scalloped clams, rolls, and
all that goes to make up a regular church
will hp chftrwH.

A lecture on Immigration, illustrated by colored stereopticon views, will be given in the
North Church tonight, Thursday, at 7.30
o’clock. This is the lecture which was to have
been given last Sunday night, but which was
postponed owing to delay in receipt of the
slides. Admission is free and the public is

Bartlett was judge and presided with dignity.
Arthur W. Coombs was the plaintiff, and was
represented by his lawyer, Maurice Roberts,
in a brilliant manner. The defendant was Victor Merriam, who conducted his own case. His
make-up and interpretation of the part was
equal to many professionals. The witnesses
and jury were dressed for their parts, all of
which was well done. A large audience was
present and the affair netted $17.00.

cordially invited.
annual business meeting of the Woman's Alliance of the First Parish (Unitarian)
church will be held at the home of Mrs. James
C. Durham, Church street, this,Thursday,afterThe business
noon promptly at 3 o’clock.
meeting will be followed by the regular program with a paper, “Along the James River
in Colonial days,” by Mrs. Elmer Sherman.
The

Letters.
The following letremained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending March 24th. Ladies—
Mrs. Alfred Blackmore, Mrs. Hanley, Miss
Advertised

ters

Clara Littlefield. Gentlemen—Hoyt E. Austin, H. R. Carter, Clonard Monastery, H. E.
Herrick, Elmer E. Johns, Chas. Lanney, Gerson
K. Livenghs, Guiseppe Meranti, B. W. Webester, Henry Pellis, Sam Seakins.

Not Paint
The worst mistake in painting is not puttingoff. That costs about 10 per-cent; you keep
your money a year and pay 10 per cent for it.
Paint would have to come-down 25 percent to
make 10 percent on the job, for wages do not

go-down.

The worst mistake is “cheap” paint.
It
from 50 percent to 100, first cost, and another in wear.
What a liar “cheap” is! "Put-off” is badenough; “cheap” is ten times worse.
DEVOE

believe every

was

serve

costs

we

ness

writings.

The roanilar nri(*P

held and

there any length of time will bear witto the truth of that statement....Mrs.
Ellen C. Gay went to Chelsea, Maes., last
Thursday to visit her brother, John H. Gilmore.
Mrs. Abbie Daniels arrived home last
Friday from a three weeks’ visit with her son,
Rev. Millard Daniels of Guilford.... Mr. and

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be held with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, 4
Park street, Monday afternoon, March 30th.
The lesson will be from chapters four and five
of the C. L. S. C. book, “Studies in the Poetry
of Italy;” roll-call, quotations from Petrarch's

annnor

Ferguson will have her opening of spring
summer millinery on Saturday, April 4th.

and

sauce.

Belfast relatives have received cards fromMr.
ur.dered and lightened. Sleighing is and Mrs.Otto Julius Piehler of Boston announcaving lasted continuously from Christ- ing that the marriage of their daughter, Mil,th just enough snow to make good dred Elizabeth, to Austin Bitttenbender of Bosand little trouble from drifts. A cold ton will take
place at 8 p. m. April 15th at All
ved Thursdayand lasted until Sunday. Saint’s Church, Brookline, Mass.
Thomas E. Bowker had a pleasant At
Wednesday afternoon, March 18th, It
fortunate that the severe storm kept
many who had intended to call. Mr. and
wser were assisted in receiving by Mr.
wker and Mrs. Chester Shaw of Winwho spent the week with her daughter,
Miss Florence Shaw assisted,
"wker.

At the annual meeting of the Boot and Shoe
Workers’ Union of Belfast the following officere were elected: President, William
Sprague;
vice president, G. H. Darby; secretary, Earle
financial
Talbot;
secretary, Ira T. Clough;
treasurer, E. L. Cook; executive board, Charles

|

Easter
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dependability. And it’s the
lightest—the strongest—the

’i!j

car

j
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Five hundred dollars is the price of the FORD
runabout; the touring car is five fifty; the town
car seven fifty-all f. o. b. Detroit, complete with
equipment. Get catalog and particulars from B.
O. Norton, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

?

j |l|
| ||i|

Wardwell of Castine has
the Alexander LindCedar street,

Florence

occupy

cently,

night by the heavy breathing of one of the
children and was able to summon a physician,
but none too soon as Mrs. Eaton had fainted.
Spring Moving. Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Mason have moved from the Woods house on
Cedar street to the Head of the Tide, where
Mr. Mason will continue his barber shop....
John H. McAuliffe has moved from the Lewis
house on Waldo avenue to the Woods house
Mrs. McAuliffe is improving
on Cedar street.
rapidly at the Hebron Sanatarium and expects
to return home soon....Amos Partridge and
family have returned to the Woods house on
Cedar street after spending the winter in the
Phoenix Row.

consciousness the little

girl

rowly escaped being

burned

last

six

that this was not a money-making
scheme, but simply that the public might have
such a series of entertainments, and by the
church giving the free use of their building,
lights etc., a profit of about $75 was realized,
which will be put into a course next fall, making it just that much better than the one we

Is

Believing.
You

are not

asked

to

simply take our printed
statement

as

conclusive

You'll &et
what you expect, if

evidence.

her from the stove
come.” The child’s clothes were then
on fire and realizing her danger the mother
rushed out of doors with the little one and
roiled her in the snow, extinguishing the
flames. Then neighbors who came to the
rescue put out the fire in her own clothing
and in the child’s crib. Dr. Carl H. Stevens
was called and sent both patients to the Waldo
County hospital, where the child died about 4
p. m. Sunday night. Mrs. Foust gave birth to
a son, which also died.
Both children were
placed in one casket and their funeral was held
at the home Monday at 2.30 p. m., Rev. Walter
F. Sturtevant officiating. Mrs. Foust died at
the hospital Monday evening, aged 24 years.
She was born in Belfast the daughter of the
late John and Mrs. Lilia B. (Sellers) Wade.
Several years ago she married Harvey N.
Foust and they have lived in this city with the
exception of a short residence in Monroe,
where Mr. Foust was employed. Her father
was drowned several years
ago at Temple
Heights, Northport. Her husband, mother,
one sister, Mrs. Charles A. Wyman, and three
brothers, James E Fred H. and Ralph H., all
of Belfast, survive. The funeral was held at
the C. R. Coombs undertaking rooms Wednesday at 10.30 a. m., Rev. W. F. Sturtevant ofto

pull

Ed. V Price & Co.
tailor

your

clothes

to

individual order.

favorite tailor cannot hire

more

Your

adept, conscien-

tious and skillful journeymen than those who
constitute the admirable organization of our
famous Chicago tailors, nor quote you as low

prices. Leave

your

order

today!

Ralph D. Southworth,
Belfast, Maine.

12 Main Street,

11 The Up-Town Millinery Shop |
I
E K. Brier & Co.

|i

For
Luck

I
1
to
*
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WEAR A

Cordialh invite

you to

Models for

§

inspect their

1
►2

|

0

MISS EDYi HE ATKINS, MILLINER.

Colonial Theatre

Easter Gloves
AND

Belfast

Neckwear.
Very truly

Savings

Bank

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 15,513, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
new books.
WTLMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Belfast, March 5, 1914,—3wll

|

yours,

[CARLE & JONES|

NOTHING MYSTERIOUS ABOUT THIS

|

|
28th &

4 cordial invitation is extended to all.

{
-.7

yours,

CARLE & JONES.

5L

9

•

Prices $1,00, 75c., SOc. and 35c.

PERRY’S CASH MARKET

SEATS ON SALE SATURDAY

The only strictly cut price store in Waldo Co.

r

REEVES VACUUM tLEANER

Jl

Agent for Waldo County

&

lb.

Salt Pork.12c
Pork Sausage, 2 lbs. for.25c
3 Cans Corn, canned in Belfast.25c
3 Cans String Beans.25c
3 pkgs. Macaroni.25c
3 Bottles Olives .25c
3 Bottles Catsup.25c
4Can8 Peas.25c
2 lbs. Peanut Butter.25c
Sugar Cured Bacon.19c
Kellogg's Corn Flakes.9c per pk.
Fells Naptha Soap. 4c
bar
Lenox Soap. 3c
bar
Call and see our display of good things to
eat, everythi g under glass, and strictly sanitary.

&

CARLE & JONES’

our

Best H eavy Corned Beef. 11c
per
Fresh Smelts.12c
Finnan Haddie and Cod.10c

Garments” I

__

Ferv truly

|

WE ARE SHOWING A
NICE LINE OF

>2 SATURDAY, MARCH
£

||

EASTERj

SHOW

I “Style Craft

j

AND FOLLOWING DAYS.

We simply give you the benefit of
method of buying:

STYLE

1

Spring and Summer

Saturday, March 28, 1914,

1

New
Necklace

known

have had.

Wearing

endeavoring
saying, “Come,

Saturday.

entertainment course will be given next
season and that he had already booked a number of unusual attractions. It is of course well

a

-\

mama,

The Gliddens are elderly people and Mr. GlidHis wife smelled smoke and teleden is ill.
phoned to the Dickey home in Northport for
help, and Mr. Dickey and his sons promptly
went to the house, and found the chimney full
of soot, burning furiously, and the paper on
the walls in the upper rooms had become ignited and the fire was almost ready to burst
through the roof. By prompt work they extinguished it, but it was thought that in a few
minutes more the fire would have gotten beyond control. The Gliddens had only had the
telephone installed last week and but for it
they would probably have lost their buildings
if not their lives.

helium prayermeeting and an ante bellum minstrel show provoked continuous laughter and
applause. An imitation of Barnum & Bailey’s
steam calliope, which closed the program,

.y

was

Saturday Auction Club was entertained
week by the Misses Morison for Miss Avis
M. Morison. A delicious lunchein was served
at small tables at 1 o’clock, the hostesses being
assisted by Miss Katherine C. Quimby. After
the lunch, auction was enjoyed, Mrs. Morris L.
Slugg having the highest score. All the club
members and Mrs. Fred A. Johnson and Mrs.
Carl H. Stevens were present. There will be
no meeting of the club this week, but Saturficiating.
day, April 4ih, Miss Clara Keating will be the
hostess.
If you enjoy Havana Cigars try a Pearl
Saved by Telephone. The house of Mr. Brook made from Cuban Tobacco grown in
and Mrs. Charles Glidden in Northport, about Maine. For sale at all dealers.
a mile and a half from Brown’s Corner, narThe

last

^

...

of thousands.
It holds the
world’s record for all ’round

Mr. Warren E. Marsh met with a severe
accident at his home on Church street last
Saturday noon. He was coming in from the
gren bouse on
barn when he tripped on a plank in the walk
Thomas H. Marshall Circle will serve a flveand fell, dislocating his left shoulder and fraccent lunch at their regular meeting April 1st,
turing the upper part of the humerus. The fracCircle
are
and
Post
the
of
members
and all
ture was reduced by Dra. Kilgore and Wilson
urged to attend.
and Mr. Marsh is doing well,although suffering
Messrs. James H. and Ralph H. Howes. E.
severely. He had only recently recovered
R. Conner. Loren Cross and William H. Hall from a severe cold and was in better health
to
Pitchers
last
board
Friday
went by buck
than for some years and the accident at this
Pond to enjoy ice boating, for the first time time is doubly urtfortunate.
this season.
A Sunday Tragedy. By a sad accident la3t
The meeting of the Reading Department of Sunday afternoon at the home of
Harvey Nthe Arts and Crafts that was to have been Foust, 21 Mayo street, near the City Park, his
held last Tuesday evening was" postponed to wife formerly
Miss Martha B. Wade, was
tomorrow, Friday, evening, when Miss Annie seriously burned about the face, chest and
Belfast
Free
the
of
library,
L. Barr, librarian
back, and their four-year-old daughter Annie
will read a paper on “The Resources of Our died a few hours later from the injuries reLibrary."
ceived. Mr. Foust was at the shore getting
drift wood and his wife and child were alone
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Eaton, their daughin the house. Mrs. Foust, who was in deliter Margaret and little son Stanley, narrowly
cate health, was sitting by the kitchen stove
from
the
furnace
by
gas
escaped asphyxiation
and in a fainting fit fell upon the stove and
at their home on Court street one night reon fire.
When she regained
when Mr. Eaton was aroused in the her clothes caught
Mrs.

bought and will

wfc

*"

l

_THE STORE THAT SELLS WOOLTEX-

brought down the house. In behalf of the
Belfast Board of Trade. S. A. Parker thanked
the management for the manner in which the
public course had been managed and expressed
his hope there would be another. Manager
O. E Frost, through whose untiring efforts
the course was possible, then announced that

I

servant

market

JANES H. HOWES,

smoking compartment of a Maine Central
train and it was found (although not,of course,
just to a day) that Bass was ten years older
than I and Hazeltine twenty—but that did not
prevent our always being friends.”.From
Nassau, N. P., with the date of March 14th,
comes a postcard from Mr. Alfred Johnson,
who writes of the picture it bears: * This is
Capt. Rob White’s steamer, the Miami, crossing the bar at Nassau while the red flag is flying from the lighthouse, signifying that the
bar is dangerous. I’ve seen him do it! Am
down here for a few weeks fishing, sailing,
swimming, etc.”.... Miss Sabina C. Morey, who
is in Pasadena, Calif., writes under date of
March 12th: “We had a hot spell for three
days last week; the hottest 89 degreei, and
very unusual for March, but yesterday a fire

9

1

most economical

Special preparations have been made
to meet the demand for Easter Gloves,

The Entertainment Course. The Baptist
church was crowded Wednesday evening.March
18th, notwithstanding the bad storm, to listen
to the Dixie Quintette, the last number in the
Belfast Lyceum course, and it was an evening
of rare enjoyment. The company was made
up of four singers and a ban joist and accompanist, and every number was encored. The
singing was fine and the sketches of an ante

~

c

Gloves

From Subscribers. Col. F. E. Boothby, who
with Mrs. Boothby is sojourning at Magnolia
Springs, Florida, says, in a personal note:
“Coming to Florida this winter and last makes
me think of my railroad days, when I used to
come every winter in the interest of, or advertising, Bar Harbor and other Maine resorts.
This until the years of my election ns mayor
of Portland prevented. And always it used to
be a great pleasure to meet in Jacksonville
Charles B. Hazeltine of Belfast—as fine a
gentleman as ever lived. Once—you musn’t
give it away—he, Mr. Bass and I occupied the

Last evening Mr. and
seemed comfortable.
Mrs. James Foss and Ralph Sylvester (who is
working at the million-dollar Huntington Hotel
here) were at our house. Someone remarked
that the open fire we had would not be quite
adequate for Maine, judging by what we had
read. We looked at some California views.and
also some from Maine, and in spite of their
love for California we enthused more on those
from Maine. Mrs. Bert Fowler, formerly of
Belfast, went with me to the Maine Society
meeting. We had baked beans, but missed the
accompaniment of escalloped clams. I am always glad to get The Journal and don*t pay
much attention to my work until it is read.'*...
A Sebastopol, Calif., subscriber writes: Enclosed find check for renewal of subscription
for The Journal, the most welcomed paper that
comes to my address... .MP. S.
Allow me^o
cheer for the victory won in your city election.
Rah! rah!'*

p•

1

~'

A recent issue of the Boston
Sunday Globe
had an illustrated article on the excellent
banking system carried on in the Williams
Grammar school of Chelsea, Mass. The
principal is H. Herbert Richardson of Castine and
one of the assistants Is Miss Annette
Robinson, a former teacher in the Brick Grammar
school. East Belfast
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it does.

They buy it for what
That’s why the Ford is

also remain a week, the date, of
the meeting,
to be given later.

Millinery

hblgcomb, the newly elected City

f

Society

will hold meetings i.
High ,trMt »«» Sunday a
2X0 and 7.30 p. m. Mrs. Lissie
Butler of Lynn
Maas., will be the speaker. Mrs. Butler wil

Spring and Summer

I. Keating.

(l<„ go

The Spiritual

-OF-

Abbie S. Walker, Capt. Cole,
hauled up here for the winter
e(J March 18th for Machiaa, to load lumber
for the west.
Mo-ion A, Haley of Monroe, recently apfor Waldo county, was
coroner
.... ; a
in March 18th by Clerk of Courts,
„
...sooner
haa been

;

** *",pp*r "*
•■fertalnment I.
l.t
supper and damn, were
atKee..
ful and nettad the
Gtauge treasury mbwlt $20
If anyone Interests fa,
the Home for Age.
Women hM . earpet or
large rug to donat,
the, win confer . f.vor by
t,portinir to „„
Uura Peaae, Matron,at the
Home. Telephon.
oO-lu,

Saturday,
April 4th,

Ar.ril 8th.

bop. of Mrs. J
.fta«eo«.

Equity Grange Hail. W*n«day,
April
Th. Iaat

Opening

Ladies’ Aid Society of the Methodist
have an Easter sale and supper,
(.ei-rch will

.ssssBsri"'i i11 .is
““MW Aid win meet wit!

« th.
Mejtawi
Mood.,

of

fl;

[

Mn. Julia Q.
A. McKoan mm

Notice
Date

Republican

The

aaaembla
Belfast on
-«ucus at the Court House in
J.luv. March 31> 19Ml at 7-30 P' m-> for the
J of: 1st, electing a Republican City
attend
l?I!~usee; 2nd,.electing 9 delegates to held
in
rublican State Convention to be
9
,.n
electing
Thursday,
9th;
8,
April
irush*
‘,J ,, s to State Convention; 4, transacting
be
that may properly
,"other business
,oht before saidcaucua.
r.ler Republican City Committee.
Carleton Doak, Chairman.
W. L. West, Secretary,
i. last. March 20, 1914.
Belfast

,,f

*

NOTICE
All persons owing the City Drug Store who
! wish to settle with me must call on or before
I March 28th, as after that date the store will be
! osld and bills left for collection

one person, and works as easily
carpet sweeper.
Demonstration
Satisfaction guaranteed.
I
free.
UN WOOD STEWART JONES,
33 Hi«h St., Belfast.
Tel. 148-14.

Operated by

aa a

EDMUND WILSON,
Proprietor City Drug Store.

6

A Game of Chance.

%

_

By W. H. Winslow, Ph.
torrid

CHAPTER VIII.

zone.

D._

There’s not

a

cloud in the

sky, and the atmoBphere is full of a
brassy mist, aB it is before a pampero or
a typhoon,” remarked Wendell, yawning
wearily.
“The millennial age may be approach“How lovely to be young, beautiful
rather ing. In Joel’s prophecy we read, ‘I will
and single,” remarked Mtb. Dyer
on the
show wonders in heaven above and signs
sadly, as the friends disappeared
in the earth beneath, blood and fire and
hillside.
pillars of smoke,’” repeated Mary
“You are all that, except single, dear,
Kcip0 y solemnly.
commented her husband, smiling chains.
“Oh! I feel dreadfully nervous. 1 am
at the rattle of her matrimonial
afraid something terrible is going to
“The heyday of youth soon passes,
happen. Perhaps it is to be the end of
we drift gradually into responsibilities,
what the the world,” cried Alice in alarm. Her
about
continually
and speculate
to me a hypersensitive nerves were irritated by
future portends. Life seems
on the changes in magnetic and electrical conas uncertain as that
speculation
to plan to live, ditions of the atmosphere, when less
exchange. We continue
sensitive mortals experienced only torachieve and enjoy. We never Plan
We pidity or headache.
We rarely think of dying.
die
“Do not be afraid, little girl; the
we never
believe we will not die because
heavenly bodies are held in place by imh8“ Ho
pressed motion, revolution and gravitaprepared for the inevitable
flood,
Johnstown
tion, and cannot escape Jehovah’s conthe
of
victims
the
were
and.of the trol,” comforted Mary, assuming a cheerat
Messina,
the
of
earthquake
We are fulness she did not feel.
Maine.
explosion beneath the tomorrow.
Is it
“You think nothing can change the
here today and gone
observed the orderly movements of the planets, stars
worth while to worry?
the group and sun, because nothing ever did happen
doctor, gravely, regarding
to disturb the celestial harmony so far as
with sympathetic compassion.
in the doubtful
b.ow“Not for mine,” answered Dyer, em- history records, except
I am
nose.
story about Joshua. A comet, a nebula,
ing smoke through his
erratic in its
become
a
and
or a planet might
ployed by a Yankee, an Irishman
not specu- movements, disarrange the orderly moIdo
combination.
safe
Jew—a
SOLID INVESTMENTS.
A SAFE FIRM.
TERRIBLE DISASTER. MIRACULOUS
ESCAPE.

,,

whittle

and
life, death, a future state
of my cusHeaven, but on the character
roll.
tomer and the size of his
the hrm do
strictly to business and let
of laughter
the worrying.” A burst
stopped further confessions.
late

on

Intend

sly dog. Except in auto
thouextravagance, he has put his many
remarked
“Cutnet is

a

sands into solid investments,

D5“What

solid investments,” asked
Mary, interested immediately. stocks oi
and
“Oh, real estate, bonds
manufactories
great railroads, industrial
and established minep.
“Sometimes,” commented Wendell,
“A title may be defective, or a property
bonds
may burn and the insurance fail;
are

or may demay be illegal or irregular,
fault in their interest; railroads may
have strikes, poor earnings, or disasters;
assets and
an industrial plan may waste
dividends, and there is no certainty

stop
of continuous
any

Kinu

ui

profitable production

in

mines.

is

absolutely

solid or safe.

“Nothing
reacan only consider investments
sonably so. Many diamonds have flaws,
as
but they sparkle just as brilliantly
We

drove carefully down the steep hill to the
business section, and with thanks and
good wishes, boarded a train for Philadelphia. One month later, every vestige
of the prudent physician’s solid investments was swept away; his wife was
saved miraculously, but he went with his
investments amid tons of lumber, brick,
stones, iron-ore, railroad rails and locomotives far down the river, where the
He sleeps in
cruel sand covered him.
the only solid investment spared him, his
burial lot overlooking the turbulent Cone-

Having attended some of the exercises
in the women’s section Farmers’ week
at the University of Maine, and visited
the Museum of Natural History and examined the interesting exhibits in the
Home Economics department, I should
First,
like to tell The Journal about it.
I visited the Museum of Natural History
in Coburn Hall. Among the larger animals was a Virginia deer and a skeleton
of the same animal. One fine mminted
animal is a large cow moose, killed by a
locomotive at Schoodic, Maine, and presented by the Fish and Game commissionAn interesting group in one case
ers.
included two large and iiv« small praine
wolves, or coyotes, from Oklahoma.
Black bears and foxes from the Maine
A small boy from
woods are shown.
Presque Isle, who came with his parents
to attend the exercises, was in the Musewith
um Bnd he was delighted, especially
Among other
the bears and coyotes.
animals I noticed an ermine from Greenfield, Maine and a Canadian porcupine.
Everyone wanted to look in one case,
where three animals from Australia
The wombat is a clumsy looking
were.
The descriptive card said that
animal.
it lived on roots. The spiny ant eater,
with no teeth but a long horny mouth
and tongue that crushes insects after

maugh.

“Father went out, as soon as he could
get transportation, and viewed the desolation and helped the ruined survivors.
Tne city was a sandy plain, with nothing
to indicate its former habitation except

pools.

“Thank God ! we are saved !
panted
Mrs. Dyer;
for
his
“Thank Wendell, rather,
quick
thought ami rapid execution,” blurted

twisted gas pipe and scattered
projecting above the surface. The sur- Dyer.
“Self-preservation
rounding hill houses sheltered the few
who had escaped. Solid investments, in- nature; but that is
stones

is

the first law of

no

reason

-,l.---ii

««

why

one
L;«,<..if

asserted Chapman.
“I felt stunned and hopeless, when
suddenly a memory of the source of the
stream and the existence of this subter-

ft

/ft

■I
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Wins Sap Wei’s Health

it richest in nutritive
value.
Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit you but

'ft
jft
\ft
jft

Mr. and Mrs. M. V. B. Mitchell.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

Caught In Megunticook.
Linneus Young caught in Megunticook lake,
March 8th, one land locked salmon 28 inches,
long, girth 104 inchea, weight 8j pounds; one
brook trout 14} inches long, girth 7 inchea,
weight 4 pound, one pickerel 20 inches long,
weight 2} pounds. It required 20 minutes to
get the salmon out through a 12-inch hole in
28 inches of ice.—Camden Herald.

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

FOR SALE BY YOUR CROC ER.
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whose first question to
daily called attention to by every doctor in the land,
one
not
Yet
there’s
person m n'ty who
invariably is, “Are your bowels regular?’’
of all lll-hea

ing ont
fever,

on

for sweets, nausea, vomiting,
swollen upper lip, sour stomach, offensive breath, hard and
full belly, eyes heavy and dull,
twitching eyelids, itching of
the nose, itching of the rectum,
short dry cough, grinding of
the teetb.little red points sticktongue, starling during sleep, slow

Dr. True’s Elixir, the 60 years time-tried
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller, will expel the worma and restore the vim and vigor
to your child. Good for adults also. Discovered by my father over 60 years ago. 36c, 60c
and; fLOO at all dealers. Advice free. Special
treatment for tapeworms. Send for boot

j

HIS simple rule of health is

the patient almost
is nine-tenths
takes proper care of the bowels. And the result of this foolish neglect
or if the act causes straining,
the
usual
at
matter
time,
of
waste
to
unable
free
are
If today you
your body
the
Unless
tomorrow.
your Dowels can carry away
nains and discomfort, don’t let that condition occur again
increase
the
blood,
the poisons of which, taken up by
waste materials left after food is digested, decay sets in,
serious diseases.
,
,
the risk of Typhoid Fever, Appendicitis, and many other
+V>n»/i io
>nht
an/1 a uyrnnn wan.
Thfi wrono wav is to take narsli purgaa_&!•>/« nnmofirtnfmn
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is benefited by them, and it /
„
This enormous quantity was \
Orderlies do not make
“
\ pation
is noi necessary to continue the /
used with good results by busy men
tell us so ana
and
act
art ngnt,
wels
bowels
^
right t.n
your
who suffered from constipation, due
\ treatment for a long time, be- i we’ll
back your money without
give
instead
driving
of
cause,
to lack of exercise, or indigestion
question. There is no
\ Nature, they simply help i£ asking a single
caused bv overwork—by children whose
this
to
red
to
her
herself,
guarantee. It means
help
tape
Daren1 sR*Jize the harmful effect of comYou sign nothing.
it
what
says.
more /
just
\ Sold only at theRexall
old people whose sys“
mon
n
Ipurgatives—by
or ask you any questhan
7,000
hesitate,
We
won’t
,„;r| nnvthinff harsh—bv
\w stores and in this //
tems cannot stand anytmng narsn py
Rexall
word is
enough
ii
If rvexan
is enougn.
lour worn
twins. v0iir
childwomen durin^ pregnancy, and after
\ town only by us. / Orderlies
them
to
all
do
not
do
expect
you
a violent
mvestpocket
n
when
b
any medicine with
and
I'r
,,
r-or+ionlarlv dangerous Many
\ t,n boxes, / —if you don t feel better after using them best
find that they are the pleasantest-acting and
and friends.
»
of
pcop!e are your
\
laxative
you have ever used, we want you to
Ask anvone who has ever used them-they’ll
tell us and get your money back.
\
them.
and
satisfied
helped
teu you Rexall Orderlies

S
1
m
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gentle l&xfttivc id the foiin of ft chocolfltG*tftstin^ tftblct. One of
these tablets eaten just before going to bed will help to restore f
at a tune when, your body
your bowels to normal activity
f
being at rest, the medicine can do its best work. As a result
f
if
case
is
obof taking that tablet (or say two, your
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EDMUND WILSON, PROPRIETOR, 93 UAL! STREET, BELFAST

At a Probate Court, held :- t Bonast. within
for the Comity <»t r\ aldo. on tl»e 10th d,v
1). 1914.
March,

At a Probate Court lirltl at Beltasi, wtrbiiitaml
f. r the County of Waldo, on the second lues
nay of March, A. 1). 1914.
certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of Junes ipplin, late
oi Belfast, in ••aid County of WaMo, deceased,
having been presented for probate
Orch red, That notice he given to all persons
interested l*\ causing a copy of tie order to be
n
I ne hepublished three weeks u«-e«- vt
they
publican Journal, published at Beilastboihai
ladd at
niav appear at a Probate < •»urt, t«•
ouuty. on the
Belfast, within and for said
second Tuesday oi April next, at ten of tinw cause, u any they
clock befon* noon, and
have, \vLi\ the same should not be proved, apallowed.
find
proved
JAMES LI RB\, Judge.
'tte.d :
A true copy.
.UtTHI K W. LEONARD, Register.

from which the opium is made.
The geological collection includes the
crystalline and volcanic rocks; all kinds
of building stone, common minerals, iron,
copper, etc., and also a collection of aniThe Museum has
mal and plant fossils.
received specimens from students and
friends of ;the University, and anyone
wishing to. contribute may know that
contributions will be appreciated and
well cared for.
The reception in the practical hou-ekeeping rooms at the Maples was well
The
attended Wednesday afternoon.
rooms are used by the classes in the
Home Economics Department of the
University and are much appreciated, as
they give the pupils opportunity to do
the wo. k and learn to set tables, care
for the house and do practical housework. The Art room here had an interesting display of work by the pupils in
Some pretty examples of
the Art class.

ft Best Bread— 1
and More of It

1

pods

stenciling were shown, including a sofa
Building
pillow and a table runner.
plans for convenient homes were hung
quakes.”
and arfor
substantial
and
designs
here,
“How terrible!” exclaimed Mary, with
tistic furniture, colored designs for oil
tears in her eyes, as she looked anxiously
I dis- clotb, etc., and other examples of color
at Wendell, who shrugged his shoulders ranean passage was awakened.
artistic designs for evening
and smiled. She felt sure her invest- covered this freak of Nature last sum- work. Two
Several art
were displayed.
mer, during a botanical ramble, and re- dresses
ments were safe in his strong-box.
were ex“Terrible? The suffering and sorrow solved then to explore the cave at some topic books owned by the pupils
the
methods
an
idea
of
amined, giving
of that disaster have not ceased yet,” future time,” explained Wendell.
"How lucky to have you in the party. used in the class.
“Mother told me
observed Mrs. Dyer.
Next we visited the room in Winslow
We owe our rescue and our lives to your
a baby floated in its cradle down the river
The Hall where the Home Economics Deto Pittsburg and was rescued there unjudgment and prompt action.
had their work for the past
harmed and smiling; and hundreds of thankful hearts around you will remem- partment
arranged for ihe inspection of visitfloating inhabitants were saved by boats ber it forever,” said Chapman earnestly. year
“We can imagine what may be hap- ors. There are five sewing machines,
along the banks.”
kinds of
Alice and Mary were packing boxes pening on the earth’s surface. I fear and sewing, basketry and other
and Dags with the remains of their lunch- greatly for the safety of my mother and hand work are taught here. Two large
tables were filled with the baskets. On
our friends,” said Mary almost crying.
eon and chattering concerning the doc"We may have ‘a wreck of matter and one were the larger waste and work
tor’s story. The six suffering mortals
on the other the fine colored
occasionally wiped their brows and bath- a crash of worlds,’ but we are helpless baskets and
of clothed faces and hands in the cool brook. The now to hinder it or to help others. We fancy baskets. A large amount
mansultriness and heat ot the afternoon were can only hope and pray our loved ones ing has been made in an attractive
in practical hand and
may be spared,” said Wendell, in (ones ner, giving practice
increasing.
A pretty display of
“The we ather is worse than it is in the of sympathy and consideration which machine sewing.
fancy work here interested the visitors.
comforted them somewhat.
"We look as if we had crawled through Some of the articles were dolls hats,
crocheted bridge jacket,
a
a sewer,” whimpered Mrs. Dyer, as she slippers,
Swedish drawn work and other examples
twisted her hair to get rid of its water.
The wet, bedraggled, tired girls laughed of dainty fancy work.
I will not attempt to summarize the
in spite of tbeir fears and misery.
lectures, which were very practical and
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
instructive.
The art talk by Miss
Palmer, Wednesday morning, was of
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
special interest. Thursday was Economy day, and the demonstration ThursMrs. Charles CookBon of Burnham was day afternoon on the Utilization of Leftamong the out of town shoppers in Pitts- overs was given by Miss Marion W.
field Wednesday.
Borden, Laboratory Assistant. She was
m
assisted by MiSB Jewett and other
Morrill Burse spent a part of his school
students, who attended ovens and served
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G.
—the lightest, finest,
the ladies present with the various dishes
(9 vacation
ft
E. Stevens in Burnham.
Bertha Partridge.
R
whitest bread and
prepared.
Mrs. Geo. E. Stevens of Burnham was
Brewer, Me.
more loaves to every
in town several days last week at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. M. A. Huff,
Impure blood runs you down—makes you
—the tenderest, flakiest
K
For pure blood
an easy victim for disease.
returning Saturday.
and sound digestion—Burdock Blood Bitters
ft? and most digestible pasO. L. Page of Cambridge, O. H. Emery At all drug stores. Price, $1.00.
St. Albans, W. F. Carter of Newport
V
—cake and biscuits and
IB of
and G. D. Sbibles of Troy have been in
else yon bake
ifl
everything
§ft
town this week on business.
—yours by specifying
{ft William
,ft
Miss Octavia Mitchell of Troy is visitTell, the flour
ft:; that is milled
ft|
often wonder why their children
only from
ft:
ft'' ing this week in the home of Mr. and ■reMothers
not rugged and hardy. In a vast number
the
best
Red
Winter
Ohio
Mrs.
C. A. Stevens, returning to PittsR;
is—Worms.
Wheat by a special patthem Sunday, after they had of cases the trouble
ft ented
jftj field with
Signs of worms are: Indigesthat
makes
the
with
Mrs.
Stevens’
parents
day
process
speqt
ft.?
(■>
tion, variable appetite, craving
Even land is not safe from floods,
avalanches, sand-storms, lava and earth-

deed;

_.

n

subthey are caught and held by a sticky
stance on the tongue, and the duck bill,
found only in Australia, a web-footed
animal living in pools somewhat like the
Other interesting animals
muskrat.
were the wood rats of the Southern and
Western States and an odd looking creat-

animal
tion of the solar system, and cause de- ure, the armadillo, a burrowing
a hard coat
struction to our little earth. The world, from Central America with
The animals are arranged in
according to Bible prophecy, is sometime of shell.
to be destroyed,” continued Chapman glass cases in a most attractive manner,
with cards giving the scientil c and the
gravely.
facts in regard
“There was 'a queer halo around the common names and other
There is a large collection of
to them.
moon last night,” added Dyer.
“Look up the valley. See the players ihe native birds, nests and eggs.
Among the contributors to this departfalling. What can be the matter?” cried
ment is Mr. Alvah Dorr of Bucksport,
Mary excitedly.
mViA ia tnall l/nnwn in Wnllin COlint.V.
Hfi
“Oh God! so they are. It must be from
varieties
sunstroke or heart failure,” replied the has given the museum several
of ducks and cranes. A large number
doctor.
A case of
“It is the terrible sunlight. See, the of birds are from Louisiana.
butterflies and moths shows the principal
grass and leaves are turning yellow.
in all stages
What a threatening,copper-colored sky,” varieties. The frog is shown
of development from the tadpole, and
shouted Wendell.
shown in the same
“Oh, what can we do? What can we the salamander is lizards
and specimens
Snakes and
way.
do?” screamed Alice wildly.
of various kinds are in glass jars, pre“nnajn to the brook all of VOU. Quick.
in alcohol.
Among peculiar
and douche your heads and arms in the served
like a lizard we
cold water,” shouted Chapman, as he specimens somewhat
Erie.
half carried Alice there and dashed water noticed the mud puppy from Lake
One large case is devoted to sea curios,
over her head and neck and upon hie own
including a wonderful large mass of coral
rapidly.
sea fan from
Each gentleman treated his lady and from the Gulf stream, a
himself in the same manner, and they all Hayti, colored sea weed from tropical
seas, enormous star fishes and beautiful
stood up to their knees in the river.
“Heavens! See the leaves shrink upon sea shells.
The specimens of wood include a large
the great oak! There is not a breath of
I breathe with difficulty. Surely section of a California redwood tree, the
wind.
in manufactursomething dreadful is impending, groan- poplar and spruce used
who
ing paper, and many others. Those
ed Wendell.
The shade lessened as the fierce heat enjoy a cup of cocoa in the morning were
The
from the sunbeams fell upon them interested in the cocoa display.

within the cave. Dyer lighted the way
with matches, and Che party struggled
to a sort of shelf along the Side of the
where they
cave and above the water,
dropped exhausted.
It was a terrible race for life. The
ladies were half dragged, half carried
up the stiearn, through deep peels, over
logs and boulders, among slime, lichens
and mosses to their resting place. The
air was delightfully cool within the cave,
and they allayed the fever of their blood
and the turbulent throbbing of their
hearts by drinking the cold mountain
water and by dabbling in its pellucid

jafiirjg 10 awa/:. a.

A Visit to the U. of M.

flawless ones.”
Remember how acres of
“Certain!
crumfireproof brick and stone buildings
bled in the flames of Boston, and a flood
of Pennsylswept away an entire city
vania,” added Dyer.
leaves of the cocoa tree are a foot or
“You are quite right about Johns- through the rapidly shrivelling foliage. more
long, narrow and pointed. The
was They could hardly breathe or see clearly.
“Father
doctor.
said
the
town,”
its locality was filled with cocoa beans were shown as they grow
there before the calamity in consultation The sun and
lurid flashes and flames and when roasted and crushed. The
with a physician in good practice. The yellow, coppery,
finished product was shown, cocoa butdoctor took him about the city behind a of terrible combustion.
"We must find shelter or die ! ’’yelled ter, cocoa in cans and sweet chocolate.
splendid pair of grey horses, gloateds
The descriptive card said that most of
the doctor.
over the beautiful scenery and the city
the cocoa comes from South America. A
our food along !
all
me!
Take
“Follow
mentioned
industries, and incidentally
large amount of fungi found on trees and
and,
Wendell
commanded
hoarsely,
some
made
have
T
his own prosperity.
all kinds of cones were displayed. To
a box and Mary’s arm, he rushed
he
said.
old
for
grasping
age,’
solid investments
towards the those interested in manufacturing the
‘I own that row of tenements beyond the up the bed of the stream
Sea Island cotton was of interest, showas much as possible in the
rolling-mill; hold a block of stock in this hills, keeping
and the bank.
ing the blossom, cotton balls, cotton
street car line; have considerable mill shade of the bushes
various stages in
The others splashed and slipped and after is it gathered and
stock, and possess my half acre end heme
the manufacture.
arunincumbered. There on the hillside by rushed along behind him until they
The botanical exhibit contains many
a
great ledge
the Corinthian tomb is my cemetery lot, rived at an opening in
mounted specimens. One case is devotwaters gushed in a foamwhere, high above the beautiful valley, from which the
Without hesitating a mo- ed to medicinal plants, including the
the ing torrent.
my family and I will rest away from
and Mary plunged into the plants irotn WHICH tunica, ueuauuiiua,
Wendell
of
Ihe
roar
the
and
ment,
mills
of
the
rumble
are made.
flood and disappeared and his companions podophyltum, sassafras, etc.,
railroad trams.’
I noticed the opium poppy and the large
“Father congratulated him, as he followed. The light failed thirty feet

ftl
jft-’
ft
^■j
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lelen
U
Hcvan, 'ate ot Vonroe, in
*>
aldo. decen.s* d. Ii.ving piesem*
County oi
petit on p.nng that I «\ Cenrge
s«ai>i*
Montoi*. n ay he appointed administrator
est

to

f >ai-l tieceustd.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give noth
all person- interested hy causing a copy of :
i-h el* to be published three week- successiv
in The Republican Journal,»newspapei puled td beii;.st, that they may appear at ti IT"'
Court, to be held tit Belfast. wilhii. and lor
County, on the 14th day of >prd, A !> li
at teii of the clock betore noon, ami
ie praye;
cause, ir tinythcy have, why
petitioner should not. be grained
.1
'..I S 1.1 IS! Y, Jiui'd
A 11 ue copy.
A!tost
A in Hilt v.
I.l’ ON A 111*, beg
>

...

At a Probate Court held at Peiiast, within and
for the County of V- aide*, on the .second Tuesday °f Maich, A. L> 1914.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of James M. Becket t.
late of lslesboro,in said County of Wa’do, deceasen. having been presented ior probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested b> Cnnsing a copy of this order to be
The Republished three weeks successively in that
they
publican Journal, published at Belfast,
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
the
clock
Tuesday of April next.‘ at ten ot
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

A

in the

Bosto
T raveler
Contest

ALDO SS.—in court ol probate, held at Belfast, on the 10th day of March, 1914.
Pyam E, Hatch, administrator on the estate of
Pyam D. Hatch, late of Islesboro, in said Coun
ty, deceased, baviug presented Ins lli ‘'t and filial
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, iu The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day of April next, and show cause if any
they have, why the said account, should not be

Wr

allowed.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
p

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 10th day of March, 1914.
Geoige H. Staples, guardian on the estate of
Clarence Trunay of Frankfort, in said county,
having presented his second nnd final account of

WALDO

»

See Next

guardianship

for allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof bo given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

Sunday’s Herald

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfasr, on the 14tb day
of April mext, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

II

THE EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY ASSURRANCE CORPORATION, LTD.,
of

ADMINISTRATOR’S

December 81, 1913.

MARY J. DOW

Stocks and bonds.$6,923,175
Cash in office and bank.
88,526
| Agents’ balances.. 1,221,000
! Interest due and accrued.
85,761
Gross assets.$
Admitted ossets. $
Liabilities December 81,1913.
;
; Net unpaid losses.$
I Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

I Statutory deposit.
I Surplus over all liabilities-.

00
45
08
77

7,318,463 30
7,318,463 30

fciS, late of Swanville,

iu the County of Waldo, deceased, and giver>
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

ZEN AS D.

HARTSHORN.

Swanville, March 10,1914.

1,863,870 00 oXECU TORS’ NOTICE. The subscribers here
that thev li ve'oeen duly ap2,637,881 52 Jj by givejnotice of
the last will and testament
465,306 31 pointed executors
360,000 00

of

JAMES A.

2,001,405 47

Total liabilities and surplus... .$ 7,318,463 30
E. W. ROGERS, Agent, Belfast, Maine
Swl8

STATEMENT
of the ownership, management, etc., of The

Republican Journal, published weekly at
Belfast, Maine, required by the Act of August 24,1912.
Editor, managing editor and business manager, Chas. A. Pilsbury, Belfast.
Publishers, Republican Journal Pub. Co.
Owners, Charles E. Knowlton, Chas. A. Pilsbury, Clarence O. Poor, Belfast; Alfred Johnaon, Boston; Ralph M. Johnson, Charles H.
Twombly, Mrs. Louise J. Pratt, Belfast.
CHAS. A. PILSBURY, Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before

Leonard, Register.

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of

London, England.

Assets

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V.

18p

me

this 19th

day of March, 1914.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON.
[sbal]
Notary Public.

HAI.EY, late of Prospect,

All persons
County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately,
LYDIA M. HALEY,
ARTHUR L. HALEY.
Prospect, Me., March 10, 1914.
in the

NOTICE.

The subscriber here-

that he .has been duly apEXECUTOR’S
by gives notice
executor of the last will and testament

pointed
01

MARY A. WHITE, l»te of Belfast,
the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the sa'ue for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
In

to make

payment immediately.

GEO. A. QUIMBY.
Belfast, February 10,1914—3wl8

"Doao’i Ointment cared me of eczema that
had annoyed me for a long time. The reaul*
lasting"— Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commisaionar. Labor Statistics, Augusts, Mo.

wne

l r< bate Court lielo at he ; im, wrhit:
tI.e County ot Waldo, on tin* HHii o.
March, A I». 1914.
T WALTON, niece "f Cl;.*-si. piieiison, late of belfast, in said Ct
fl
ty of Wit do. deceased, bavin- ptesenttd :i
tion prsiying that diaries K. Thompson of
fust may iv* appointed administrator of the. -t
ol said deceased.
Ordered, ti.t the said petitioner give noth
all persons interested by causing a copy ot
order to tie published three weeks successiu The Republican Journal, a newspaper pc
lished at heltast that they may appear at a bt
hate Court, to be held at
eliast, w ithin am.
said County, on the !4tli day of April, A
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, and show,
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LI1JBY. Judge
A true copy. Attest:
A in hi R W. Leonard. Register
At

a
soi

JOSEPHINE

At a Probate Court lielrt at lieitast, within a;
for the County of Waldo on the 10th day
March, A. D. Ill 4.
a. hurdeen. widow of Lem.aid A. Hurdeen, late of Prospect, in -a
of
deceased, having presente
Waldo,
County
petition praying for an allowance out of t!
personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice !
all persons interested hy causing » copy of tins
order to be published three weeks successive >
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that
may appear at a 1"
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and f
said County, on the 14th day of April, a. b
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
>
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

Margaret

they

LDO 88.—In Court of Probate, held at be.
on the 10th day of March, 1914. P>
Hatch, administrator on the estate
E.
late of Islesboro. in said County
Hatch,
Myra

WAfast,
E.

am

dtu>o!u«(l

li;ivimr presented

hiu first And ttiuil

;n

count of administration of said estate for allow
ance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, Hire*
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Helfast, in said County
that all persons Interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Helfast., on the 14th
day of April next, and show cause, if an.
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
JAMES LI BUY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
p
TIf ALIK) 88.—In Court of Probate, held at l<«V?
fast, on the lOfcb day of March,
Theodore P. Thompson, administrator on tiestate of Emma 15. Thompson, late oi Freed*"?
in said County, deceased, having presented 1»
first and final account of administration of su
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, tin.
weeks successively, in The Republican Jouni.i
a newspaper publish- *1 in Belfast, in said Com
ty, that all persons interested may attend a:
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14r
day of April next, and show cause, if an.they have, why the said account should im
be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register
NOTICE.

The

subscriber

EXECUTRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she has been dul>
executiix ol the last will and tests
appointed

nieut of
JONAH

W, VAUGHAN, late of Belfast.
Couuty of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
EMMA C. VAUGHAN.
Belfast, March 10.1914.
In the

N JTICE. The subscriber here-

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that she has been duly apexecutrix of the last will and testament
pointed
of

GEORGE F. RANDALL, late of Moutviile,
County of Waldo, deceased. AH persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
OLIVE P. RANDALL
MonUllle, March 10,1914.
In the

—

---

■

The Business Farmer's Fagje
”COt'Yu.GHT

-'

KEEPING
AND FRUIT GROWING

!

nil.'

B.

LANE.

i milk.

of

manipulation of curdled
us Cheddar,

bard cheeses,

In

met with. Some othSwiss, American. Edam, etc., milk is
is always associated with
curdled rapidly and the curdled mass
of
lines
different
agif the many
; then cut into small pieces to allow
interest fruit growing is the
n>, ; Tr.-.l
j much of the whey to separate from
norU in with poultry keeping, ! the
,
curd, aud the curdled mass Is often
for
is advantageous
curd aud
heated further to
■rhj. -.iinhination
ti

i.

never

...,,st

Then the curd is placed in
whey.
frames and subjected to high pressure
that forces out most of the whey, leaving a bard mass of tolerably dry curd
Such u curd ripeps slowly and is not
ready for market for months, and even
When perfectly ripe it preserves its
form and never becomes very soft.
Soft cheeses as Camembert, Brie.
Islgny, limburger. Back stein. N'eufehatel and cream cheese, although each Is
made in special manner, all are nlike
In one point—namely, the whey is

of
ifrv is benefited by the shade
the
and
and
bushes
by
trees
fro t
which are chiefly
Wl)rms and insects
about trees and bashes, while
p

{.mud

trees and bushes are benefited
,t
the rich
£nij tboir growth promoted by
of the droppings of pouln,i;;rishment
.,lso by the destruction of worm
trinsect enemies and by the stirring
j L- ground by the scratching and
fn

space and set with fruit trees,
svh as apple, pear, peach, etc., and
,.-hicks should be given range of
(b,. i-nsli fruit plantings—the patches
in

ev

itlackberries, raspberries,

cur-

In the latter case it Is betterset brooders or colony coops forfifty feet apart along the border
0f small fruit patches, the chicks being
....
;t. d to range at will.
r,ir;s. etc.

tt;

Setting Out the Trees.
verting out fruit trees consider
•ure growth, and here again a
.i.aiiou can be advantageously
Standard apple trees should be
Pry-five to forty feet apart each
! t. as apple trees do not reach
under about ten years and
„• si:

::

„

■

l„-.

attain full size under about
.it is lies; to set quicker rnatur
,1 earlier decaying fruit trees bethem. Two peach or plum trees
t In spaces between two apple
and rows of pear and cherry
be sot between the row*
■>11
|. r decaying trees are removed
ii to give the apple trees full
i

e

tv-

......

t

f

grow.

tivation of g-otind nl~>nt fruit
aided by poultry. which keep
-taut ecrtitchlng and ««*"**■!.Ing
: s and Inse t*, and It Is font d
"ill an I Insect |H-*ts are t pt in
u where fowls or chirks r“e
When the range
-1 to range
newly set tri*;* or bushes it
.1 desirable to place a mulch of
stone*

or

bricks,

apart, about the
■is

_•

from

trees

are

utilized

us

one

tie;>*

milch scratching,
always Ivneiited by
shade for poultry.
too

j

fully

favorable conditions for the growth
of micro-organisms and euiyme action
which ripen cheese rapidly and develop nigh flavors, aud flavors are known
necessary to
proper digestion and assimilation of
food, so soft cheeses have a decided

to

physiologically

be

Cheese ae a Food.
Cheese used to be considered a luxury or so called appetizer, but recent
Investigations show that it is a valuable food and stands near the top from
No kind
the economical standpoint.
of meat except dried beef carries such
• large percentage of protein and other
Fresh
food constituents a* cheese.
beef has little more than half the food
value of cheese, and a pound of cheese
Is equal to two pounds of eggs or
three pounds of fish. As to cheapness,
practically the only food product that
rivals cheese lu food value is dried
beans, yet the people of the United
States cousttme |»er capita 175 pounds
of meat anuually and only four pounds
of cheese, while the (teople in foreign
■ountries are. "f course, much larger
cheese eaters, and many of the poor
people live entirely on rye bread and
cheese, making a fairly good diet and
one.

_—'-

rise Grange,

esolutions Adverse to the

Policy

egular monthly meeting of North
Pomona Grange was held with

Grange, Winterport, WednesVarch 11th. The Grange was duly
with WortHy”Master C. C. Clem-■
siding and all officers were presj! the Overseer and G. H. York
,nly occupied that station. Six
.ages
:

were

represented

condition.
was

-j

introduced and received the

ions of the fifth

i:

reported
eight can-

and

A class of

degree,

immed-

after which a recess was declared
a:
repaired to the dining hall, where
..-ral bountiful dinner was awaiting
r,
The visitors were carefully lookter by a committee of Sunrise
Gra■ ge.
After a short time spent in
S'
converse, Grange was re-assemble, in the fifth degree and new business
wa- resumed.
The following resolutions
in regard to the expenditure of the $2,"'ju.'iiit) bond issue were read and adopted:
Whereas, The people of the State have
: for an issue of bonds to the amount
i '-,000,000 for improvement of our
Highways, and
Wnereas the Legislature has provided
i.

fat

its

expenditure by

a

highway

com-

mission, and
Whereas tbe commission has seen fit to
establish trunk lines largely for the benefit
tourists, without consideration of
fae agricultural interests of the State,
H seems fitting and proper that North
ft aido Pomona Grange add a protest to
tie many already made; therefore, be it,

p'ALL^CKrci^^B

was

—

jr*,n
lt*?°Ur

;
!

i
1

j
i
1
1

j
;

I

I

|
1

j
;

1

j

j

the fact that the nitrogen fixing bacteria which Inhabit the nodules on
roots of the clovers abhor an acid or
sour soil, and clay loam Bolls that are
deficient In organic matter are espe-

cially prone to acidity.
The farmer desiring to locate sour
soil on his farm should purchase about
D cents worth of blue litmus paper at
the local drug store. As soon as possible after a rainstorm, when the surface soil is still moist, he should go
out into the field and with his jackknife cut a silt in the earth Into which
he should insert the litmus paper. He
should then pack the soli firmly about
the Indicator paper and allow It to remain in place for about five minutes;
then he should remove the earth and
examine the paper, which. If it has
turned red or pink, Indicates the soli is
acid. The farmer must be careful in
handling the test paper, as perspiration is acid and affects the litmus paper.
There is also the ammonia test,
made by putting a few drops of common ammonia water in a glass bolding a teacupful of pure water. Into
this stir a teaspoonful of the soil to be
tested, if the soil needs lime the water after the soli lias settled for g few
hours will have a darkish, red browu

black appearance.
Raw-Grourd Limestone the Best.
If the countryman finds bis soil Is
sour he can correct it by using finely
ground unburnt limestone, mar! or
or

beet
factories.
from
sugar
Freshly slaked or burnt lime is objectionable because it tends to bum out
the supply of organic matter contained in soil. The application of from
one-half to one ton of ground limestone or marl per acre every seven or
eight years controls any acid tendencies of soil and puts it in a tit condition for clovers, alfalfa and other legIt is a good plan to use ground
umes.
limestone as an absorbent in the dairy
or horse stable and to apply the lime to
the laud with the manure, it is a correspondingly bad practice to apply
freshly slaked r burnt lime to the
soil with manure: in fact, it should
nevei be used the same year manure
is distributed over the field, as its
tendency is 11 burn up and waste the
organic matter in the fertilizer before
It ear lie used by the plants.
refuse

1

t

on

«

■'/

No

woman

reaching
as

an

exercises so vital and far
influence in our land today

the farmer’s wife.

the best investment ]

The greatest need,
of the man who farms, is a good helpHe must have a good working
mate.
partner not simply an ornament in his
He cannot make a success withhome.
out

such

a

!

helpmate.

j

Services for the Maine Veteran in Hallowell and Services and Burial in Castine.
Business

] Hailowell

pursuits

suspended in
afternoon, March

nanoea

against poverty

ana crime.

the clean surroundings of the farm
then think of the man; little
with no playground but the

children

streets.

When women realise that happiness
and work go hand in hand, and when
farmers wives realize that of all women

they have the biggest most important
tasa of all. then we shall have no trout le
in keeping the whole family on the
farm. It is the desire of every true
woman to do her part in the world if
she can only find out what that part is.
Happy is that woman who decides for
herself just what her share in the world’s
work is. Happy is the woman who fearlessly takes to her work and has by her
side that most necessary and respected
good sensible farmer.
C. E. Embree of Bangor, organizer of
Farmers’ Unions,
a
guest at the
afternoon session, by invitation of Sunman, a

Clearing 'out #6ur throat every day,
all day. That la what you have been
doing for months. Possibly years. A
little mucus covers the pharynx.

If you were to go to a doctor ho
would telL you that you have pharyngitis. If you were to look Into
your own throat you would find Just
hack of the soft palate a red, lumpy,
granular appearance of the back part
of the throat Pharyngitis the doctors call it.
Perhaps he would call It, follcular
pharyngitis. It causes you constant
annoyance. You are always malting
slight disturbances when seated in an
Can’t hold your throat
audience.
still.
Stringy mucus bothers you.
Worse In the morning.
That is
A-hem! A-hem! A-hem!
the way you are going nearly all cay.
Sometimes In the night when you
wake up. You ought to gargle your
throat with salt water every morning. Cold salt water. That clears
out the throat perfectly and makes It
ready for treatment.
Peruna Is the treatment. Begin
with a teaspoonful before each meal
and at bedtime. Try It for a week.
Of course.
You will be convinced.
Peruna will not entirely relieve you
In a week. That Is too much to expect of any remedy. But It will benefit you so much you will be convinced.
Yes, it will. It has done
this many times.
Big worrK
Follcular pharyngitis.
Almost as bad as the disease. But if
you take Peruna for one month regularly, you may forget that you ever
Then you will
had such a disease.
have a perfect right to forget the big
words too.
People who object to liquid medicines can now obtain Parana Tablets.

BELFA8T and
BURNHAM.
On and after Sept 28. 1913, train, connect,
ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
traina for anf from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boaton, will run as follows:
FROM BELFAST.
Belfast, depart.
City Point ..
Waldo
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike

AM
7 06
>7 10

'7 20
32
.7 44
7 50
Unity. 7 68
Winnecook.(8 08
8 20
Burnham, arrive
Clinton. 8 39
48
8
Benton.

Bangor.

7

12 25
2 13
4 50

7 00

9 02
1150
3 20 p
Boston.
TO BELFAST

Waterville.
Portland....

...

...

8 10

m

2 20
.2 26
-2 36
2 *
12 69
3 05

3 23
3 36
(5 05
6 13
3 35
5 23
12 50
5 10

3 00

7 0C

12 40

10 02

3 15

10 15

1
3
3
3
4
4

AM
n

p M

Portland.
A M

Waterville

7 10
7 00
7 21
7 30
8 35
*8 45
Unity. 8 54
Thorndike. 9 02
Knox.t9 10

Bangor.

Benton
Clinton
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.

10 08
10 17

..

..

Brooks. 9 25
Waldo. t9 35

Monday
16th, from 2 to 4 o'clock in honor of the
of
Gun. Charles W. Tilden, one
; memory
i of the valiant generals from Maine in
the Civil war and for many years identified with the industrial life of thiB section of the State, who died March 12th.
After prayers at the residence on Union
street the funeral was held at the first
1 Universalist church on Second street at
! 2.30 o’clock Monday afternoon, the serj vices being conducted by Rev. Leroy W.
! Coons, pastor of the Winthrop Street
Universalist church at Augusta, assisted
by Rev. George W. Markey, pastor of
the Hailowell church.
1
The honorary bearers were George D.
Bisbee of Rumford Falls, commander of

CASTORI A
NEW

ENGLAND

INDUSTRIES

SUF-

FERING.

[Correspondence to the Boston Transcript.]
Washington, March 23. For the first
time since the Wilson Administration
came into power, trouble is piling up in
so many different directions as to cause
real concern among the friends of the
President. It mny be a mere coincidence
that not since the last Democratic Administration has a procession of the unemployed been organized. However that
may be, one has started from San Francisco, and soup-kitchens—a phrase unfamiliar to the young

piople

of

today—are

being opened in New York. From all
parts of the country tales of unemploy-

the mail of members of
and it is generally conceded
that New England is suffering most.
New Englard industries were the special
larget of the Democratic tariff bill and
the slackening of business there and the
serious cuts in profits afford the ample
truth that many of the shots hit their
mark.
ment are

filling

Congress,

Secretary of Commerce Redfield is
running about the country feeding sta-

tistics to manufacturers who are watchtheir business fail off, and the genial
Senator Simmons of North Carolina, coauthor in the tariff legislation, is earnestly trying to tell the country that it is
pr sperous. As one veteran senator remarked on hearing the cheerful speech
of the North Carolina statesman, “a
country that is really prosperous does not
need to be told it.”

ing

D. D. D. Opens New Ira
in (ire ol Skin Disease
Professor Budlong’s ease of eczema
Was known to almost every hospital
and physician of reputation throughout
the state of Connecticut. His letter is
another Interesting demonstration of
what is being accomplished by the
famous specific D. D. £>., Prescription.
"It may be of Interest to you to know
that your life-giving preparation, V.
D. D. Prescription has been of incalculable value to ma
I was covered
with eczema from head to foot when
I began using your remedies. I could
get no relief, although I tried a thousand means.
I applied but two bottles of the Prescription; a cure was
effected in a very short tlma in less

than one month.”—Prof. C. J. Budlonff,
South Lyme, Conn.
Ask any druggist today for D D. D.
Prescription. He'll tell you It allays
the Itch Instantly—and soon there are
signs of cure.
We have handled the remedy for
years and regard it as the specific for
skin troubles of all kinds. Come In or
ask us about D. D. D. Prescription,
also about D. D. D. soap especially
for tender skins.
We offer the first full slse bottle
on the guarantee that unless It stops
the Itch at once. It coste you not a
cent.

Wlh. 0. Poor & Son,

EASTERN

10 30
tlO 40

50
24
34

50
00
09

10 55
1105

4 17

til 15
1186
til 45
til 65
12 01

4 25
4 40
t4 50
t5 00
6 05

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.
Bangor Line— Winter Schedule.
SPECIAL FARES
BELFAST AMO BOSTON, $2.25
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAST
l<eave Belfast at 3.00 p. m. for Boston Monday and Thursday.
For Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport,
at 7.30 a. m.. Wednesday and Saturday.

RETURNING
Leave Boston at 6.00 p. m. Tuesday and

Friday.

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrivp
of steamer from Boston) Wednesday and
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

Druggists.

Complexion.

One result of constipation is to dig*
figure the complexion with pimples and
blotches. This is because poisons which
should have been expelled from the body
Cosmetics and ointments
are retained.
will not avail to clear such a complexion.
The poisons which cause the disfiguration must be removed as nature intended.
To do this a laxative that will gently
assist nature, but which will cause no reacting constipation to aggravate the
trouble, is needed.
Pinklets, the dainty new laxative,
quickly clear away all offending matter
without the least griping or discomfort.
So simple is their composition that they
can be taken with any other medicine
that is not in itself a laxative. In every
household such a simple, safe medicine
Pinklets are tiny, sugaris needed.
coated granules, easy to take. Your own
druggist can supply you. Sold in 25 cent
bottles only.
Pinklets are a corrective for bad breath,
will clear the complexion, and are recornmendedfortorpidliver, biliousness, headaches, constipation and whenever a gentle
laxative ia required. Write to the Pr.
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
N. Y., for Piaklet book. It is free.

Young, M. A. Young, Harvard Burgess,
Bradford Bray; first, second, third and
fourth braveB, Charles Calderwood, C.
N. Gray, Lee W. Lane, S. L. Joi es;
mystery men, Winfield Dickey, Edward
Dickey; degree master, C. L. Snowman.
The degree team of the home Tribe was
Sachem, Sewall B. Fletcher; senior sagamore, Leroy Bowden; junior sagamf re,
Frank L. Smith; prophet, Edwin S. Perkins; first and second sannaps, Charles
N. Hahn and Alonzo Robbins; warriors,
Leroy Robbins, R and Robbins, John A
Dodge, Harold C. Herrick, O- urge Patterson Jr., Hullie Payson; braves, Frank

Q,

Why thus the burden of hardship,
W by should we ourgelvee. so demean?
Why this magnetic attraction
Of Pequoit to Tarratine.
As the burning sun in the heavens,
Envelopes the earth and its aheen;
burns the love in the bosoms,
Of Pequoit and Tarratine.
Bo

As jewels flash forth their beauty.
When placed in the crown ot a queen;
So flashes the eyes of my brothers.
When Pequuit meets Tarratine.

May our corn ever grow in a plenty;
May our Buffalo never be lean;
May the fiah always ran in the river.
For Pequoit and Tarratine.
May our friendship

grow

as a

aappling,

And as the years intervene;
May it twine its roots in the heartstrings;
Of Pequoit and Tarratine.
Oh Kishe Manitou the Might,
Look down upon this scene.
And shed thy sacred Area,
On Pequoit and Tarratine.

The visitors had planned to leave for
home at 4 a. m., Tuesday, but owing to
the thick fog were obliged to remain
here until daylight,
ieaving about S
o’clock. Several trines in Massachusetts
and also other tribes in Maine
resented in.the pow-wow.

were

rep-

1

Mrs. Lucy Dye* is in Bangor with her
daughter. Mrs. Ada D. Curtis, who
Union
a
very pleasantly located on
street.
Miss Sylvia attends the city
kirdergaten school.

Those of Middle Age Especially.
When you have found no remedy for the horrors that
oppress you during change of life, when through the long
hours of the day it seems as though your back would break,
when your head aches constantly, you are nervous, depressed and suffer from those dreadful bearing down pains,
don’t forget that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
is the safest and surest remedy, and has carried hundreds
of women safely through this critical period.
Read what these three women say:
From Mrs.

Hornung, Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.—“I am writing to let you know how much your
medicine has done for me. I failed terribly during the last winter
and summer and every one remarked about my appearance. I suffered from a female trouble and always bad pains in my back, no

appetite and at times was very weak.
“I was visiting at a friend’s house one day and she thought I needed
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I took it and have gained
eight pounds, have a good apatite and am feeling better every day.
Everybody is asking me what I am doing anti I recommend Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. You may publish this letter if you
wish and I hope others who have the same complaint will see it and
get health from your medicine as I did ”—Mrs. A. IIoununo, 91
Stanton St., Buffalo, N. V.
Was A Blessing To This Woman.

So. Rich mono, Va. —“ I was troubled with a bearing down pain and
female weakness and could not stand long on my feet. Of all the
medicines I took nothing helped me like Lydia E. Pilikham’s \ egetable Compound. I am now regular and am getting along fine. I
cannot praise the Compound too much. It has been a blessing to me
and I hope it will be to other women.”—Mrs. D. Tyler, 23 Vest
a

Clopton St., South Richmond, Va,

Pains in Side, Could

Hardly

Stand.

Lodi, Wis.—“I was in a bad condition, suffering from a female
trouble, and I had such pains in my sides I could hardly move. Before I had taken the whole of one bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound I felt better, and now I am well and can do a good
day’s work. I tell everybody what your medicine has done for me.
—Mrs. John Thompson, Lodi, Wisconsin.
For 30 year* Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for fe-

male ills. No one sick with woman’s ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health.
Write to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
I^r (CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence.

STATE OF MAINE.

| ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

WALDO SS.

day of March,

Admitted Assets.$1,369,776 13
Liabilities Deft 31, 1913.
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 71,676 86
499,081 06
Unearned Premiums.
10,406 26
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital..
600,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 288,618 48

The waters were swift to the paddle,
The winds to our faces were keeo;
But we knew that a welcome was waiting;
Fur Pequoit by Tarratine.

e/o* JwTnmt

Gross Assets.$1,388,002 63
Deduct items not admitted.
18,226 40

COMPANY,

MASS.

My brothers we are here assembled.
In happiness calm and serene;
To cement the bund of friendship,
Twia’t Pequoit and Tarratine.

%gadage

Assets Doc. 31, 1913.
Collateral Loans..$1,202,668 63
Bonds.
Stocks and
62,047 06
Cash in Office and Bank.
114,688 70
90 00
Agents* Balances.
Interest and R?nts.
8,608 26

INSURANCE

BOSTON,

following original verses
by O. B. Drew of Vinalhaven:

the home team to the visitors. The degree team of Pequoit Tent was composed
of Sachem, L. E. Williams; senior sagamore, LaFayette Smith; junior sagamore, O. B. Drew; first and aecond sannaps, R. S. Arey, A. M. Miller; first,
second, third and fourth warriors, M. J.

Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holdeu at Belfast,
within ami for the County of Wv.ido, on the
third Tuesday of April, A D. 1914:
H. KING of said Belfast, wife of
John C. King, respectfully represents:
John
that she whs lawfully married to the sai
C. King, at Brewer, in he County of Penobof
A.
d
D
seventeenth
on
the
October,
scot.
y
1898, by a Justice of the Pence; that since their
has
said marriage your libelant,
always conducted herself toward h«-r said busbard as a
faithful, true and affectionate wife, but that
said libelee, wholly regardless «>l his marriage
vows and duty, on or about the fifteenth day of
November, A. D. 1907, utterly deserted your
libelant and has continued such desertion for
three consecutive years ext pr or to th«- filing
of this libel; that the residence of the libelee
is not known to your libelant and cannot be
ascertained by reasonable diligence; that one
child has been born to them, viz: Ruth P., aged
five years.
Wherefore your libelant prays that a divorce
from the bonds of matrimony between her.and
the said libelee may be decreed and that the
custody of said minor ch Id be decreed to her.
March 14,1914.
PHEMIE H. KING.

MASSACHUSETTS FIRE & MARINE

ors and the
were read

Pocahontas. Following the supper the
regular meeting of the Tribe was held
and then the three degrees were conferred, the Adoption and Chiefs by Tarraiine Tribe and the Warriors by Pequoit
Tribe.
One of the pleasant features of
the evening was the presentation of a
large leather head painting, by Past
Sachem Clarence E. Hall, in behalf of

Saturday.

To Clear the

erta, Harold Fletcher: aeoata, John CL
Harmon, Arthur G. Dinsmore; pianist.
Melville H. Robbins. A midnight banquet waa served, followed by speeches
and munic, and it was a late hour when
the members closed the meeting. Among
the speeches were a number by the visit-

[Deferred from last week.J
One of the largest gatherings of Red
Men ever held in eastern Maine, and the
largest ever held in this city, was that
of Monday evening, Marc 16th, when
the members of Tarratine Tribe, No. 13,
I. O. R. M., entertained the members of
Pequoit Tribe,No. 96,of Vinalhaven. The
three degrees of the order were conferred,
and the occasion was one long to be remembered.
About 150 Red Men gathered in the Odd Fellows hall, and it was
one of the pleasantest Becret society social events of the winter.
The visiting
Tribe arrived by boat about 6 p. m. and
were met at Lewis wharf, where the
special steamer W. G. Butnam docked,
by the members of Tarratine Tribe, with
the Belfast band, which acted as an escort up Main to High, over High to Miller, up Miller to Church, over Church to
Main and down Main to Odd Fellows
hall, where a supper was served by the
members of Osceola Council, Degree of

13

3

AM
9 00

PM
Boston..

P»

PM

12 20

>12 26
.12 86
12 47
(12 69
1 06
1 13
(123
1 35
U 69

PINKLETS

FOR FLETCHER’S

Vstim-

£are
Dme, and
city

Children Orv

were

Minutes

J:

so poor
Sour
to eat and wear for
crops mean less
Therefore every farmer
the farmer.
should play detective and seek out soils
add and reform
on his farm that are
them by the use of lime, which neutralizes the acidity. The chief handithe farm with an
cap experienced by
acid soil Is that the culture of clovers
and similar legumes is prohibited by

the North Wayne Tool Company, wreath
visiting members expressed their j of lilies from the manager’s force at the
W by feeding for the first
extended
1
the
of
courtesies
of the North Wayne Tool Co. at
office
appreciation
three weeks
jk
Those
present from
to them in the usual manner, and with Detroit, Mich.
one
of the i Bangor were Gen. A. B. Ffnrnham, Capt.
the closing ceremonies
PRATTS
F. A. Garnsey, S. D. Benson and Dr. )
Ik* Baby Chick Food I largest and most enjoyable meetings for | W. C. Mason.
The remains arrived in Belfast Tues■K It carries them safely through the I several months was brought to a close.
I
EMM
danger period, prevents disease,
The‘ehoir of Sunrise Grange furnished ! day, accompanied by his son, Charles K.
insures quick growth and early
his nephew, Edward Tilden, and
maturity.
excellent music throughout the day,with I Tilden,
Sold
Money Back Guarantee
and two granddaughters, and were
wife,
7
by Dealers Everywhere
Christina Bean at the piano.
taken that afternoon to Castine, where
The next meeting will be with Burn- j services were held in the Unitarian
G. A.
ham Grange, Burnham, April 8th, with ! church, Charles H. Stevens Post,
Hancock Lodge, F.
Me- j R., having charge.
an address of welcome by Susie
and A. M.,was present in a body,and the
1
constant decrease in the number of those Keehnie and response by A. T. Nicker- floral offerings were profuse and beautiHon.
J.
A.
address
son.
An
Roberts,
by
j ful. Interment was in Castine cemewho produce the bread and the meat, |
and a constant increase in the number <>t i a paper by Blanche Foster and a topic to tery ami taps were 3ounded at the grave.
are
features
J.
G.
be
Mudgett
from
Gen. Tilden was a native and former
j
opened by
those who consume it;
Any person
C. D. Y.
of the meeting.
resident of Castine and the business
any source that aids in keeping intelli- !
places were closed during the funeral
gent, industrious men on the farm is a
CEN. TILDEN S FUNERAL.
services.
power that will help the whole people.

■■

This book will ssra you
hundreds of dollars and
costs you nothing. It will
be tent absolutely free
on request to any farmer
In order to introduce
rfTs» Veterinary Remedies. Remember, It Is
free. You do not have to order any
hw* to secure the book. Address, Humphreys*
nthle Medicine Company. 196 William Street,
'ork City. This Is a splendid opportunity to
to
a veterinary treatise that you should bave
1,brary- As a reference work you win find
111
valuable. To bare It In the time of need will be
many dollars, whereas It will cost you but a
^ <*rd
/
by writing for It now.

OACY.
poor crops,
H.

The

I‘

treatment at the first symptoms. Prompt
action Is the great secret
of treating horses.
Minutes mean dollars.
Of course proper treatment Is always necessary.
That Is Just how Humphreys* 900 page Veterinary
Manual will prove so valuable to you. It Is by
F. Humphreys, M D„VJB.,
and teaches how to diagnose and give proper

Them.

then introduced and

The great unrest of the age, the great
desire to do something to make people
sit up and take notice, has finally found
its way to the farm home and to the
hearts of the farm women.
Added to the numerous grave problems
That
North
Waldo
Pomona
of soil fertility, crop rotation, drainage,
Resolved,
Grange register its disapproval of the conservation of the soil moisture,etc., the
proposed expenditure of money for the man on the farm, sometimes, has three
henetit of the highway.
greater ones to solve, namely: “How to
Resolved, That in the spirit of fairness keep my boy on the farm?” “How to
or greatest
industry, that this money keep mv girl on the farm?” and last and
jgt i and should be placed on our high- worst of
all, “Howto keep my wife on
in
the interests of our whole peo- the farm?” Sometimes the problem is,
H's
I the Loyal Lagion of Maine and a memI not exclusively for tourists,
“How can I keep her financially, and 1
ber of Gen. Tilden’s regiment, the 16th
>
r. Nickerson and G. H. York, legis- other times it is her physical presence.”
Main?, in the Civil war, Capt. Frank A.
committee of North Waldo PoRealizing that it is imperative for the Garnsey
of Bangor, a member of the
farmer
where
he
to
the
keep
public good
! Loyal Legion and the Second Maine regithat
no
farmer
can
do
and
realizing
Duncan
welcomed the visitors is,
rgia
!
Reuben A. Wentworth of Hallowork unless his family is satis- merit,
Gal words of greeting and A. Stin- his best
commander of John B. Hubbard
fled to stay with him, many doctors come well,
|
Granite Grange responded in a forward with remedies to cure this dire- post, No. 20. G A. K., Darius C. Nye of
Hailowell, ac.jui.ant of Jonn B. Hubbard
P' mg manner. A solo by Christina | ful disease—unrest.
No. 20, G. A. R., Mayor Samuel
Furnace heat, electric lights, water posi,
as followed by a reading by RayG. Otis of Hailowell and ex-Mayor
i works, household
machinery,
operated
which
the
Cole, after
following by motor power, are some of the reme- Frank S. Wingate of Hailowell.
The active bearers were F. Morris
'V written paper was read by Nettie dies advocated.
Now these modern imjI
Fish and D»na C. Skillin, representing
all
aid
in
farm
life
making
provements
Gen. C. W. Tilden camp, Sons of VeterTHE FARMER’S HELPMATE
i less laborious for the women folks, but
ans; Charles W. Alexander, superinten!
man on the farm is the feeder of not all farmers can afford these modern dent of the
Hallowed Granite Works
'udes. As years go by there is a I improvements.
and Howard F. Andrews, president of
Farmers’ wives can best administer
the Hallowed Board of Trade.
their own remedies. They must use good
The escot t from the residence to the
Mean Dollars doses of common sense. Cultivate an church
consisted of a detachment, from
for
what
have.
they already
appreciation
IH TREATING ANIMALS
Gen. C. ^V. Tilden camp. No. 63. Sons of
ttteir
lives
wi:h
the
lives
Veterans, and consisted of Commander
^abtless you know the danger of delayed treatment Stop comparing
Wculic and other diseases. Ypu also realize that of the very few women who can live in Lester S. Howe. Junior Vice Commander
and
a
should
take
ease.
They
remedies
no
luxury
r
e
often
worse
than
J^iigly applied
Horace A. Truady and Past Commanders
at all. In other words, not to diagnose
good look at the masses of women and
*Raiment
ai.sc-ase accurately may prove fatal. Every owner
in the great cities struggling single
girls
be able to recognize an ailment and give

^uid
°°r*e.t

Remedy

*■■■■

Entertained by Tarratine Tribe of Belfast.

Fred H. Fuller, Webster Gatchell, Frank Citypoint. t9 45
Belfast, arrive. 9 50
gave a very interesting address; first ex- | Howard and Lloyd O. Powers.
The floral tributes included a pillow of
tFlag station
plaining the method of organizing the j
Limited tickets for Boaton are now sold at
and
from
Gen.
C.
W.
lilies
roses,
pinks,
unions and their advantages to the farmH. D. WALDRON,
Tilden camp.Sons of Veterans, with an in- $5.25 from Belfast.
General Passenger Agent.
ers and closing with remarks in relation
scription of the name in fulljpillowof roses
D. C. DOUGLASS,
to the marketing of the farmers’ pro- from the Hallowed Board of Trade, large
General Manama*. Portland Maine,
casket bouquet of roses and pinks from
ducts.

the State Highway Commission,
r

to

GEORGE
soils spell

economy.

How to Plant.
In selecting ground for asparagus
remember It is a permanent crop and
cannot be transplanted after it is establlsbcd.
It will grow on any ordlnary well drained garden soil, but
heavy subsoil, with light sand above
It, should be selected, as it Invariably
produces an earlier crop than heavy
ground. The land should slope to the
south, and spread well rotted manure
four inches deep over the ground, and
plow nud harroiv if for a large bed.
A small garden bed can be dug nud
Make
cultivated with a baud rake.
furrows four feet apart, one foot wide
and six inches deep, if you start with
seed sow 'u the furrows two inches
apart If one-year-old plants are used
soak them iu water for a few hours,
theu spread out the roots iu every direction from the center of the plant
and set two feet apart In furrows.
Use the space between the rows for
the first two years, as it Insures the
ground being well cultivated, and each
space will accommodate two rows of
carrots, onions or lettuce, and in the
fall, when the tops of the asparagus
begin to die, they must be cut oft and
burned and the bed given a good covering of stable manure.

industry.

digestible

is an

Simple Way

Acre.

though tbe pecuniary advantages to be reaped from It are suffldent to satisfy the most ambitious
gardener.
Three years after our bed was started we sold 354 bunches at an
average
Of 40 cents a bunch. Early in the sea-

mug

value of their own.
They are more
perishable than hard cheeses, aud to
put them on the market so ns to reach
the consumer's table at a proper stage
of ripening is a difficult problem of the

■

an

1

Grange

'i Waldo Pomona
r

two

or

to protect

|

Income—$280

son we got 50 cents.
Tow ard the end
of the season some wore sold for 35
cents.
Since then the annual returns
have never dropped below $280. Manuring and cultivating cost about $12
a year, the bed occupying a
quarter of
an acre of ground.
Having a number
of egg customers, we sell direct,
getting tbe full price, but even wholesale
prices range from 12 to 15 cents.
There are two ways of starting beds,
by sowing seed or setting out plants.
One-year-old plants will cost from 00
cents to $1 a hundred.
Planted In
April and well cared for, they provide
several dishes for the home table the
following spring and nearly a full crop
the second spriug. Seed sowed at the
same time will take a year longer, but
after that give a larger yield than |
transplanted plants, and, as aspaivgus j
beds are productive for fifteen or twen !
ty years, a one year loss in the begin- ;

The
drained from them.
curdled milk is commonly ladled into
forms and allowed to drain naturally
Soft cheeses are not subjected to pressure or heat and so contain a larger
percentage of water at the start than
hard cheeses.
They therefore afford
never

Because of these

dusting of the birds.
should be libe,’vutages poultry runs

;

separate

reasons—first, two crops are being
on the ground at one ttme; secl | 11 it fruit und poultry are directly
benefited by being grown together,

A

farm,

('r

n

HOW TO LOCATE ACID SOILS

KATE V. SAINT MAUR.
An asparagus bed is
ready for use in
very early spriug, when
every one
craves fresh vegetables.
It is easy to
grow after ouee started, and
yet an
asparagus bed is rarely found on a

end soft cheese is tue result of different
methods

sole interest is

u

A Profitable Source of
From Less Than

*

IKE,PHARYNX.

Agency-All righu reserved

HOW TO GROW ASPARAGUS

The primary difference between hard

[

HUNTER.
ns

the Morse international

The Art of Making It
C.

Benefit Each Other and
Ho« They
Their Owners.
a. F.

by

SOFT CHEESE

COMBINING POULTRY

Poultry keeping

1913

L. Oner, Harold Robinson. Edward Bnb'
bine, Lincoln D. Clark, Walter J. Rob-

VINALHAVEN RED MEN

CATARRH OF

To the

inhabitants of the

and

city
THE
others having ttxiOle property within said
of Belfast

requ.-'od to bring
city, are hereby notiti
i in to the undersigned, assessors of said city,
true and perfect lists of their polls and all
their estate, real and personal, including money
on band, b »nds, deeds, notes, due bills and
memorandums, or in any manner so invested
considerations shall be
; tha interest or olh
j paid or become due thereon, except mortgages
debts due more than owing inti all ptopeicy
held in trust as guardian, executor or otherwise, which they are possessed of »»i the first
lay of April, lb 14, and be prepared to substanliate the same by oath
All persons ’owning real estate, whose
property was assessed in tne wrong name or
bv a wrong description in the inventory of
1913, or who have j urcbased or sold real estate
within the last year, will call at the Assessors’
Office during the time specified below and have
proper correcti ns and transfers made for 1914.
And for the purpose ot receiv ng said lists
and making transfers ,.f real estate, the undersigned will be in session at the office of Maurice
W. Lord, in Hayford Block, the first day of
April from 9 to 11.30 a. m. and from 2 to 4 p. m.
and each Saturday during the month of April,
1914,from 2 to 4 p.m ,ard any personal examinations or conversation about the valuation thereof by the Assessors will not be considered as a
waiver for neglect of any person in bringing
in true and perfect lists as required by law.
Those persons who neglect to comply with
this notice will be barred by law from appealing
from the decision of the Assessors on their
application for abatement for any errors in
property taxed to them.
Blanks for returns may be had on application,
MAURICE W LORD.
i ami

PHEMIE

|

Subscribed and sworn to this fourteenth
A. D. 1914.
J S. H AKRIMAN.
Before me,
Notary Public.

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo ss
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation.
Belfast. March 16, A. D. 1914.
)
Upon the annexed Writ and Libel, it is or> Assessors.
J. F. SHELDON,
dered by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said 3wl2
WILLIAM H. BRAY. )
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$1,369,776 13 Court, that notice be given to the Libe ee by
or an
JAMES H. KNEELAND, Agent,Searsport,Me, publishing an attested copy of the same,
abstract thereof, together with this order
3wll
thereon, three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a ewspaper printed in Belfast, in the C« unty of Waldo, the last publication to be fourteen days at least before the j
next term of said Court, to be boidtn at Belfast, |
within and for add County, on the third Tues- j
•t
day of April next, that he may then ai d there |
appear in said Court and answer thereto, if he I
WARREN C. PHILBROOK,
see fit.
|
Justice supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the libel and order jf Court j Practice in all Courts.
Probate, practice
3wl2
thereon.
2tf
specaltv.
Clerk.
Att at: G£0.1 KEATING,
13 MAIN STREET,
BELFAST, MaINE

j

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY
DENTIST,

8

Aroostook Potatoes.

.STOCKTON SPRINGS.

SEARSPORT.

Miss Effle Curtis lsft last Friday for Boston,
to remain for some time in that city.
Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, Church street, has
been suffering a second attack of tonsilitis

in Haver
Miss Lulu Marks is visiting friend*
bill. Mass.

intending

William Wheaton went to Bangor Saturdaj
on business.
businesi
Oliver C. Atwood left Monday for a

trip

Boston.*

to

from
Miss Carita Gray returned Saturday
visit with relatives in Prospect.
March 20th, with the
Spring opened Friday.
thermometer at zero at 7 a, m.

The Current Events Club will be entertainMrs.
ed Wednesday afternoon, April 1st, by
subElmer E. Thompson, Church street. The
selection of
and
study—the
for
reading
ject
the hostess—will be “Mexico.”

congratulations
son.

terport. She may
gett cannot find
with her.

Knyvetta Rebekah Lodge.

Mr.

for

daughter-in-law,
Church Btreet.

Friday from

is conducting a
Fred G. Spinney of Belfast
and is teachdancing school Monday evenings
of dancing to a large
ing all the new styles
class.
returned from s
Miss Henrietta Gerry has
ii_

tvoA

R

opening

scnooi street as one »igu

Poor, for-

*»»»■“-

Lynn.

night
The fish chowder served last Thursday
ended out a good
in the M. E. church vestry
delicious. The
number and was said to be
as waiters.
acted
gentlemen
Caucus will be held in Union

Republican

at 7 p. m. to choose
Hall Saturday. March 28th.
and three delegatee to the
a town committee
State Convention to be held at Augusta April

9 th.
North
five-reel feature, Joyce of the
Hall March 31st.
Woods, will be given at Union
the
This picture was taken last summer by
scenes in Searsshows
and
Edison company
A

port.

winElla Mowry, who is spending the
as callers rehad
Calif.,
Los
in
ter
Angeles,
and Mrs. Blea,
cently Mrs. D. W. Nickels
the winter
Searsport people, who are spending
Mrs.

on

the

Pacific coast.

of
The announcement of the engagement
Searsport, a trainMiss Henrietta M. Gerry
Trull
Hospital
ed nurse and graduate of the
and Wilbur
training school in biddeford,
known
Carvel of the U. S. Navy was made
Monday.
to friends in Saco and Biddeford
Miss
Gerry
the
from
hospital
After graduating
and vi
practiced her profession in Portland
York.
New
to
cinity for some time before going
SearsShe is at present making her home in
ia a graduate of
port and Bangor. Mr. Carver
ine
Annapolis and was born in Searsport
wedding will take place this summer.—Portland Express.
who
Obituary. Capt. Theodore P. Colcord,

safely
towed into Baltimore, as announced by teleNellie Hichborn last Friday
gram to Miss

Capt. Edmund Hichborn,

has

been

evening, by her brother—a relief to all friends
from the anxiety felt since learning of the disabled condition of the vessel off Hatteras.
Last v. eek brought us real spring-like weathand dull, mild atmosphere the first
er.
Fog

I

half, with colder, but clear days the latter portion. The landscape presents the desolation,
of
apparent in New England, when patches
alone greet the
snow, bare ground and stubble
eye; but

we

know the

sweet

Mayflowers

ate

taken ill with acute indigestion Friday ! concealed beneath this covering. The green
morning at 7 o’clock, died suddenly Sunday 1 grass is almost ready to appear!
was the son of the
morning at 4 o’clock. He
Miss Beulah Nickerson, eldest of the family
Colcord
late Capt. John P. and Betsey (Curtis)
When I of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, Church
66
ago.
in
years
born
Searsport
and was
to resume her studies
William Tobey of i street, left March 17th
a boy be shipped with Capt,
the senior claBS at the Maine Central Inwith
the
1
of
Chapman
Pactolus
Thomaston in the ship
in th< | stitute, Pittsfield, after being at home through
& Finn line of New York and Bailed
the retire- i the recent vacation. She was accompanied by
ship in the California trade until
was placed in ! her sister, Miss Hortense, who was hor guest
ment of Capt. Tobey, when he
sev- | fer two days, returning last Thursday.
command of the ship and sailed her for
was
I The -Ghost Party," under the auspices of
eral years. In 1881 the ship A. J. Fuller
Flint the
built for him in Bath by Chapman &
young ladies, given last Thursday evening
her for 12 1
in Denslow Hall, proved a success in all featfor the California trade and he sailed
Oct. 29, 1889, while on ! ures. Thirty ghosts weie upon the dancing
years. In ibis ship on
he
the passage from Liverpool to New York,
floor, their identity causing much speculation
rescued 59 persons from the burning steamer and merriment. Many spectators were presand
ent, adding gieatly to the jollity of the occaSantiago from New York to Hull, England,
The monetary assets increased the
landed them at New York. He later com- sion.
manded the ships St. John, John McDonald and funds in the treasury considerably.
that
Henry B. Hyde, some of the finest ships
Don’t fail to see and hear “The Kitchen
Retiring from the
flew the American flag.
Orchestra,” this, Thursday, evening in Densj
me
oi
merchant service he entered the empioy
low Hall. You will easily get your price of
American-Hawaiian Steamship Co. of New admission—25 cts.—from the fun of the enterto
York and was the first Searsport captain
tainment. The stately Minuet of Washington’s j
command a steamer in that line. His first ship I day and “living pictures,” by the young people,
Columbian,
was the American, and the last the
coupled with music by the Stockton Springs
health.
when he resigned on account of his
band, will alBO enhance the pleasure of the
rounded
had
he
During his career on the sea
hours previous to the beginning of the social
lost a vesCape Horn 56 times and had never
dance, with Dorr’B orchestra to provide the
sel. He married Mias Lillian Hubs of San music. Remember the object in view.
He ia surFrancisco, who died 12 years ago.
of the two Sandypoint
of 6- With the exception
vived by one sister, Miss Hannah C. Colcord
the public schools tnroughout town
schools
of
O.
C.
Mrs.
Sawyer
Searsport, and a niece
opened the present week with the former
were held
Searsport. The funeral services
board of teachers, outside the High school in
M.
of
F.
Wednesday, Rev. C. O. Barnard
the village, where Mr. White having resigned,
church officiating. Interment was in Elmwood his place is filled by Mr. Robinson of Winslow.
He is boarding, as did Mr. White, with Mr. and
cemetery.
At
Mrs. Hosea Renouf, Sea View street.
Sandypoint, the supervisor, Mr. Alvah C. Treat,
Church street, expects the teachers will begin
Spring Blood and System Cleanser.
the term next Monday, some unavoidable hinDuring the winter months impurities ac- drance causing this delay.
and
becomes
impure
cumulate, your blood
Miss Mary Calkin came from Wellesley Colthick, your kidneys, liver and bowelB (ail to
last Saturday, to remain with her parents,
work, causing so-called “Spring Fever." You lege
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Calkin, School Btreet,
feel tired, weak and lazy. Electric Bitters
the enforced vacation for the student
the spring tonic and system cleanser—is what through
rendered imperative by the devastating
liver
body
the
stimulate
kidneys,
you need; they
which destroyed uouege Hall,
and bowels to healthy action, expel blood im- conflagration
and the principal building upon the campus, conpurities and restore your health, strength
taining every lecture room, the laboratories
Electric Bitters makes you feel and tbe administrative quarters.
Iske all
ambition.
treatment—it
others belonging to the senior class Miss Callike new. Start a four weeks’
as were the finanserioua
that
thankful
kin
is
will put you in fine shape for your spring
fire (mysterious in its origin)
60c. and cial losses the
work. Guaranteed. All Druggists.
was checked without sacrifice of life, and confident that under the efficient management of
$1.00.
President Pendleton the term will open in
early April, as contemplated when the young
The Shoe Situation.
ladies dispersed to their various homes.
was

j

j

j
|

j
I

Although
manufacturers
it

between seasons with
of footwear, current business is
volume and the earliest possiia

now

of satisfactory
ble deliveries are requested. Many orders
have been received by jobbers for the Easter
trade, while moBt factories have some fall contracts on their books and are optimistic regardleather shoes are
ing the outlook. Patent wear
and in men’s
moBt popular in women’s
calfskins
are attractdull
and
metal
lines gun
ing continued attention.—Dun'a Review, March
21st.

"

Timothy

Chase

Lodge, F. and

A.

served.

RETAIL MARKET.

PRICE.

18 Lime,
Butter Salt, 141b.. 18a22 Oat Meal,
84 Onions,
Corn,
79 Oil. kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
79 Pollock,
Corn Meal,
24 Pork,
Cheese,
185 Plaster,
Cottonseed,
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
18 Shorts,
Cranberries,
25a27 Sugar.
Clover Seed.
5 76a6 76 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
2 60a2 76 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed.
15 Wheat Meal,
Lgrd

menu.

1®

1

o

6

12al3
7
14
1.18.

34
160

Ul

®

40
5
4

ini

Nathaniel M. Batchelder, a lifelong resident
of Troy, passed quietly away at his heme
March 4th, aged 66 y ears, 10 months and 2 days.
Mr. Bachelder was highly respected by all who
knew him. He had keen in poor health for
several years, although everything possible
had been done for him and the best medical

443 teachers who took the exState teachers' certificates during the past year, of whom 32b attained a rank
required for certification. There were 3442
certificates in force at the beginning of the
year. At the examinations for superintendence grade certificates 18 candidates reported
The
and 17 of these received certificates.
number of special certificates granted to graduates of normal echools was 31.

The deceased

was

a

native of Center Lir.-

colnville, a daughter of Martin V. and Eleanor
(Spencer) Tower. Her husband was the late
Daniel Churchill

of

Rockland.

She united

There

were

amination for

The

Maine

Schools.

There was an increase of 3,244 the past year
in the number of persons of school age in
Maine, according to reports received by Payson Smith, State superinte ndent of schools, the
total being 217.592. Of this number, 127,026
The
were registered in the common schools.
expenditures for common school purpose ex-

n

o

MARRIED

Adams-Carver. In Vinalhaven, March 16,
Albert T. Adams of Damariscotta, and Miss
Maggie Francis Carver of Vinalhaven.
Fernald-Shibles. In Troy, March 14. Carl
Fernald and Miss Freda Shibles, both of Troy.
In Belfast, Mareh 17, by
Neal-Clarey.
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Frank R. Neal and Miss
Mildred Clarey, both of Waldo.

clusively aggregated $2,137,842.

Relieves

by

Cleansing

of all

Impurities.

Rheumatism

Whole

System

the

Do not try to relieve Rheumatism by dosing
the system with d: rgerous drugs. RHEUM A
is free from all opiates and narcotics and
cleanses the system in a natural and scientific

8

STORE_

box of “GREEN SEAL" Chocolates
to your wife Saturday night?
If she is not pleased with them
fund the purchase price.

we

will

—-—

■

OLD OORNER DRUG STORE.

j

|

we offer seeds oats of dependable PURITY.
of
1912
(our first year) we sold a lot of them. Those
spring
who used them were so well pleased witli results that last spring
to
(1913) we were ju3t deluged with orders and did not have enough
we have bought a great many more
This
the
demand.
year
supply
and while we expect they will carry us through the season we would
order with your dealer early.
that
your
place
you
suggest
Every bag will be tagged “S W, B. CO

will

!

Masonic Temple, High Street,

Belfast, Maine

gladly supply

you.

SWAN-WHITTEN-BICKF3RD CO.,
BELFAST. MAINE

WHOLESALE DISTHIBUTORS,

ka

j

Girls Wanted
AT THE

Thompson Mfg. Co.
Another New Lot

|

|
I

ST. JOHN

+ALEWIVES4
Bramhall’s Market
y—tni—»l

EASTER
—BV—

I

saa

j

SALE;

CHASE & VARNEY CO..
BROOKS, MAINE.
We have

j

;

Just think of the expense and disappointment of preparing and
have them
sowing one to ten acres of ground to oats and then not
kinds.
come up at all or get a lot of weeds of various
Call for the S. W. B. CO. brand and avoid this. Your dealer

lines

Embroided Voile Flouncing, Poplins,
Ratines, Silk Brocaded Pongee, Chiffon Crepe.
Bonnets. Laces, Hamburgs for trimming
etc., for spring and summer gowns; Baby’s
Cameo Cotton, Long Cloth, Nainsook,
underwear; New Wash Silks 36 in. wide;
TERMS CASH.
Berkley Cambric for underwear.

j

season

GARMENT

SpringMerchandise

I

In the

|

■

|

=?llCT01ZZ>)foll<-1301

-in I

For the third

j

—^==

H. H. COOMBS & CO.,

re-

jj

seecToats

style creations.

IbeJfrtest

a

?

||
oil*

*Davis.

At which will be shewn cur.b^st endeavor of the latest and most up-to-date assortable to asment of Ladies, Misses, and Children’s Millinery that we have yet been
ribbon and
semble. The shapes and trims are the latest, and the unusual amount of
flower trimming add very largely to their attractiveness.
and try on
We extend a very cordial welcome to everyone to attend our opening

'*

|

DIED

Saturday, March 28th

■“

jj

In

SpringMillineryOpening

4

that most

n

Union, March 17, Mrs. Caroline Augusta Barnard, aged 78 years, 1 month,
21 days,
Candage. In Sedgwick, March 14, Mrs.
Michael Candage, aged 82 years.
Clement. In Bar Harbor, March 13, Dexter
P. Clement, aged 63 years.
Colcord. In Searsport, March 22, Captain
Theodore Colcord, aged 66 years, 3 months and
Barnard.

THE PROGRESSIVE

new

seem

extra.

..

the

everybody must be from the
amount we have sold during the past two weeks.
You know instead of paying their full worthy prices
of $1.00 for Men, and 75c. for Women, we are selling them for 69c. and 49c. a pair. Furthermore,
Don’t neglect
we stand back of every pair we sell.
this opportunity of buying the very best sort of rubbers at a saving of fully a third. By parcel post 6c.
It would

jj

—

|

DIAMOND RUBBERS?

:

_

In West Brooksville, March 12,
Davis, aged 74 years, 3 months and 12
The dangerous “waste” is eradicated George
manner.
davs.
from the kidneys, bowels, liver and skin.
In Nortbport, March 22,
Drinkwater.
RHEUM A costs only 50 cents of A. A. Howes Thomas J. Drinkwater, aged 90 years.
& Co.
Foust. In Belfast, March 22, Annie, daugh“I was a great sufferer from Rheumatism ter of
Harvey N and Martha Wade Foust, aged
Churchill, F. E. Churchill and Mrs. Clemmie for ten years. After a two days'use of RHEU- 4 years; also their infant son, born at the WalMA I laid down my crutches and have since
R. Prescott, all of Rockland; two brothers, F.
do County Hospital Sundayjnight, March 22nd.
M. Tower of Spruce Head and P. A. Tower of
piven them away. I am a well man.”—J. R.
Foust. In Belfast, at the Waldo County
Rockland; and two sisters, Mrs. Mary Brown Crocker, 614 Sumter St., Columbia, S. C.
Hospital. March 23, Martha B.. wife of Harvey
rtf rhiraon and \tre Filin M
Finer nf Wnvpplpv
N. Foust, aged 24 years.
M ass. Courier- Gazette.
Gray. In Deer Isle, February 13. Mrs. ArSHIP NEWS.
villa Gray, aged 71 years, 10 months. 3 days.
Harriet E. Rhodes, widow of the late EdHatch. In Orland, March 10, Ernest F.
mund S. Hall, died at her home on Camden
Hatch, aged 26 years, 1 month and 25 days.
AMERICAN PORTS.
street, Rockland, after a short illnese. She
In Bucksport, March 11, Miss
Parker.
was born in Northport in 1831, and of a large
76 years.
New Yolk, March 18.
Sld, sch F C Pendle- Mary E. Parker, aged
Mass March 8, John
family only two survive—a brother, Frank
Dorchester,
In
Rea
for Vinalhaven; Brina P
Rhodes of Northport, and a sister, Mrs. Charles ! dleton, South Amboy
of
native
Brooksville,
aged 78 years,
a
R.
Rea,
Port Reading for Calais.
Pendleton,
her
of
husband
and
children
i
Rockland;
Gregory
and 3 days.
Boston, March 20. Ar, sch Augustus H Bab- 1 month
March 18.
having all passed away. She had been cared i
In
Mass.,
Shephard.
Quincy,
schs Alicia B Crosby,
for since the death of her daughter by her son- cock, Tampa; 21, sld,
Fieeman W. Shephard of Belfast, aged 87
j
and Bangor; Charlotte W
in-law, H. W. Davis of Boston, who has been Newport News
years and 6 months.
and New York; Fannie ar.d
to her all that an own son could be. In the j Miller, Stonington
Sukeforth. In Union, March 14, Miss Emma
I* ay, Stonington and New York; Mary Langpassing of Mrs. Hall relatives, friends and
Sukeforth,
aged 74 years.
Rockland.
neighbors have lost one of these rare person- don,
Shaw. In Troy, March 21, Lucy J., widow
Philadelphia, March 21. Ar, sch Harold B
alities that once known is always loved and
St John, N B; sld, sch Edward H Cole,
of Thomas Shaw, aged 85 years.
respected; a woman to whom home was the Cousens,
San Juan, P R.
dearest spot on earth. Of a noble, Christian
Pendleton
sch
March
17.
Ar,
Baltimore,
character, none ever appealed to her sympathies in vain, and of whom it may truly be Sisters, Searsport.
Charleston, March 23. Ar, sell Helvetia,
said “none knew her but to love her.”—CourNew York.
ier-Gazette.
Ar, sch William E
Norfolk. March 17.
Downes, New York (and cleared for JacksonL Urann, Portland;
Marcus
schs
Deafness Cannot Ee Cured
ville); sld,
Wyoming, Boston; Estelle, Tampa.
22.
local
Ar, sch Ella M
by
applications, as they cannot reach the
Portland, Me, March
You Breathe It.
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one Willey, Brunswick.
way to cure deafness, and that is by constituSearsport, March 20. Sld, sch Northland,
Be wise in time and use Hyomei at the first
tional remedies. Deafness is caused by an in- -; 22, ar, stm Kanawha, Norfolk; Penobscot,
head
symptom of catarrh such as frequent
flamed condition of the mucous lining of the do.
or
colds, constant sniffling, raising of mucus,
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed
Sld, stm Millinocket,
Do not let the dis
Stockton, March 21.
throat.
in
the
droppings
have
a
in
sound
or
are
you
rumbling
imperfect hear- New York.
become deep seated and you
ease
ing, and when it iB entirely closed. Deafness
Rockland, March 23. Ar, schs Thomas H danger of a serious if not fatal ailment.
is the result, and unless the inflammation can Lawrence, Roberts Harbor for N Y; Metinic,
There is no other treatment for catarrh,
be taken out and this tube restored to its Stonington for do; Annie & Reuben, do for
head colds, etc., like the Hyomei method, none
normal condition, hearing will be destroyed Boston; 24, ar, sch Brina P Pendleton, New
to use, or
just as good, so easy and pleasant
forever: nine cases out of ten are caused by York for Calais.
that gives such quick, sure, and lasting relief.
which
is
A. A.
an
but
inflamed
conCatarrh,
nothing
FOREIGN PORTS.
You breathe it—no stomach dosing.
dition of the mucous surfaces.
are not
Howes will refund your money if you
stm
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
Puerto Mexico, March 18, 6 am. Sld,
benefited
,.
case of Deafness (caused by
it
catarrh) that can- Kentuckian, Peterson, New York; 20, 9 am,
Try Hi omei at once and see how quickly
not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. .Send ar, stm Washingtonian, Parse, New York; 21,
clears the head, stops the sniffling, and banishes
Delaware
for circulars, free.
11 a m, aid, stm Pennsylvanian,
catarrh. Hyomei helps -you to enjoy good
F. J. CHENE1 & CO., Toledo, Ohio. Breakwater.
health. All druggists sell it. Ask for the
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Salim* Cruz, March 19, midnight. Ar, stm
complete outfit—$1.00.
*
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Isthmian, Hall, Seattle, etc.
with the Pratt Memorial M. E. church about
40 years ago, but had not been able to attend
services for a number of years. Hers was a
thoroughly unselfish disposition and she was
always thoughtful of others even when suffering. She is survived by three children H. L.

U

.....

such as bring out
Corsets in the Minaret, Debutante or Tango styles
,
from the infant 10 the full gro
of Fashion’s decree; Muslin Underwear tor all ages,
us
Vodes,
before;
ever shown by
in the daintiest and prettiest materials and designs

WHY NOT

id

_,j

ARE YOU WEARING THOSE FAMOUS

In Orland, March 6, to Mr. and
P. Bowden, a son.
Bowden. In Stonington. March 7, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roscoe B. Bowden, s. son, Gilbert
Alanson.
Coombs. In Franklin, March 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Holcie S. Conmbs, a daughter.
Dorr. In Orland, March 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond L. Dorr, a Bon.
Gray. In Bucksport. March 6, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph H Gray, a son.
Harriman. In Stonington, March 3, to Mr.
Harrison Harriman, a
and Mrs. Dearborn
daughter, Lillian Frances.
Littlefield. In Belfast, March 26, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward E. Littlefield, a eon.
Pendleton. In Islesboro, March 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Bowdoin N. Pendleton, a daughter,
Ada Lucy.
Bowden.
Mrs. George

OBIIUAKY.

Fine Display of New

H. E. Bucklen L Co. Philadelphia kSt.louli

Take

RET AIL

Beef, Corned,

degree

Best Family Laxative
Beware of constipation. Use Dr. King’s
New Life Pills and keep well. Mrs. Charles
E. Smith of West Franklin, Me., calls them
foi
“Our family laxative." Nothing better
All
adults or aged. Get them today. 26c.
Druggists or by mail.

I

Fowl,

leathers’ Certificates.

M., will

hold a special communication this, Thursday,
District Deputy Grand Master
evening.
Charles Kneeland, of the Grand Lodge of
Maine will be present and make an official
visitation and inspection. The Master Mason
will be worked ard a banquet will be

18Turkey,

Geese,

Royal

following shipFrom Cape Jellison piers
afternoon: skill was
given him. He is survived by a wife,
ping report was telephoned Monday
Mar. 18th, ech. ThoB. H. Lawrence Bailed, light, and four daughters: Mrs. Lemuel Reynolds,
Mrs.
John
L. Bagley, Mrs. Edward L. Wyman
for Stonington, Maine. March 19th, steamer and Mrs. Walter
Hill; and three sisters. Mrs.
Millinocket arrived with a general cargo from Mercy Prentiss of Benton, Mrs. W. P. Bragg
with paper of St. Albans and Mrs. Woodbury Nason of
March
sailed
kjpt
and
New York,
Bangor, and one brother, Oriston Batchelder of
for New York.
Troy. Funeral service s were held March 7th
Mrs. C. W. Sprague, after her winter’s ab- at the home of Mr. John L. Bagley, Rev. James
Vocal selections
home last Ainslie of Unity officiating.
sence in Wareham, Mass., arrived
were rendered by F. M. Fairbanks and wife of
Saturday, remaining with her sister and hus- Unity. The floral tributes were beautiful,
band, Mr. and Mrs. Maitland La Furley, West showing the high esteem of relatives and
Main Btreet, over Sunday, but opening her friendB The family have the sympathy of a
large circle of friends in their bereavement.
Church street residence Monday morning, to The
bearers were George B. Cook, O. R. Bagley
the delight of all neighbors.
Clarence Whitney, and W. L. Hopkins. InF. M.
was in the Webster cemetery.
terment
boat
Mrs. Harry W. Griffin took Monday’s
Fairbanks had charge of arrangements.
for Boston en route to join her family at
Mattapoisett, Mass. She had been the gueBt
The funeral services of Mrs. C. V. Churchill
of her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Pat- were held Monday afternoon March 16t'n, from
her
residence on James street, Rockland, Rev.
after
a
for
few
street
days
terson, East Main
G. E. Edgett of the M. E. church officiating.
coming to Stockton with her husband’s mother, The interment was in the family lot at Achorn
cemeteryThe pall bearers were Gilbert Hall,
Mrs. Avalina C. Griffin, last week.
C. A. and Abram W. Nye and W. F. Manpon.
The schooner Elisha Atkins, commanded by

of Searsport and
merly Miss Wealthy Nichols

A

bf*,u6

the

9.00
26*80
*
18jTallow,
12»1*
20 Veal,
20
20 Wool, unwaahed,
6.00
16al7 Wood, hard,
3-60
18 Wood, soft,
24Straw,

Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,
Eeee.

BORN

Welcome to Stockton!

Miss Mabel F. timmons arrived home last
a winter’s stay with her sister
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Kimball,
in Brookline, Mass. Her many friendB gladly
of her hospitable house on
hail the

Point.

...

Mass.

Avalina C. Griffin, accompanied by her
ardaughter-in-law, Mrs. Harry W. Griffin,
to
rived March 18th from Mattapoisetl, Mass.,
widowed
spend the spring with her recently
H. Cousens,
Mrs. Frank

with 3,1(0 tons
Saturday from Newport News
Coal Co. at Mack’s
of coal to the Penobscot

..

Cambridge,

to the

paid producer.

PRODUCE market.

Baker and Pastry Cook,'*
containing five hundred practical
receipts for all kinds of baking
and cookery, free. Address Royal
Baking Powder Co., New York.
The

Mrs.

Steamer

DCHOBV

variety and attractiveness

and Mrs. J. L. Lancaster, guests of Capt.
and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle street, for
a
the present month, left Thursday to spend
week with relatives in Newport, Maine, and in
Bangor. They will return here before leaving

last week tc
Henry W. Kneeland returned
with his parents
Boston after a short visit
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Kneeland.
Miss Julia B. Sullivan arrived Wednesday
her brothfrom Waltham, Mass., and is visiting
Water street.
er, J. H. Sullivan, on
Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Frank French arrived
the Searsport
from W'interport and are getting
House ready for the summer business,
Penobscot, Capt. Harding, arrived

111

a

later, if Mrs. Mudsuitable companion to stay
return

I

^^^^^Ohio,U.S.A.

10 00*14
AppleSfPer Dbl.l.BOaZtO Hay,
19
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
U
76
2 60a2
Lamb,
Beane, pea,
40*60
Beans. Y. E„ 2 60a2 76 Lamb Skins,
8
28*82 Mutton,
Butter,
42
9al0 Oata, 82 lb.,
Beef, sides,
60
9
Potatoes,
Beel,forequartera,
10
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,

Insures the most
delicious and healthful food
By the use of Royal Baking Powderbea
great many more articles of food may
readily made at home, all healthful, delicious, and economical, adding much

who has been for sev^ Mrs. Stella C. Young,
eral weeks. with Mrs. Angie G. Mudgett, East
WinMain street, left Sunday for her home in

L. A. Colcord arrived Wednesday fron
Waltham
New York and Miss Ethel Carr from
Mass.
candidati
The degree was worked on one
meeting ol
last Thursday night at the regular
Mrs.

Akron,

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

ABSOLUTELY PUKE

March 19th.

The B.F Goodrich Company

can._
BELFAST PRICE CURRNET.

BAKING POWDER

Master John N., Jr., of Skowhegan, are guests
A.
of Mrs. Levine’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Flanders, East Main street. They arrived

S. S. Corpora
Auditor Deek of the Eastern
buaineas
tion was in town last week on official
are
receivinj
Card
Mr. and Mra. Stephen
of ■
on the birth, March 23d,

Visit

ROYAL

to
and at this date, Monday, is still confined
the house.
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Levine and little son.

i

It is estimated that nearly 4,000,000 boehels
of potatoes are yet in the county to be shipped.
The potato inspection went into effect on
March 9th but does not seom to hinder the
shipments, as potatoes are moving freely and
under heavy demand the price remains around
$1.8J to 11.86 per bbl. The Aroostook Republi-

a

SuitErge consignment of Ladies’ Coats,

Skirts and Dresses for this sale, in addition to our reguat
lar stock. You will be able to select an exclusive style
stores
or
houses
city
a price much, below the mail order
7th.
This sale will begin April 2nd and continue to April

CHASE & VARNEY CO., Brooks, Maine

buy

your

Jewelry
Watches, Clocks and
work done by
oi. and be

sure

to have your

;
:

j

j
:

